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Abstract 
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Abstract 
A Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of randomly distributed infrastructure-
less mobile nodes that form a wireless network. These Mobile nodes have the capability to 
act as a host or relay. As a host, the mobile nodes can be the source and/or destination of 
traffic, and when acting as a relay, they can be an intermediate node that forwards the traffic 
to its destination. Some of the challenges of a MANET include the dynamic network 
topology, device discovery, power constraints, wireless channel conditions and limited 
network resources. These challenges degrade the network performance and thus affect the 
network stability and robustness. Therefore, it is difficult for a MANET to attain the Quality 
of Service (QoS) of a wired network. This thesis aims to address the problem of the limited 
wireless network resources by proposing two adaptive scheduling algorithms that can adapt 
in real-time to the changes in the network.   
To achieve the aim; this thesis first analyses the behaviour of various application profiles in 
a queue. It models Voice, Email, and Internet Browsing traffic (by specifying packet sizes, 
and inter-arrival rates based on various distributions) separately and then simultaneously in 
a common network for uncongested and congested conditions, after which scheduling is 
applied in order to improve the overall network performance. The Voice traffic profile is 
then added to the UDP/IP protocol stack and the network performance is compared to a 
simple node without the UDP/IP protocol stack. A realistic wireless propagation model for 
the simulation is developed from a point-to-point open-field outdoor experiment.  
This thesis proposes two adaptive priority fuzzy based scheduler for a MANET, the priority 
of packets in the queue are determined based on the real-time available network resources. 
The methodology for transmitting a live-feed video stream over OPNET to validate the 
scheduler is also presented. An interface between the simulation and hardware is created to 
send real-time video traffic through the simulation network.  
This thesis concludes by showing that the performance of a MANET network can be 
improved by applying an adaptive scheduler.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of this thesis; it includes the background and motivation, 
the aims and objectives, the research challenges, deliverables and the methodology; and 
finally, a summary of the thesis structure is also provided. 
1.1. Background and Motivation 
The recent trend of modern commercial and industrial systems is to integrate computing, 
communication and control into different levels of factory operations and information 
processes [1]. A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) consists of infrastructure-less nodes that 
can communicate among themselves to form a self-contained network as shown in Figure 
1-1. These nodes are equipped with a microprocessor, radio transceiver and a battery based 
power supply. They are deployed in an unstructured manner and can communicate with each 
other through a wireless link, forming an ad hoc network without the requirement of a central 
control system [2]. A MANET can reconfigure itself when there is a link failure without any 
external assistance. A pair of mobile nodes can only communicate when they are within 
radio range of each other. Mobile nodes can act as a host, relay, or both. As a host, a node 
can function either as a source, a destination or both, and as a relay; it functions as an 
intermediate node to forward information to destination nodes. This phenomenon describes 
the multi-hop nature of MANET.  
Most MANET operates within the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band, and mobile 
nodes are required to use their available power efficiently because of their limited battery 
life. The ISM band is a license free international radio band reserved for radio frequencies 
for industrial, medical and scientific purposes. A list of appliances that operate on similar 
radio frequencies is the microwave oven, medical diathermy machines and radio frequency 
process heating. In recent years, there have been a significant development in channel 
capacity and bandwidth utilisation. However, a number of factors that include multiple node 
access, signal fading, multipath, noise, and interference affect the quality of the signal 
received by the destination or relay.  
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Figure 1-1: Sample MANET 
MANET is most suited for an application that requires mobile nodes, where the use of wires 
will increase their complexity. Examples of such applications are tactical networks, e.g. 
Military communication and automated battlefields. Emergency services, e.g. search and 
rescue operations, disaster recovery, supporting doctors and nurses in hospital and 
supersession of infrastructure in the case of environmental disaster. It is also useful for 
education, e.g. University and campus settings, virtual classrooms, ad-hoc communication 
during meetings or lectures. The possibility of deploying a MANET for these applications 
as well as the lack of preinstalled wired infrastructures justifies the development of such 
networks.  Figure 1-2 shows some of the applications of MANET.  
 
Figure 1-2: MANET Applications 
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MANET has been proposed for use in other realms such as vehicular communication 
popularly known as Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET) [3] and also been implemented 
for environmental monitoring. Paper [4] designed and implemented a MANET within a 
forest to monitor CO2 movement. It used sensors to estimate the impact of forest-atmosphere 
CO2 accurately. The PermaSense Project [5] used MANET to collect permafrost related 
parameters, to understand better, and improve the relationship between climate change and 
rock fall. Paper [6] implemented wireless sensor network to monitor the condition of a grain 
silo.  The data collected provides the means for effective process control that improves the 
overall system efficiency by reducing raw material, energy and wastage. 
Civil engineering has also benefited from MANET. Paper [7] designed and implemented 
MANET on the 4200ft long main span and the south tower of the Golden Gate Bridge. It 
measured the ambient structural vibration reliably without necessarily interfering with the 
operation of the bridge. Paper [8] implemented an underground structure monitoring system 
using MANET to ensure a safer mining environment. 
Due to the wide range of potential applications of MANET, when fully developed it has the 
potential to replace some infrastructural networks in the future. For this reason, there is a 
need to consider both real-time and non-real-time applications in addition to the control 
applications for performance analysis. These real-time applications are delay sensitive 
applications. In control systems or telemetry monitoring, ‘real-time’ refers to systems with 
a strict deadline and it can be catastrophic when these deadlines are not met. However, in 
multimedia systems, even though the systems have real-time requirements, they can tolerate 
a certain percentage of loss without necessarily losing meaning or the details of the 
information. The delivery time can be relaxed since humans are more tolerant to delay as 
compared to machines. All applications are delay sensitive to some extent, however, the end 
user can notice real-time multimedia applications that exceed an end-to-end delay bound.  
Non-real-time applications are not delay sensitive, but they are sensitive to loss. A small loss 
can change or corrupt the entire information, in this instance; data integrity is very important.   
These real and non-real time applications have Quality of Service (QoS) requirements to 
guarantee a certain level of acceptable performance. QoS is the collective effect of the 
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service as perceived by the end user. These QoS requirements include delay, loss, jitter and 
bandwidth [9][10]. The use of MANET for applications such as battlefield, healthcare, and 
search/rescue; demands a high degree of network predictability.  
1.2. Research Challenges  
The demands for high QoS have placed a severe constraint in the design of MANET.  A 
MANET is a wireless network, and thus it transmits packets via wireless links. These links 
are dynamic as compared to wired links because of nodes movements. They are also subject 
to time and signal attenuation, diffraction, reflection, refraction and interferences and the 
added problem of limited bandwidth.  
The random nature of the node mobility causes frequent route changes, this result in high 
packet loss, high end-to-end delay and a reduction in the network throughput. The 
infrastructure-less nature of MANET, in addition to the limited network resources, has made 
the provision of QoS challenging. Hence, this has increased the need for a QoS solution that 
is dynamic in nature.  
Researchers have focused on using several techniques to improve the QoS in MANET. 
These techniques include improving or proposing new routing protocols, data coding in the 
physical layer and link stability (multiple transmitters and receivers). There is little research 
work on developing a specialised packet scheduler for MANET. Most of the work in 
MANET relies on the conventional scheduling algorithm designed for a wired network; 
these algorithms are not suitable for MANET because of its mobile and wireless 
characteristics. 
 Hence, using an adaptive scheduling algorithm to determine which queue or packet to serve 
next should improve the overall network performance. The default scheduling scheme for 
packets in a MANET is First In, First Out (FIFO).  
One of the challenges faced in comprehensively modelling an adaptive scheduling algorithm 
for traffic in MANET; is that individual packets rather than the entire traffic flow compete 
for the available network resources. At low load, all packets are forwarded with minimal 
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delay, but as the load increases the delay also increases. Effectively reducing this delay 
depends on the queuing and scheduling techniques used.  
This thesis tackles the problems of limited network resources in MANET by proposing an 
adaptive scheduling algorithm to improve the network QoS. This algorithm reduces the end-
to-end delay, packet loss and also increases the network throughput, thus enhancing the 
system stability [11][12]. 
1.3. Aim and Objectives  
The aim of this research is to investigate MANET and its research challenges, focusing on 
the issues of the limited network resources. This thesis aims to develop a mathematical 
model for real-time traffic e.g. control application and multimedia traffic and also develops 
an adaptive packet scheduling algorithm to optimise the network performance with 
increasing network load. The proposed schedulers aim to improve the QoS of MANET, but 
should be applicable to other wireless networks. The objectives of this research are: 
 To investigate MANET, its implementations and challenges. 
 To develop models for real and non-real-time applications such as Email, Voice and 
Internet Browsing in OPNET. 
 To develop a queuing delay model for MANET using queuing theory 
 To develop a simulation model for real and non-real-time traffic and also investigate 
its queuing performance under congested and uncongested state using queuing 
theory. 
 To research, analyse and explore the performance of various reactive routing 
protocols such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source 
Routing (DSR), Lightweight Mobile routing protocol (LMR) and Associativity-
Based Routing (ABR);  considering node mobility, packets delivered, jitter, end-to-
end delay, and routing load via network simulation. This will help to choose the best 
routing protocol to use for this thesis. 
 To carry out a real-time open-field point-to-point experiment and develop a 
corresponding simulation model to replicate its channel performance, thus validating 
the simulation model and the Optimised Network Engineering Tool (OPNET). 
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 To develop a real-time adaptive packet scheduling algorithm for MANET; this 
algorithm will optimise network resources to reduce delay, increase throughput and 
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), thus improving the overall system stability. 
 To develop a simulation model to analyse the performance (delay and PDR) of the 
proposed schedulers under various traffic type and network loads. 
 To validate the real-time functionality of OPNET by streaming real-time video over 
a network. This will be achieved by creating an interface between OPNET and an 
external device (webcam). 
 To analyse the performance of the real-time video stream under non-real-time CBR 
and VBR Background Traffic when scheduling is applied. 
1.4. Contribution 
The contribution of this thesis is to resolve issues with limited network resources in MANET. 
This thesis proposed two adaptive fuzzy based schedulers and it develops a real and non-real 
time traffic model (based on a mathematical formula). An interface between simulation and 
an external device is created to validate the proposed schedulers. The contributions are 
broken down into the following stages: 
 A detailed analysis and explanation of the advances made e.g. increase of efficiency, 
reliability, availability, maintainability and performance of MANET -  Chapter 2 
 A mathematical model for real and non-real-time applications such as Email, Voice 
and Internet Browsing. Using Cauchy to model Email traffic - Chapter 3 
 The development of a queuing delay model for MANET using queuing theory and a 
detailed simulation analysis of real and non-real-time traffic under the congested and 
the uncongested condition - Chapter 3 
 The development of a realistic simulation model based on an open field experiment, 
this will provide guidelines for other researchers, to mathematically model a realistic 
wireless propagation model for a simulation environment - Chapter 3 
 The development of an adaptive fuzzy scheduling algorithm to improve the QoS of 
MANET - Chapter 4 
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 The development of a real-time video streaming over OPNET, this will interface 
OPNET with an external hardware device - Chapter 5 
 Performance analysis of the proposed schedulers under mixed network traffic, with 
a live-feed video -  Chapter 5 
1.5. Research Methodology  
The research methodology used is a quantitative approach. The research method consists of 
a number of sections labelled 1-7 as shown in Figure 1-3. The first section is a literature 
review presented in Chapter 2. It contains a documented investigation of existing and 
relevant research work. The second section is presented in section 3.3.1; it contains the 
design of real and non-real-time traffic; these include Voice, Email and Internet Browsing. 
The Email is developed with the Cauchy distribution in OPNET. The third section presented 
in section 3.3.2; it contains the simulation model and performance analysis for staggered and 
non-staggered start time for traffic under congested and uncongested traffic conditions. 
These are compared to the theoretical prediction and it formed the baseline simulation model 
as shown in the fourth stage. The fifth stage is presented in section 3.4; it contains the design 
and implementation of an outdoor experiment with a corresponding realistic simulation 
model. These formed the basis for the wireless propagation model used in this thesis. The 
sixth stage is presented in Chapter 4; it contains the development of an adaptive packet 
scheduling algorithm along with the performance analysis of various traffic profiles for a 
single traffic flow under varying level of network load. The seventh and final stage is 
presented in section 5.4; it contains the design and development of an interface between 
OPNET and an external hardware device (webcam) for real-time video streaming. The 
performance of the real-time video stream under various background loads when scheduling 
is applied is also provided. 
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Figure 1-3: Research Methodology 
1.6. Structure of Thesis 
This thesis is structured as follows, Chapter 2 introduces wireless network, and it also 
explains the evolution of MANET, including some of the main issues. It contains 
information on the various routing protocols applicable to MANET as well as some of the 
challenges faced by the network. This chapter also discussed QoS, scheduling algorithm and 
reviewed existing scheduling algorithm for MANET. Chapter 3 introduces queuing model; 
a mathematical representation for the queuing system of Voice, Email and Internet Browsing 
is also presented. The methodology for modelling real and non real-time applications, as 
well as their behaviour under congested and uncongested states, is presented. Finally, 
wireless propagation model and a realistic simulation model are presented. Chapter 4 
presents details for designing and modelling the proposed adaptive scheduling algorithm 
along with the performance analysis of the algorithm under various traffic classes and loads. 
Chapter 5 explains the guidelines for modelling a real-time video streaming in OPNET; this 
involves developing an interface between OPNET and an external hardware (web camera). 
The performance analysis of the scheduler under varying traffic classes and background 
loads for real-time video stream are presented, whilst Chapter 6 presents the conclusion and 
future work.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review  
2.1. Introduction 
The objective of this literature review is to provide the underlying knowledge of current 
work being carried out by other researchers in this area and to provide a theoretical basis for 
this work. Various IEEE specifications, including Bluetooth, ZigBee, and IEEE 802.11 
models are described. An explanation of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model and 
a summary of its layers are included in this chapter. The evolution of MANET, routing and 
its challenges were also discussed and finally, a critical summary is provided.  
2.2. Wireless Network 
Wireless Network enables two or more devices to communicate using a standard network 
protocol, without the need for cabling. There are three commonly used communication 
standards: IEEE 802.11 standard for Wireless LANs (WLANs), IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee, 
IEEE 802.15.1/Bluetooth technology that is the standard for Wireless Personal Area 
Networks (WPAN). A WLAN transmits and receives data at high radio frequency, whilst a 
WPAN, is a local area network formed by connected devices placed within a 10 metres 
radius [13]. 
2.2.1. IEEE Wireless Networking Specification  
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) released the IEEE 802.11 
specification in June 1999. The first IEEE released specification is called the IEEE 802.11;  
it operates at a frequency band of 2.4 GHz with a data rate of 1 to 2 Mbps using either 
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) or Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). 
In late 1999, the IEEE released two additional specifications i.e. the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 
802.11b. The IEEE 802.11b data rate is 11 Mbps with an operating frequency  of 2.4 GHz, 
whilst the IEEE 802.11a supported data rate as high as 54 Mbps and utilises a frequency 
band of 5 GHz. 
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Unfortunately, both specifications (IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b) were incompatible 
because they operated in different frequency bands. In other words, the individual network 
card interface for both specifications and their corresponding access point cannot 
communicate with each other. As a result, the IEEE was forced to create a new draft standard 
known as IEEE 802.11g. The 802.11g can support a data rate of up to 54 Mbps, and it is 
compatible with the IEEE 802.11b. The emergence of Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output 
(MIMO) technology inspired the development of a new standard IEEE 802.11n; it supports 
a much higher data rate of 266 Mbps. Subsequent standards used the Single-Input-Single-
Output (SISO) systems; this is an antenna technology in wireless systems, where the source 
and destination nodes use a single transmitting and receiving antenna. MIMO is an 
improvement from the SISO technology; it involves the use of multiple antennas at the 
source and destination. These antennas at both ends of the circuit are combined to minimise 
error and increase the data speed [14][15]. 
2.2.1.1. Bluetooth/IEEE 802.15.1 
The Bluetooth wireless technology is an open standard specification for Radio Frequency 
(RF); it is based on short-range connectivity and supports both point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint voice and data transfer [16]. Harnessing this technology to its fullest capacity will 
change the face of computing technology. The design is cheap, with low power requirement. 
It is now incorporated into a wireless networking system for all classes of portable devices 
e.g. mobile phones, notebook computer, refrigerator, laptop and Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDA), etc. It also enables the connection of multiple devices together without the need for 
a cable such as computers, printers, mouse, and keyboards. When two or more Bluetooth 
devices are connected together (share a single channel), they form a piconet. Bluetooth 
devices operate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band, and its communication channel consists of a 
pseudo-random hopping sequence using 79 RF channels. As the number of devices in the 
piconet increases, the tendency of two adjacent piconets operating at the same frequency 
increases; this causes packet collisions and thus retransmission of lost packets [17]. 
Bluetooth uses frequency hopping spread spectrum, which reduce interference, and fading. 
It uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 
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for multiple transmissions. Bluetooth supports Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) link 
for data and the Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO) link for voice [18][19]. 
2.2.1.2. ZigBee/ IEEE 802.15.4 
ZigBee operates in three different frequency bands: free 2.4 GHz (ISM) band, 868 MHz in 
Europe and 915 MHz in America. ZigBee is a standard based on IEEE 802.15.4 for Wireless 
Personal Area Network (WPANs) [16]. WPAN is a personal area network that wirelessly 
interconnects devices. Devices in a WPAN can communicate with a speed of up to 250 kbps 
(at 2.4 GHz), 40 kbps (at 915 MHz) and 20 kbps (at 868 MHz); whilst physically separated 
by a distance of up to 50 m in typical circumstances and greater distance of 500 m in an ideal 
environment [20][21].  
ZigBee consists of two devices namely:  Full Function Device (FFD) and Reduced Function 
Device (RFD). FFD can be used as a repeater, a router or to co-ordinate the network. FFD 
can communicate with RFD or another FFD, RFD only communicates with FFD. RFD is 
only used as a terminal network node i.e. an RFD cannot communicate directly with another 
RFD because it cannot act as a router or repeater.  The hardware for FFD and RFD are the 
same, but their differences lie in the network layer. ZigBee network supports three network 
topologies, which are cluster network, the star network and mesh network.  
A star network is made up of multi-terminal network nodes along with the co-ordinator node. 
The co-ordinator node organises the network along with the routing information. Thus, all 
messages travel via the coordinator node. A sample star network is shown in Figure 2-1a. A 
Cluster network consists of multiple star networks whose central nodes are connected to a 
single co-ordinator. A Mesh network is a highly reliable ad hoc network.  There are two 
connections types of a mesh network; these are partial mesh topology and full mesh 
topology. In a partial mesh topology, some nodes are connected to all the others; whilst some 
are only connected to those, they exchange the most data. When all the nodes in the network 
are connected to each other, it forms a full mesh network. A sample partial mesh network is 
shown in Figure 2-1b; nodes in a network can self-organise to form a mesh network. Mesh 
networks consist of multiple wireless routing paths, so alternative paths can easily be chosen 
should the existing one fail [21][22]. 
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(a) Star Network (b) Mesh Network
 
Figure 2-1: (a) and (b) Show the network topology for a Star and Mesh Network, 
respectively [22] 
2.2.1.3. Wireless LAN/IEEE 802.11n 
Some amendments were made to the IEEE 802.11g standard to develop the IEEE 802.11n 
standard. These amendments were made to the physical layer and Medium Access Control 
(MAC) layer. The modifications of the physical layer include the use of MIMO technology, 
channel bonding (the use of two 20 MHz bandwidth streams) and advanced coding (this 
includes Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes). The modifications made to the MAC 
layer include the QoS features that include supporting delay sensitive application such as 
multimedia streaming and Voice over WLAN (VoWLAN)). Additional modifications were 
made to the extended switch announcement (allowing the access point to switch between 
support for 20 MHz only and 20 MHz/40 MHz ) and the support of fast roaming [23]. The 
IEEE 802.11n uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexer (OFDM) scheme as its 
modulation technique. It modulates the data signal in parallel over multiple carriers. The 
achievable throughput of the IEEE 802.11n is dependent on the number of carrier signals. 
The number of carrier signals in IEEE 802.11a/b/g is 48 whilst IEEE 802.11n can use a 
maximum of 52 carrier signals. The IEEE 802.11n operates at an ISM of 2.4GHz and 5 GHz. 
The IEEE 802.11n consist of four spatial streams, with a maximum data rate of 260 Mbps 
(guard band interval (GI) = 800ns) and 288.9Mbps (GI = 400ns). The maximum data rate 
can be achieved when all four spatial streams are used for transmission. Hence, the data rate 
for the IEEE 802.11n can be varied by varying the number of spatial streams and the guard 
band interval, the lower the number of spatial streams, the lower the data rate [24]. This is 
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the first time the speed of WLAN has theoretically exceeded the 100 Mbps of cable based 
fast Ethernet commonly used in workplaces. This standard also significantly improves the 
signal coverage area and thus maximises bandwidth utilisation. The data throughput is 
proportional to the distance between the transmitter and receiver; hence as the distance 
increases the throughput decreases. Therefore, the overall improvement in the throughput of 
the IEEE 802.11n enables it to cover a longer range with a significantly strong wireless 
signal at the receiver than the IEEE 802.11a/b/g. The IEEE 802.11n standard is backward 
compatible with the IEEE 802.11a/b/g standard. However, its full functionality can only be 
accomplished if the client and the access point support the IEEE 802.11n standard [25]. 
2.2.2. Open System Inter-connection (OSI) Model 
International organisation for standardisation developed the Open System Interconnection 
(OSI) model. It was the first framework created for sending information through a network. 
The OSI model consists of seven layers as shown in Figure 2-2 [26][27]. 
 
Figure 2-2: OSI Model [28] 
2.2.2.1. The Physical Layer 
The physical layer is the layer that interacts with the transmission media. It defines the 
interface specification, needed to establish network connections, and it also defines the  
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medium requirements such as mechanical and all other specification for sending a bit stream 
in the network. The physical layer is responsible for transmitting and receiving data from 
one node to the next. One of the major functions of the physical layer is to provide services 
for the data link layer [28]. 
2.2.2.2. Data Link Layer 
The data link layer is layer 2 of the OSI model. This layer helps devices to access the network 
in order to transmit and receive messages. It is also the point of the network where a physical 
address is assigned; thus enabling a device to send its data through the network. The data 
link layer collaborates with the device software to send and receive messages. Hence, this 
layer ensures that the initial connection between devices has been set up; messages to be 
transmitted are divided into frames. It also handles the acknowledgement from the receiver 
when these messages are successfully received. It also has the capability of error detection 
for received messages, flow control, etc. by analysing the bit patterns. This layer contains 
two sub-layers called Medium Access Control (MAC) and the Logical Link Control (LLC) 
[28]. 
2.2.2.3. Network Layer 
It is layer 3 of the OSI model. This layer provides an end-to-end logical addressing system, 
thus enabling a transmitted packet to be routed through several layer 2 networks (Frame 
Relay, Ethernet, Token Ring, etc.). Layer 3 addressing developed in the past does not 
conform to the required standard. Novell is one of the software manufacturers that developed 
layer 3 addressing [29]. There has been a tremendous development in the networking 
industry, hence increasing the need for a common layer 3 addressing system. For example, 
the current Internet Protocol (IP) has made it easier to set-up a network connection and 
connects multiple users. It uses an IP addressing system to connect billions of people around 
the world. 
2.2.2.4. Transport Layer 
The transport layer of the OSI model is responsible for the point-to-point communication 
between devices through a network. Depending on the considered application, it does offer 
either a more reliable, best-effort, connectionless or a more connection oriented 
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communication. Some of the most common transport layers protocol are the Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) which is a connection-oriented and the User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP) which is connectionless [28]. 
2.2.2.5. Session Layer 
The session layer provides various services, one of such services involves the tracking of the 
number of received bytes individual sessions have acknowledged receiving from the other 
end session. The session layer allows either a half-duplex or a full duplex mode of 
communication between two processes [28]. 
2.2.2.6. Presentation Layer 
The presentation layer is responsible for the format of the data sent through the network. The 
application can read and understand the message because of the presentation layer. Some of 
the presentation layer functionalities include formatting of data, formatting of complex data 
structure (strings, integers, structures etc.) used by the application to bit streams transmitted 
over the network. It includes data compression, which is the reduction of the size of 
transmitted data. It also includes security and privacy, which entails encryption; it is 
scrambling of data sent to the network so that only an authorised personnel can unscramble 
the received data.  Finally, authentication, which is verifying the end user is whom they 
claim to be and not a fraud [28].  
2.2.2.7. The Application Layer 
The application layer gives the user (either human or software) access to the network. This 
is what is visible to the user when the user tries to load applications such as electronic mail, 
Internet Browsing, file transfer or a remote file access [28]. 
2.3. MANET Evolution 
Historically MANET has been used in battlefields to enhance communication and 
survivability. The military battlefield operation is dynamic in nature; therefore, a fixed 
network cannot be relied on for quality communication. Wireless devices do have some 
added limitations due to the interference from other radio signals operating at similar 
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frequencies and security issues. Radio frequencies, which are higher than 100 MHz cannot 
propagate beyond its Line Of Sight (LOS) [30]. MANET was uniquely designed to solve 
these problems with its multi-hop packet transmission capability, without any centralised or 
fixed infrastructure and to enhance connectivity beyond the LOS.  
The first MANET was developed in 1972; it emerged from the Packet Radio Network 
(PRNet) project of the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The 
inspiration for the PRNet came from the development of packet switching technology, which 
includes bandwidth optimisation, storage and routing [30]. The architecture of PRNet 
consists of a network of broadcasting radios with minimal central control; a combination of 
Aloha and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocols was used because of the 
dynamic sharing of broadcast radio.  Additionally, the multi-hop nature of packet transfer 
removed the radio coverage limitation, hence, making it possible for multiple users to 
communicate within a large area. The Aloha method was initially developed by the 
University of Hawaii for use in satellite communication. It is a communication scheme that 
enables each source (transmitter) to send data to its destination whenever there is a frame to 
send. If the frame successfully arrives at the destination, the source sends the next frame; 
otherwise, (if unsuccessful) the source resends the frame. CSMA is a part of the MAC layer; 
it senses or listens for a network signal on the transmission medium before transmitting data. 
CSMA is implemented in a network with multiple network devices attached. 
In 1983, the Survivable Radio Network (SURAN) was developed to combat some of the 
issues faced by PRNet. These include network security, scalability, energy management, and 
processing capacity.  The objective was to create a network where node density could be in 
its thousands. The network should be able to survive security attacks and also use low-cost 
batteries that can meet the power demand of the complex packet radio protocol [30].  These 
resulted in the development of a Low-cost Packet Radio (LPR) technology in 1987 [31]. The 
LPR consists of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and an integrated packet switch 
based on the Intel 8086 microprocessor. An advanced network management protocol 
(bandwidth sharing) was also developed, and hierarchical network topology based on 
dynamic clustering was used to support network scalability. Other additional improvements 
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to the radio security, adaptability and increased capacity were achieved through the 
management of the spreading keys [32]. 
The evolution of microcomputers and the subsequent tremendous growth of the Internet in 
the late 1980’s and early 1990s has made the packet radio idea more applicable and likewise 
feasible [30]. DARPA Global (GloMo) information systems program was initiated by the 
Department of Defence (DoD) in the United States in 1994 [32]; it incorporates global 
information system into a mobile wireless environment. It supports Ethernet-type 
multimedia connectivity between wireless nodes or devices, within any network 
environment.  
The largest-scale implementation of a mobile multi-hop network was carried out by the 
United States (US) Army in 1997 [30]. They modified Internet Protocol (IP) to accommodate 
inter-node communication. DSSS and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) were used, 
and the data rate was in the range of tens of kilobits per second. The discovery from this 
experiment reinforces the view that commercially available wireless protocols cannot cope 
with the variable data rates and high bit error rates because of the frequent topology changes 
[33]. 
In 1999, the US army carried out an experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of MANET in 
the Marine Corps war-fighting concept. It requires horizontal communication beyond the 
LOS between Marines and ships on the sea via an aerial relay. This technology was an 
advancement of the ‘Extending the Littoral Battlespace Advance Concept Technology 
Demonstration (ELB ACTD)’. The network configuration for this experiment consisted of 
20 mobile nodes. The backbone network and access point were built with Lucent’s 
WaveLAN (wireless solution by Lucent) and VRC-99A (radios devices stationed on the 
ground, ship etc. fitted with antennas, power amplifiers and ad-hoc networking software 
enabling devices to organise themselves into a backbone network). The ELB ACTD 
successfully demonstrated the use of an aerial to connect users beyond LOS. In the mid-
1990s, definitions of specific wireless standards (e.g. IEEE 802.11) became available, and 
the commercial wireless kit began to appear in the market. Wireless researchers became 
aware of the great commercial and research potential of MANET outside the military area. 
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Most of the existing academic research on MANET is not in the military domain. Recently, 
some commercial solutions such as Mesh Network and SPANworks are beginning to appear 
on the market [32]. Some of the applications of the commercially available Mesh Network 
is the automated meter reading system. The readings of residence are transferred from one 
residence to another until it gets to the central system without the need of human meter 
readers [34].  It is also used for post-earthquake site communication to enhance the 
emergency search and rescue operation [35]. 
2.3.1. MANET Model 
Ad-hoc networks are the key to the evolution of wireless network. MANET inherits 
problems such as bandwidth optimisation, power control and transmission quality associated 
with wireless and mobile communication. In addition to the absence of a fixed infrastructure, 
the multi-hop nature of this network creates some research challenges [36].      
Due to the dynamic network topology of MANET, the distribution of nodes and their ability 
to self-organise plays a major role on the network quality. Some of the major characteristics 
of a MANET are [37][38]: 
 Its topology is very dynamic and difficult to predict. 
 It does not require any infrastructure or centralised controller.  
 Nodes perform both the role of host (source/destination) hosts and relay. 
 MANET is made-up of wireless links, which have a much lower bit rate compared 
to wired communication systems. 
 It can experience greater delay, packet drop, higher loss rate and jitter than fixed 
network. It is because of the wireless and dynamic network topology of a MANET. 
 Mobile nodes rely on batteries for their energy. Thus optimising their use of power 
is extremely important. 
These characteristics that define a MANET add additional challenges to researchers. Many 
research work is being carried out on network maintenance and discovery, configuration, 
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ad-hoc addressing and self-routing in order to optimise and maintain the network quality. 
MANET can be deployed where there is little or no network infrastructure. The ad-hoc 
network maintains device connection to the network; it is also easy to add or remove a device 
from the network. Nodes have their individual power supply (typically batteries). It is 
difficult or impossible to replace batteries once the network has been deployed. Hence, 
energy saving design is a difficult constraint [37][39][40]. The radio transceiver often 
consumes much more energy than the other components of a node. A node must transmit 
with low power in order to optimise its battery life. Figure 2-3 shows an example of  the 
multi-hop nature of MANET; for node 1 to transmit data to node 4 (out of its transmission 
range), the data will traverse node 2 or node 3 or both to reach node 4.   
------   tx Range
Mobile nodes
Node 1
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Wireless link
 
Figure 2-3: Multi-hop Pattern of MANET 
2.3.2. MANET Issues 
MANET faces a number of challenges, which affect its overall network performance. Some 
of these challenges are discussed in this section. 
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2.3.2.1. Dynamically Changing Topologies/Routes 
The multi-hop network topology of MANET frequently changes, this results in the frequent 
network partition (broken communication link) and route changes. This can cause packet 
loss in the network; Figure 2-4 illustrates the dynamic nature of a MANET topology. Node 
1, node 2, node 3 and node 4 are mobile nodes, where node 1 is the source, and node 4 is the 
destination. These nodes can move around within a specified space to form new 
links/connections. The initial connections  as shown in   Figure 2-4 changed because of the 
mobile nature of the nodes. The nodes can adapt dynamically to its changing network 
topology i.e. forming new connections.  
------   tx Range
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Figure 2-4: Node Re-organisation 
2.3.2.2. Multi-hop routing and Lack of Mobility Awareness by 
application 
There is no default available route to forward packets in MANET; individual nodes have the 
capability to act as both a source and relay. Nodes in MANET share routing and other 
information among themselves; however, there is a lack of mobility awareness among these 
nodes, thus routing information already in the routing directory becomes invalid when the 
nodes re-organise themselves. As a result, the transmitting node initiates a route discovery 
to discover a new path to the destination [32]. 
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2.3.2.3. The differences in node and link capacities 
In a mobile network, individual node might be equipped with different wireless 
transmission/reception capabilities, and they may also operate on different frequency bands. 
These differences in nodes capabilities can result in asymmetric links. Mobile nodes can also 
be equipped with different hardware and software that can result in varying processing 
capabilities. The network protocols and algorithms for a heterogeneous network are 
complex. Thus, it is challenging to design. The algorithm has to adapt dynamically to the 
varying link capabilities, power, channel condition, traffic distribution, congestion, etc. [32]. 
2.3.2.4. Energy Constrained operation 
The processing power of packets in mobile nodes is limited because of the limitation of the 
batteries being used. This limits the application, and services individual nodes can support 
because each node requires additional power for forwarding packets to other nodes, 
processing packet, route discovery, node movement, transmission and reception [32]. Some 
research works are focused on efficiently managing the energy usage in the MANET.  Paper 
[41] proposed a transmission and reception energy saving model called Energy Saving on 
Transmission and Reception based Enhancement Layers (ESTREL), which improves battery 
life of a node by reducing its activities (transmit and receive less packets) when the power 
falls below a certain threshold. Paper [42] proposed an algorithm that locates wireless 
network node position in an energy efficient manner. Paper [43] proposed a power 
minimisation algorithm to enhance the data throughput. Simulation result shows that their 
proposed algorithm outperforms the existing. Paper [44] proposed two algorithms ‘Select 
Node’ and ‘Total Minimum Power’ to optimise battery power in MANET. The ‘Select node’ 
algorithm selects all nodes available for the data transmission, while the ‘Total Minimum 
Power’ calculates the minimum power required for transmission at any time instance. This 
algorithm predicts the route with the minimum power requirement, which is then used to 
transmit data from the source to the destination. 
2.3.2.5. Network Scalability  
Network management algorithms currently available were mostly designed for 
infrastructural and small-scale wireless networks. Most mobile network applications consist 
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of a large network area; these consist of nodes in their tens of thousands similar to tactical 
networks. The issue of scalability must be addressed for the successful deployment of large-
scale network. The limited network resources as well as the dynamic network topology 
present challenges such as configuration management, routing, addressing, interoperability, 
location management, security and the resulting high capacity wireless network [32]. 
2.3.3. MANET Routing Protocols 
Routing protocols designed for wired networks are not suitable for MANET, because of the 
mobile nature of the nodes, as routes will expire and change over time [45]. A whole set of 
different routing protocols has been designed specifically for MANET. This routing falls 
into two major categories, the proactive and reactive protocols. These protocols will be 
discussed further below. 
2.3.3.1. Proactive Protocols 
A proactive routing protocol keeps an updated routing table by regularly requesting and 
sharing updated information with its neighbouring nodes. Mobile nodes that want to transmit 
packets already know the packets optimal route to their respective destination. This scheme 
requires a high number of messages to keep the routing tables up to date; as a result, the 
limited network resources such as bandwidth and battery life are used. Proactive protocols 
are often referred to as Distance-Vector or Link State protocol. An example of proactive 
protocol is the Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector routing (DSDV) [16].  
2.3.3.2. Reactive Protocol 
A reactive protocol establishes a route when a node wishes to transmit a packet, and there is 
no valid route in the routing table. Nodes maintain routes until the destination is not 
reachable, or the route is no longer needed. The advantage of this type of routing protocol is 
that, there is less traffic overhead compared to the proactive routing protocol; thus increasing 
the available bandwidth for sending more information. Examples of reactive protocols are 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing protocol 
(AODV) [46], both protocols are discussed below. 
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A. Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 
When using Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol, a route is 
established only when the source node needs it. This protocol was designed to be 
autonomous and adapt to a variety of different network behaviour such as node mobility, 
channel changes, link failures, and packet loss. AODV consists of two mechanisms, which 
are Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. Each node maintains at most one route to a 
destination. When the available route from a source to a destination fails, AODV protocol 
invokes a new route discovery. Route discovery is also invoked whenever there is a topology 
change; however, this can sometimes be inefficient. AODV uses the destination sequence to 
maintain an up to date path to the destination. Nodes update their routing table when the 
destination sequence of a received packet is greater than or equal to the stored destination 
sequence at the node with a smaller hop count. The routing table of nodes contains the most 
recent available route to the destination as confirmed by the source. AODV uses a broadcast 
identify number to prevent multiple broadcasts of similar packets. Intermediate nodes only 
transmit the first received copy of a packet and similar packets received are discarded [47].  
Each routing table entry in AODV consists of the following fields:  
 Destination IP Address: The IP address of the destination of the packet being 
transmitted  
 Destination Sequence Number 
 Next hop: This can be the IP address of the destination or an intermediate node 
configured to forward the packet to its destination. 
 Hop Count: The number of hops required from the source to the destination 
 Lifetime: The time, in which nodes receiving the RREP packet, considers a route to 
be valid and is in milliseconds 
 Routing Flags: The current state of the route; down (not valid) or in repair, up (valid) 
B. Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) 
DSR uses source routing instead of relying on routing tables as in AODV. Individual nodes 
maintain a routing log accumulated during the process of route discovery, where learned 
routes are stored. In order to send data to another node, the sender first checks the routing 
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log to determine if there is an available route. If there is an available route, the source 
appends this routing information to the packet header and sends it to the next available hop 
on its path. Each intermediate node on receiving the packet examines the header to determine 
the next available hop and then forwards the packet to the next node indicated in the packet 
route.  When no route is found on the packet, it is sent to a buffer whilst the router tries to 
obtain a route using a route discovery process [48]. The route discovery and maintenance 
process are discussed below. 
 Route Discovery and Maintenance: 
 In order to discover a route for a packet, a Route Request (RREQ) packet is broadcast 
from the source to all nodes within its radio transmission range.  A route request 
contains the address of the source and destination nodes as well as a route record. 
The route record contains the entire path followed by the route request packet to get 
to the destination from the source node [48].  The node, which receives the route 
request does the following: 
 It checks if the address matches the destination address of the route if so it is the 
destination; otherwise it is an intermediate node. If the node is receiving this route 
request for the first time, it checks its routing table to find a route to the destination. 
If a route is found, it creates a route reply packet with the route from its routing table 
and sends it back to the source. This type of reply is called intermediate-node reply. 
Otherwise, if the route to the destination is not available in the routing table; the node 
appends its address to the routing table, increment the hop count by one and 
rebroadcast the request. This process continues until the destination or a node with a 
valid route is reached. When a node acknowledges being the required destination on 
receiving the RREQ packet, the node sends a Route Reply packet (RREP) to the node 
that originated the RREQ message. This RREP follows a reverse route of the RREQ 
packet. On arriving at the originating node, the route path to the destination node is 
retrieved from the RREP packet [48][49].  
When the RREP packet reaches the source, it adds the routing information to its routing table 
and then sends any pending data in its buffer to the destination via the new route. If the MAC 
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layer of the transmitting node detects any broken links, a route error packet is generated. 
This packet is sent back to the source through the reverse path to erase all entries in the 
routing table that contains the broken link. 
2.3.4. Review of previous work on routing protocol for 
MANET 
A number of publications have analysed the performance of proactive and reactive routing 
protocols with respect to mobility and the network load. Paper [16] compared the effect of 
mobility on the performance of six routing  protocols: four reactive (Associative-Routing 
protocol (ABR), AODV, DSR, Location-Aided routing Protocol (LAR)) and two proactive 
(Fisheye State routing Protocols (FSR), Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP)). Their measuring 
metric was routing overhead, power consumption, PDR and end-to-end delay. They 
concluded that mobility has a negative effect on network performance of the routing 
protocols. Reactive protocols are more adaptive to the network changes in MANET as 
compared to pro-active protocols. As thus reactive protocol outperformed proactive 
protocols. The network performance for proactive protocols decreases as the network 
topology changes; thus resulting in high routing overhead and higher power consumption. 
Paper [50] compared the mobility effect of two on demand protocols DSR and AODV.  Their 
measuring metric are end-to-end delay and throughput. They concluded that DSR performs 
better than AODV when there are smaller number of nodes with less mobility; while the 
AODV performs better, when there is a large number of nodes with more mobility. 
Therefore, based on the literature, reactive protocol is used for all MANET Model in this 
thesis. 
2.4. Congestion Control Mechanism  
Congestion occurs in a network when the traffic intensity is greater than the network 
capacity. Congestion control, are preventive control mechanisms put in place to improve 
network performance. QoS is the measure of the network performance; its measuring metric 
includes delay, packet loss and jitter. The network QoS can be improved if appropriate 
congestion control mechanisms are put in place [51]. 
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2.4.1. Traffic Classification 
The intensity of traffic flow to the queue contributes to the congestive state of that queue as 
well as the network QoS. Hence, to understand the concept of congestion control and QoS, 
an underlying knowledge of the various traffic classes is required. Traffic flow can be 
classified into one of the following traffic class: Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR), Variable-Bit-
Rate (VBR) and Bursty-bit-rate. These traffic classes are based on the inter-arrival 
times/distribution of the traffics and are illustrated in Figure 2-5 [52]. 
 
Figure 2-5 Traffic profiles: (a) Constant bit rate (b) Variable bit rate and (c) Bursty[52] 
2.4.1.1. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 
The data rate for CBR traffic does not vary over time as shown in Figure 2-5a. The average 
data rate is constant over time. Theoretically, the QoS requirement for this type of traffic is 
constant and easily predicted, so the network can allocate the bandwidth needed for a traffic 
flow when no other traffic is present [82]. This type of traffic is delay sensitive as it consists 
of real-time traffic. An example of this type of traffic is voice, video, or control application 
[83]. 
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2.4.1.2. Variable Bit Rate (VBR) 
Figure 2-5b is an example of VBR traffic flow, the data rate changes with time. These 
changes are normally smooth and not sharp or sudden. This traffic type is more difficult for 
the network to deal with because the network cannot readily predict the resources needed for 
the traffic flow. Examples of such types of traffic are compressed video and voice streams 
[82][83]. 
2.4.1.3. Bursty 
Bursty traffic is characterised by the sudden change in the data rate within very short period 
of time. For example, the data rate might suddenly increase from zero to about 1 Mbps in 
less than a few microseconds and vice versa. The data rate can also remain at the same value 
for some time. The maximum burst size is important for traffic flow in a bursty network; 
because the network uses it to predict the required resources for a particular flow. This traffic 
type is the most difficult for a network to predict the required network resources because of 
the behaviour of the traffic. Thus, traffic reshaping is applied to enhance the network 
performance. An example of a bursty traffic is shown in Figure 2-5c [53]. 
2.4.2. Network Congestion 
Congestion has traditionally been one of the major issues of packet-switched networks. 
Congestion is caused when the network load (the number of packets sent to the network) is 
greater than the network capacity, hence waiting or queuing occurs i.e  when the rate of 
packet arrival is greater than the packet-processing rate, there will be a gradual accumulation 
of packets within the queue; this will eventually cause congestion. Congestion control 
mechanisms or techniques are used to control congestion, i.e., keep the network load below 
the network capacity. For example, congestion will occur on the road as a result of 
abnormalities of the traffic flow caused by an accident or road work during rush hours [53].  
2.4.2.1. Network Performance 
This is the measure of the QoS of a network. The factors considered when measuring the 
network performance are delay, throughput, packet loss and jitter. The performance of the 
throughput is proportional to the packet drops.   
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A. Delay versus Load 
The relationship between packet delay and network load is shown in Figure 2-6. Delay is the 
total time a packet takes to transverse the network from the source to the destination node. 
The link capacity is the maximum number of bytes a link can accommodate without being 
overloaded or congested, and it is given by the Shannon’s equation (equation (2-1)) shown 
below, where ‘ B ’ is the bandwidth in Hz [54]. This is an important index for the network 
performance. 
sec/)1( bits
B
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Figure 2-6 Packet Delay versus Network Load [52] 
The packet delay is at a minimum when the network load is very small. At low load, the 
waiting time of a packet in the queue is zero. Hence, the packet delay will only consist of 
the processing, transmission and propagation delay. As the network load gradually increases, 
the packet waiting time gradually increases as well. When the network load is equal or 
greater than the link capacity, the packet waiting time tends towards infinity as shown in 
Figure 2-6 [53]. The implication of the infinite waiting time is a possibility that no traffic 
arriving at the queue will reach the destination, and the queue gets longer and longer. The 
long delays of packets in the queue have an immense effect on the network load. When a 
packet from the sender is not received at the destination within a stipulated time, a 
retransmission request is sent, which in turns worsen the delay and congested state of the 
queue [51]. 
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B. Throughput versus Load 
Throughput can be defined as the total number of bits passing through a point per second. 
This definition can also be extended further for the throughput of a network, which is the 
total number of load passing through that network in a unit time as shown by equation (2-2). 
Bearing this in mind, throughput versus network load is depicted in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7: Throughput versus Load [52] 
As shown in Figure 2-7, the network load increases proportionally with the throughput until 
it reaches maximum capacity when the throughput starts to drop because of congestion [52]; 
this is the bottleneck effect. The queue discards packets that have stayed longer than a pre-
defined time threshold in the queue. However, this will not leave the queue less congested 
as the discarded packets are retransmitted by the source when it does not receive an 
acknowledgement of the packet received from the destination within a specified time. 
2.4.2.2. Congestion Control Mechanisms 
Congestion Control is the technique or mechanism put in place to prevent congestion from 
happening or remove congestion after it has already occurred thus improving the QoS. For 
this reason, congestion control can be divided into two major categories: Open-Loop 
Congestion Control (prevention) and  Closed-Loop Congestion Control (removal) [53]. 
Open-Loop Congestion Control policies/mechanisms are put in place to prevent the 
occurrence of congestion at either the source node or the destination node. Whilst Closed-
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Loop Congestion Control mechanisms aim to remove or reduce, the effect of congestion in 
a network after it has already occurred. 
2.4.3. Quality of Service 
Quality of Service (QoS) is a measure of, how well a network performs and the ability to 
provide appropriate services for selected traffic. Implementing the QoS requirements for a 
network involves fine-tuning the network parameters so that the appropriate amount of 
network resources is provided to different traffic class or profiles according to the 
requirements. This optimisation is implemented through sets of queues within each mobile 
node by applying different types of scheduling and traffic condition mechanism. Different 
applications have different characteristics and as such, their QoS requirements vary. The 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) performance targets for voice and video 
traffic is shown in Table 2-1. Some of the characteristics of a network with an acceptable 
QoS are reliability, acceptable delay and jitter. Supporting QoS in MANET is a major 
challenge due to a number of factors; these include limited network resources, frequent 
changes in the network topology due to node movement, the wireless connectivity, and 
limited node power. These challenges need to be considered in order to provide the 
appropriate QoS requirements for applications in MANET.  
2.4.3.1. Reliability 
Reliability is an attribute associated with a network that consistently conforms to 
specifications; such specifications are network delay, jitter, and packet loss.  One of the 
important characteristics of a traffic flow is the network reliability; if the network is not 
reliable, there will be high packet loss and a low number of received packets 
acknowledgments from the receiver. However, the importance of reliability varies with 
different applications [52]. For example, non-time-sensitive applications such as Email, file 
transfer and internet browsing are more sensitive to the network reliability than delay 
sensitive applications such as audio or video conferencing. Audio and video conferencing 
can tolerate a certain level of packet loss as shown in Table 2-1, whilst applications such as 
Email, file transfer and Internet browsing cannot tolerate loss, as the files might end up 
corrupted, and the end user will find it difficult to make sense of the received information.  
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Table 2-1: Performance target for audio and video applications [55] 
Media Application Degree of 
symmetry 
Typical 
data 
rates 
(kb/s) 
Key performance parameters and 
target value 
 
 One-way delay 
(ms) 
Delay 
Variation 
(ms) 
packet 
loss 
ratio 
(PLR) Audio Conversational 
Voice 
Two-way 4-64  <150 
Preferred*<400 
limit* 
<1 <3% 
Audio Voice 
messaging 
Primarily 
one-way 
4-32  <1000 for 
playback 
<2000 for 
record 
<1 <3%  
Audio High-quality 
streaming 
audio 
Primarily 
one-way 
16-128  <10000 <1 <1%  
Video Videophone Two-way 16-384  <150 preferred 
<400 limit 
 <1%  
Video One-way One-way 16-384  <10000  <1%  
2.4.3.2. Jitter 
Jitter is the variance of the inter-arrival times of packets at the destination and it is caused 
by network congestion.  This variance must be low and constant to maintain a good QoS for 
real-time applications. Delay sensitive applications such as voice and video cannot tolerate 
high jitter. When the delay for a real-time voice or video traffic is 2 ms for the first and 
second packet, and 50 ms delay for the third and fourth; the quality of the transmission will 
be affected and the audience can notice the delay variation. This is different for non-real-
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time applications such as file transfer, email or internet browsing, the transport layer will 
wait for all packets to arrive, before it is being delivered to the application layer [52]. 
2.4.4. Techniques to Improve QoS 
QoS deployment involves the use of either one or a combination of the following 
components: scheduling, traffic shaping, admission control and resource reservation [52]. 
The traditional means of communications employ different network for different application. 
An example is the telecommunication infrastructure used for voice telephony services; there 
are also separate network/infrastructure for television, radio and general data services that 
include File Transfer (FTP) and internet browsing. These applications were individually 
developed and engineered for the specific service they provide. The recent advances in 
computing and communications technology have created the need to converge these 
different applications into a single integrated network. These applications have various QoS 
requirements that are challenging to meet in a single integrated network. QoS improvement 
techniques such as traffic shaping, admission control and resource reservation are more 
effective in a network with a single application. Thus, to cater for these multiple QoS 
requirements, an individual or a flow-based packet scheduler is required. 
This work will focus on scheduling, as it is a comprehensive traffic management schemes. 
It is a congestion prevention technique that efficiently manages how packets are been 
processed in the queue without necessarily influencing the network activities such as the 
source transmission rate.  
2.4.4.1. Packet Scheduling 
Scheduling is an algorithm that determines the order in which a traffic flow can access the 
available resources. Packets from various flows arrives at the queue, a packet scheduler is 
used to treat each flow fairly to maximise the network performance. Some of the 
conventional available packet schedulers are First in First Out (FIFO), Priority Queuing 
(PQ), Round Robin, Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Weighted Distance Scheduling 
(WDS) [56]. These schedulers are briefly discussed below:  
First in, First out (FIFO): 
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FIFO, also known as first come, first served, arriving packets are kept in the buffer until they 
are ready to be processed by the queue.  Each packet is served in the order of their arrival at 
the queue. If the packet arrival rate is greater than the queue processing rate, the queue will 
be filled up and newly arriving packets to the queue will be discarded to avoid congestion. 
The advantage of this queuing scheme is its simplicity to implement, and all packets are 
treated fairly. However, it is not suitable for a multi-traffic network with real-time 
applications. 
Priority Queuing (PQ): 
PQ gives a high priority to important traffic as specified by the user. Packets are assigned 
various priorities based on their traffic flow and each priority class is assigned a sub-queue. 
Packets with the highest priority are served first in a FIFO manner, and then lesser priority 
packets are served afterwards. PQ maintains two or multiple separate queues for multiple 
traffic flows and these queues are served according to their priority level in a FIFO order. 
This queuing scheme is suitable for real-time traffic. However, the least prioritised traffic 
will experience starvation as the traffic intensity of traffic with higher priority increase. 
Round Robin Scheduling (RRS): 
A Round Robin scheduler identifies each flow by a source and destination pair. It maintains 
a per-flow queue. Each flow is assigned a small time of equal proportion and is serviced in 
a circular manner. It is one of the simplest scheduling schemes to be implemented. However, 
the disadvantage of this scheduling scheme is that all traffic are treated the same and as such 
it is not suitable for a network with mixed real and non-real time traffic. 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ): 
Packets are assigned various priority class and admitted to different queues. Each queue is 
weighed according to the traffic class. This scheme processes packets in a round robin way; 
the number of packets served at each queue is dependent on the weight of the queue, i.e. the 
higher priority packets are served more than the lower priority traffic. This is more suitable 
for real-time traffic; however, the lower priority traffics will suffer from starvation when the 
traffic intensity of the higher priority traffic is high. 
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Weighted-Distance Scheduling (WDS): 
The WDS is also a round robin scheduler; it gives priority to packets that have the shortest 
path to their destination. The remaining distance is defined as the distance between a chosen 
next hop and the destination. The smaller the distance between a source and its destination, 
the fewer the number of hops it will take to get there. 
2.5. Related Work on QoS Improvement in 
MANET 
The conventional schedulers described in the previous section are not enough to guarantee 
the required QoS in MANET. Paper [57] proposed an efficient scheme for the sharing and 
dissemination of data files in MANET using tornado coding. It uses several suppliers to 
transmit tornado code data to the destination. Their protocol reduces file download times of 
a requesting peer by as much as 75%; however, it is computationally complex and uses much 
network resources. Paper [58] proposed a Routing Control Packets Limited Forwarding 
(RCPLF) algorithm. This algorithm limits route discovery to a limited region thus reducing 
the bandwidth occupied by control packets. However, this is not enough to provide the 
required QoS service in MANET. Paper [59] significantly improved the video quality by 
reducing interference, using a multiple point-to-point transmission with Multiple 
Descriptions Coding (MDC). It uses more network resources and is computationally 
complex.   
Paper [60] proposed two novel control slot scheduling approaches for creating dynamic 
contention-free Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schedulers. The two proposed 
control approaches are Network Entry Based Scheduling (NEBS) and Virtual Slot 
Scheduling (VSLOT). Their approach focused on efficiently exchanging the control traffic 
in the MANET and Mesh network so that the dynamic QoS requirements of the participating 
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nodes can be met. Their algorithms produced lower delay for control information. However, 
the algorithm is computationally complex and only considered control information.  
Paper [61] proposed a congestion aware scheduling algorithm (CARE) that considers the 
traffic load of its neighbouring nodes when deciding the priority of the  passing flow. Their 
algorithm showed a significant performance improvement when compared to conventional 
priority and drop-tail algorithm.  Considering the load of the neighbouring nodes alone is 
not enough to guarantee the QoS in MANET because of the dynamic nature of the topology. 
Paper [62] combined Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) with two conventional 
scheduling algorithms, Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) and Custom Queuing (CQ)  to improve 
the QoS for real-time multimedia voice and video traffic in home network. Their 
performance analysis showed CQ with HCF performs better than LLQ in terms of delay and 
jitter.  However, as CQ schedules queue cyclically, the delay guarantee for real-time traffic 
is low at high traffic intensity. 
Paper [63] proposed a bottleneck first scheduling scheme for CBR traffic. The scheduler 
prioritised nodes with higher traffic load to avoid bursty traffic delay. At individual nodes, 
the traffic with the most amount of hop to the destination is served first. The proposed 
scheduler showed a satisfactory network delay. This is not suitable for real-time applications 
as preference is given to the traffic level in a node rather than the traffic class. 
Paper [64] proposed a new scheme for multiclass packet scheduling in MANET. They 
extended the existing Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler to assign priority to the packet.  
Simulation results showed the extended EDF scheduler performed better than the existing. 
However, this is not robust enough for multi traffic load in MANET. 
Paper [65] developed an urgency-based packet scheduling and routing algorithms effectively 
to deliver delay-sensitive video data over mobile ad hoc networks. The packet, node and 
route urgency were determined based on the end-to-end delay requirement and the number 
of hops over the route. Based on this urgency the queue determines the packet service order. 
However, determining the number of hops can be challenging, as there is frequent topology 
change in MANET because of node movement.  
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These approaches are not robust enough to accommodate the dynamic nature of participating 
nodes in MANET as thus do not provide appropriate control measures for network with 
higher load.  
Paper [66] proposed a Mamdani fuzzy inference system with two input variables and a single 
output (priority index), to schedule packets in MANET. The two input variables are channel 
capacity and data rate, each of which has three linguistic variables (Low, Medium and High). 
The algorithm consists of nine rules, the priority index of packets to be scheduled are 
determined. Each node consists of three queues; packet is inserted and served in these queues 
based on their priority index. Paper [67] also presented some work on Mamdani fuzzy 
scheduling with MANET (based on buffer size and number of hops suffered by packet). 
Based on [66], a better way to improve the QoS for MANET was developed.  
2.6. Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 
FIS is a system that implements the human experiences and preferences with membership 
functions and fuzzy rules. It can be used as a general methodology to incorporate knowledge, 
heuristics or theory into controllers and decision-making [67]. A fuzzy model is made up of 
four blocks; these blocks consist of a fuzzifier, defuzzifier, the inference engine and fuzzy 
knowledge base as shown in Figure 2-8. The fuzzifier decides how to convert the crisp input 
into a fuzzy input to be used by the inference engine. This is achieved by mapping the crisp 
input to a set of input membership functions stored in the Knowledge Base. The inference 
engine applies reasoning to compute the fuzzy output using ‘IF-THEN’ type fuzzy rules that 
are stored in the Knowledge Base, which is used to convert the fuzzy inputs to fuzzy outputs. 
The Defuzzifier converts the fuzzy outputs into a crisp value using an output membership 
function stored in the knowledge base [66]. 
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Knowledge Base
Inference Engine DefuzzifierFuzzifier
Crisp Input Crisp Output
 
Figure 2-8: Basic Fuzzy System [66] 
There are a number of possible membership functions; these include trapezoidal, triangular, 
piecewise linear, Gaussian and singleton. The most commonly used membership functions 
are trapezoidal, triangular and Gaussian shapes. The type of the membership function used 
can be context dependent and is chosen arbitrarily by the user depending on their level of 
experience [68]. A more detailed explanation is given in Chapter 4. 
2.7. Critical Summary  
MANET has attracted particular interest in recent years from researchers. This is because of 
its potential real-time applications, which include search and rescue, environmental 
monitoring, medical etc. When fully developed MANET has the potential to replace some 
of the infrastructural network. However, this does come with some research challenges, 
which include the dynamic network topology and wireless nature of the network. The recent 
advancement in wireless technology such as the IEEE 802.11a,b,g and n has been a 
motivating factor for carrying out further research in this area as the effect of channel 
attenuation (such as fading) is reduced. MANET is mostly considered for real-time 
applications, however it have limited network resources. These real-time applications have 
QoS that are difficult to meet.  The QoS performance can be improved using an efficient 
traffic management system such as a scheduler. Some of the conventionally available 
schedulers are not able to schedule packets efficiently in a MANET, because they were 
primarily created for a fixed/wired network. The frequent topology change within a MANET 
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has increased the need for an adaptive packet scheduler that can adapt to the real-time 
changes in the network resources. Many researchers in this area have focused on improving 
the channel quality or the routing protocol, only a few have considered proposing an adaptive 
scheduler for MANET as a means of improving the QoS of the network. However, these 
algorithms are not robust enough and their performance degrades in a network with mixed 
traffic. Some of the available schedulers have been shown to be computationally complex or 
not dynamic enough to accommodate the real-time fluctuation in the network resources and 
deal with mixed traffic.  Furthermore, the energy constraint of a MANET has nessesitated 
the need for a scheduler that is less computationally complex. 
According to previous studies, reactive protocols have shown to be well suited for MANET 
applications because they are on-demand protocols and adapt more quickly to the changing 
network topology with less traffic overhead as compared to a proactive protocol, thus 
increasing the available network resources. For this reason, this work will consider reactive 
protocols as the routing model in the network design of MANET.  Previous work in MANET 
used the IEEE 802.11g or a lower standard (IEEE 802.11a/b). The IEEE 802.11n is a new 
improved standard with some updated features such as the channel capacity, speed, error 
correction and detection, etc. The IEEE 802.11n was configured for the wireless model used 
in this thesis.  
 The dynamic nature of MANET has an adverse effect on the traffic behaviour and thus 
affects the QoS performance of individual nodes. This can be modelled as a queue with a 
known capacity, with packets of different sizes and arrival rates being offered to the queue 
to be serviced. This can cause unpredictable behaviour that result in congestion. The next 
chapter builds on this foundation, it aims to explain traffic behaviour in a queue using  
queuing theory, and this formed the basis of this work.  
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Chapter 3 Baseline Simulation 
Model  
3.1. Introduction 
There is a need to understand the basic principle of queuing theory in order to understand 
traffic behaviour in a queue. This chapter presents the fundamental knowledge of queuing 
systems. Section 3.2 introduces the concept of queuing theory; it discusses two queuing 
systems, the M/M/1 and M/G/1 as they form the basis for this chapter. Queuing theory is 
used to analyse the various traffic behaviours in the queue and also to proffer a solution that 
efficiently manages traffic in the queue under congested and uncongested state. This chapter 
also presents guidelines and parameters for modelling a realistic propagation model based 
on results collected in an open field experiment.  
3.2. Queuing Theory 
Queuing Theory is the mathematical study of waiting in lines, it allows the mathematical 
analysis of several related processes in a queue [69]. It is also seen as a branch of applied 
probability theory. The applications range from communication networks, computer 
systems, machine plants and so forth. The basic queuing process involves arrival at the end 
of the queue, waiting in the queue and being served at the front of the queue [70]. 
In recent years, the most considered measuring metric for performance analysis for a network 
is the delay, jitter, throughput, and PDR. These measuring metrics reflect the state of the 
network at any given time.  
Queuing theory requires some simplified assumptions as a more realistic model will be 
difficult to analyse because it consists of retransmission protocols and wireless links that can 
cause packet loss. For this reason, it is extremely difficult to be able to predict the actual 
quantitative delay using queuing models. However, it does provide predictions that are an 
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approximation to the actual delay and also valuable qualitative result that serves as the basis 
for the network analysis with an important knowledge of the network components [69]. The 
average end-to-end delay consists of four parts: queuing delay, processing delay, 
transmission delay and the propagation delay as shown in Figure 3-1. 
Arrivals
 Arrivals time 
distribution
 Calling population 
(Infinite or Finite)
Queue (Queuing delay)
 Capacity (Infinite or 
Finite)
 Queuing discipline
Service (Processing delay)
 Number of servers 
(one or more)
 Service time 
distribution
Transmission 
delay
Propagation delay
Queuing System
Destination
 
Figure 3-1: Queuing System [71] 
The queuing delay: This is the time spent by a packet in a queue before it is transmitted. It is 
dependent on the number of packets ahead in the queue and the rate that they are being 
processed out of the queue. 
The processing delay:  This is the time interval between a packet arriving at the head of a 
queue and when the packet is assigned to a particular outgoing link for transmission. The 
packet processing delay is proportional to the packet size. 
The transmission delay: This is the time interval between the transmission of the first and 
the last bit of a packet; it is constant when the packet sizes are constant. 
The propagation delay: This is the time taken for a packet to traverse a particular link.  It is 
the time interval when the receiver receives the first and the last bit of a packet sent by a 
source. It is proportional to the link distance i.e. the distance between the transmitter and 
receiver. The propagation delay will remain constant when the propagation speed and the 
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link distance are constant; other factors, which affect the propagation delay of a packet, are 
the SNR, as well as link capacity.  
The delay component does not take into account the re-transmission of packets on a link due 
to transmission error and various other reasons. The processing and propagation delay are 
independent of the available traffic in the network [28]. 
3.2.1. Queuing System  
  A queuing system can be denoted by a special notation called the Kendall’s notation [72]; 
the notation has the form:  A/S/C/K 
Where  
‘A’ is the probability distribution of the inter-arrival process 
‘S’ the probability distribution of service times, or the packet sizes 
‘C’ the numbers of servers or capacity 
 ‘K’ the size of the system capacity (which includes the servers) 
The commonly used symbols for A and S are: 
‘M’ represents a memory-less process similar to Poisson process [73] also referred to as an 
exponential distribution where M represents the Markov Chain [72]. 
‘D’ represents a deterministic distribution (also referred to as constant arrival process) 
‘G (or G1)’ for general distribution (can also be defined by the mean and variance) 
At infinite system capacity (K=∞), the notation commonly used becomes A/S/c. An example 
of commonly used queuing models are M/M/1, M/G/1 and G/M/1 [72]. However, this 
section focuses on M/M/1 and the M/G/1 queuing models as they describe the queue 
behaviour of the applications considered in this chapter.  
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3.2.1.1. M/M/1 
The M/M/1 systems consist of a single queuing system with a single server (in a 
communication context a single buffer with a single output link) as shown in Figure 3-2. In 
this queuing model, packets arrive at the queue according to a Poisson process with a rate 
; the probability distribution of the time required to process a packet (also known as service 
time) is exponential with a mean of 
1
 𝜇
 
 (where 𝜇 is the service rate).  
 
Figure 3-2: M/M/1 Queuing Model [51] 
For an M/M/1 queuing system, process  0≥)( ttN  can be expressed by a continuous time 
Markov chain [28]. The process can be analysed using a distance-time Markov chain. The 
time interval [0, t] is partitioned into time slots  k,...,2,,0  and let )(  kNN k  be the number 
of packets in the queue at time k . Then  0)( ttN  is converted into a process
 ,..2,1,0)( ktN , this can be expressed by a discrete-time Markov chain. The flow diagram 
for the M/M/1 model is shown in Figure 3-3.  
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Figure 3-3: Flow diagram for M/M/1 Model 
Let ‘ i ’ be the state of having i  packets in the queue. The probability of the transition from 
i  to 1i (an arrival) is   and from 1i  to i  (a departure) is queueC . The number of 
transition per unit time from i  to 1i  is equal ip , this is the fraction of the time the system 
is in the state times, the rate of arrival occurs when the system is in the state i . The global 
balance principle states that for each set of states i , the flow out of the set i  is equal to the 
flow of the set. If we apply this principle to state i , it will present a simple relation: 
queueii Cpp  1  for ,...)2,1( i , this can be used recursively so it may be shown that 
0pp
i
i   where, ,...)1,0( i , after normalisation 
i
ip )1(   where ,...)1,0( i  and 
is the traffic intensity and is represented by equation (3-1). The average number ‘N’ of 
packets in the system and the average queuing delay can be derived from the equilibrium 
probabilities. The average number ‘N’ of packets in the system is given by equation (3-2) 
[51]. 
queueC
 
   
(3-1)
 


-1
∑
∞
0

i
iipN    (3-2) 
By applying Little’s law to equation  (3-2), the average queuing delay ‘T’ of packets in the 
system is given by equation (3-3) [51]. 


 -
1
)-1( queueC
N
T   (3-3) 
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The average waiting time ‘W’ of a packet in the queue is given by equation (3-4). 


 -
1
-
-
11
-
queuequeuequeuequeue CCCC
TW    (3-4) 
3.2.1.2.  M/G/1 
 Assuming a Poisson arrival process with an arrival rate of   message/s, but the packet size 
is generally distributed and not exponential as in the case of the M/M/1 system (has a Poisson 
arrival process and an exponential packet size). The M/G/1 system does not have a general 
closed-form distribution for the number of packets in the queue in steady state, and that is a 
drawback to the system. Its generalisation is based on average values; meaning for an 
average number of transaction in the queue, it gives a more general solution and the 
application of Little’s Theorem provides the corresponding result for the average time spent 
in the queue. Collectively, these results are known as Pollaczek-Khinchin (P-K) formula 
[28]. Suppose each packet is serviced according to the order it arrives at the head of the 
queue just as in FIFO system, and the service time is iX  for the 
thi  arrival. Assuming 
identically distributed random variables ( ,....), 21 XX that are mutually independent with 
independent arrival times. 
Let: 
 
queueC
XEX

1
}{  =average service time 
2
22
)(
1
}{
queueC
XEX

 = the Second moment of service time 
)-1(2
=
2
ρ
Xλ
W
    
(3-5)
 
The expected waiting time for the packet in the queue is ‘W’ and X
Cqueue



   is the 
utilisation factor of the queue, defined in terms of the packet arrival rate   and the average 
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service time. Considering the equation (3-5) [51], the total waiting time in the queue is given 
by equation (3-6): 
)-1(2
+=
2
ρ
Xλ
XT    (3-6) 
Applying Little’s formula to equation (3-5) and equation (3-6), the expected number of 
packets in the queue ‘ QN ’ and the number of packets in the system ‘N’, can be calculated 
using equation (3-7) and equation (3-8) [51], respectively. 
)-1(2
22

 X
NQ 
    
(3-7)
 
)-1(2
22



X
N     (3-8) 
When the service time is exponentially distributed, as in M/M/1 system, 
2
2
)(
2
queueC
X

 , 
substituting in equation (3-5) will result in equation (3-9) which is similar to equation (3-4): 
)-1( 

C
W 
         
(3-9)
 
When the service time is identical for all packets as in M/D/1 systems (where D means 
deterministic), 
2
2
)(
1
queueC
X

 , substituting 2X  in equation (3-5) will give the equation 
(3-10). 
)-1(2 

queueC
W     (3-10) 
3.2.2. Multi-hop MANET delay algorithm  
Mobile nodes in MANET can communicate with other nodes outside their transmission 
region through a relay or intermediate nodes. Assuming spT  is the packet inter-arrival time 
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for a simple case of a point-to-point network as shown in Figure 3-4. Thus a feedback signal 
is transmitted once every 
spT , is exchanged between the system components in the form of 
information packet through the wireless network with a latency of latency  [75].   
Source Destination
latencyτ
 
Figure 3-4 Point-to-Point communication with latency [75] 
A source node will transmit a packet every spT  and the total time taken to transverse the 
network is dependent on the queue and link capacity. If ‘n’ is the total number of nodes in a 
network, the maximum number of hops to reach a destination node is n-1. Hence, the delay 
for a single link can be calculated from equation (3-11) [75]. 
proptxqueuelatency  
   
(3-11)
 
    
Where waitingprocqueue   , procτ  is the processing delay, waitingτ  is the waiting time in 
the queue, tx  is the transmission delay and propτ  is the propagation delay. A transmitted 
packet in MANET may transverse the network through intermediate nodes; thus the total 
delay is the summation of all the delay of individual links as shown by equation (3-12) [75].  
∑2-
0
)(
n
i iproptxqueuelatency ii
 
   
(3-12)
 
When the packet size and packet inter-arrival rate are constant, the queuing model is referred 
to as D/D/1. The queue size for D/D/1 system is given by equation (3-13):   
                     queueP    (3-13) 
Where  is the traffic intensity parameter given by equation (3-1) and 
1-
r
queue
d
C   the network 
capacity; Hence 1 , indicates low traffic levels (non-congested network), whilst 1 , 
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indicates congestion has occurred and queueP will increase with a rate that is related to the 
value of  . One packet arrives every Tsp at a queue, and it is serviced after one processing 
time proc  by the queue. Hence, proc  is calculated using equation (3-14).    
queue
proc
C

1
    (3-14) 
Assuming ‘n’ sources with identical 𝑇𝑠𝑝, then ‘n’ packets with the same packet size will 
arrive the queue simultaneously every 𝑇𝑠𝑝, each packet will be queued and served after a 
minimum delay of  𝜏𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐 and multiples thereof, as illustrated in Figure 3-5. 
 
Figure 3-5: Number of packets in a queue over time [49] 
The 
thn packet delay will be
procn * ; to achieve 0waiting , it is imperative to schedule 
packets to arrive the queue separately, hence individual packets will only be queued for proc
. This can be achieved by staggering the start time of the source so that the thi source incurs 
a start time given by equation (3-15) [75]. This is effective for CBR control traffic. 
ntoifor
n
T
i
sp
start i
1,)1( 
   
(3-15) 
Assuming all spT  are constant, then equation (3-15) is calculated from 1i  to 𝑛. There is a 
limit to the number of packets the queue can process in time spT . In other words, if the inter-
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arrival time spT  is less than the processing time ( proc ), no queuing will occur. The limit can 
be calculated using equation (3-16) [75].  
proc
spT
n

≤     (3-16)
 
 Congestion will occur if the condition given by equation (3-16) is not met. This means there 
is not enough time to clear the queue before the next arriving packet. The maximum delay 
suffered by a packet in the queue when equation (3-16) condition is met can be given by 
equation (3-17). The queue size is given by equation (3-18). 
∑
0
]))([(lim
1 n
i iproc
queue i
n 
 
 
(3-17)
 
∑
0
]))([(lim
1 n
i iqueue
i
n
p

    (3-18) 
3.2.3. Simulation Model for CBR Traffic 
Consider a D/D/1 queueing model that consists of a single source, queue and sink. The source 
generates a constant packet of size 𝜇−1 1,024 bit/packet every Tsp 0.5s, giving a λ of 2pkts/s 
per source which is typical for control applications. This models CBR traffic, the service rate 
‘
queueC ’ is 10,000 bits/s as shown in Table 3-1. The simulation duration is 1,000s and the 
number of source ‘n’ was increased from 1 to 4, the corresponding traffic intensity 𝜌 is 
calculated using equation (3-1) and it is shown in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-1: Input Parameters for CBR traffic Simulation Model 
𝑇𝑠𝑝(𝑠) 𝜇
−1(bits/s) 𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒(bits/s) 𝜇𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒(pkts/s) 
0.5 1,024 10,000 9.766 
 
Table 3-2: Traffic intensity for various numbers of sources 
N 1 2 3 4 
𝜆(pkts/s) 2 4 6 8 
 
𝜌  0.205 0.410 0.614 
 
0.819 
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The queuing delay ‘ queue ’ and queue size can be calculated from equation (3-17) and 
equation (3-18), respectively. The average queuing delay as measured in OPNET and the 
corresponding theoretical delay from equation (3-17) are shown in Table 3-3 and Figure 3-6, 
respectively. The delay is constant for all simulation time because of the constant packet size 
and inter-arrival rate. The theoretical and the measured simulation delay are a match, thus 
validating equation (3-14) and the OPNET model performance for the D/D/1 model. 
Table 3-3: Average Queuing delay for CBR traffic 
𝜌 Calculated(s)  
Equation (3-17) 
Measured(s)  
(OPNET) 
0.205 0.102 
 
0.102 
 
0.410 0.154 
 
0.154 
0.614 0.205 
 
0.205 
0.819 0.256 
 
0.256 
 
 
Figure 3-6: Average Queuing delay for CBR traffic at 𝝆 < 𝟏 
The measured queue size is also identical to the calculated queue size as shown in Table 3-4 
and Figure 3-7, thus validating equation (3-18). The network is uncongested as the traffic 
intensity 𝝆 < 𝟏 for all ‘n’ as shown in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-4: Average Queuing size for CBR traffic 
𝜌 Calculated(pkts)  
Equation (3-18) 
Measured(pkts) 
 (OPNET) 
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0.205 0.205 
 
0.205 
0.410 0.614 
 
0.614 
0.614 1.229 
 
1.229 
 
0.819 2.048 
 
2.048 
 
 
Figure 3-7: Average Queue size for CBR traffic at 𝝆 < 𝟏 
When ‘n’ was increased to 5 (𝜌 = 1.024), the network is congested as stated in section 3.2.2. 
The queue can no longer cope with the intensity of packets arrival, thus there would be a 
gradual build-up of packets in the queue. The queuing delay and queue size increases linearly 
with time as shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9. The gradient increases as the network tends 
towards congestion and becomes infinity when the network is congested. The theoretical 
queuing delay and queue size cannot be calculated because the condition for equation (3-17) 
and equation (3-18) to be valid is not met as 𝜌 > 1. 
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Figure 3-8: Average Queuing delay for CBR traffic at 𝝆 > 𝟏 
 
Figure 3-9: Average Queue size for CBR traffic 𝝆 > 𝟏 
3.3. Simulation model for congested and 
uncongested queue 
Section 3.1 and 3.2 presented the basic concepts of queuing theory, congestion, and 
congestion control mechanisms. This section builds on this knowledge to model real-time 
traffic (Voice) and non-real-time traffics (Internet Browsing and Email) in a network under 
different traffic conditions using OPNET. Initially each type of traffic is modelled separately 
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and finally they are modelled simultaneously in a single network. Initially the network is not 
congested (𝜌 < 1), the network load is increased until congestion occurs (𝜌 ≥ 1) and the 
behaviour of the traffic is observed, this is compared to the theoretical predictions; and 
finally, the performance of a baseline model, a MANET model without OSI layer and a 
MANET model with the OSI layer will be analysed. This will also be compared to the 
theoretical predictions. 
Three applications classified under real and non-real-time were considered in this section.  
Real and non-real time traffic have been described in section 1.1. These applications were 
considered because they are the most commonly used and the nature of the different 
application presents different queuing behaviour, which is important for performance 
analysis.  
The network load is increased until the theoretical prediction (𝜌 ≥ 1 ) where congestion 
occurred, this is done by increasing the number of sources. Simulation measurements such 
as queue delay and queue size were analysed and compared to the theoretical prediction in 
order to justify the simulation model. Other statistics such as traffic received is also 
measured. 
If the arrivals of packets from different sources are scheduled, so the packets arrive at 
separate times, where the packet inter-arrival time is greater than packet processing time at 
the queue; individual packets will only be queued for a time equal the packet processing time 
[75]. The performance of the network is analysed under two conditions; firstly, packets from 
multiple sources arriving the queue at the same time and secondly scheduling the packets 
from multiple sources to arrive the queue at separate time. The formal is referred to as the 
unscheduled, whilst the latter is the scheduled. 
3.3.1. Traffic modelling 
A brief description of each application and the parameters required to model them is 
provided in the next section.   
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3.3.1.1. Voice Calls 
This is a real-time application; the acceptable delay targets according to ITU are shown in 
Table 2-1. According to the ITU the performance target for the one-way delay of a voice call 
is preferably 150ms but can tolerate a delay of up to 400ms.  The delay variation should be 
less than 1ms whilst the packet loss should be less than 3%. The packet size is exponentially 
distributed with an average call duration of 120s [76]. The probability density function for 
exponentially distributed packet with a mean value of  
1
𝛿
 is shown in equation (3-19), where 
𝛿 = rate of distribution at 0>0x . An exponential distribution, models the time until 
something happens in a continuous time stochastic process. This traffic type is similar to the 
VBR traffic profile described in Section 3.7.3. The arrival rate of Voice is a Poisson process; 
this is similar to a M/M/1 queuing system as described in section 3.2.1.1.   
 





0
0
0
x
x
e
xf

   (3-19) 
𝛿 = rate of distribution at 0>0x  
3.3.1.2. Internet Browsing 
Internet Browsing consists of a sequence of packet calls, during each packet call, several 
packets may be generated constituting a bursty packet sequence. The burstyness during a 
packet call is a characteristic feature of packet transmission in the network. Thus, it is vital 
to consider this phenomenon when modelling this traffic. The modelling of Internet 
Browsing follows a Pareto burst size distribution (k=1.1, r=81.5 bytes) with a maximum 
allowable burst size M=66,666 bytes [77]. Where, ‘k’ is the shape parameter and ‘r’ the 
location parameter. The behaviour of a bursty traffic profile is explained in section 3.7.3. 
Equation (3-20) gives the probability distribution function of normal Pareto distribution 
without a cut-off [78].   
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The packet size for Pareto distributed traffic can be defined as min (P, M), where ‘P’ 
represents the normal Pareto distribution [77]. The packet size distribution is given by 
equation (3-21) which is a Pareto distribution with a cut-off. The behaviour of this traffic in 
the queue is similar to the M/G/1 system as described in section 3.2.1.2.  
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 Where   is the probability that Mx >  and can be calculated by equation (3-22).  
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Therefore, the packet size is given in equation 
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(3-23) 
Inputting the values for (r=1.1, k=81.5 and M=66,666) given above, the theoretical average 
burst size for Internet Browsing is calculated using equation (3-23) to give 480 bytes. 
 
3.3.1.3. Email Sessions 
According to statistics of Email collected by the Finish University and Research NETwork 
(FUNET) [79], Email Sessions can be represented by a FUNET model. It can be modelled 
by a truncated Cauchy Lorenz distribution given by equation (3-24), which is approximated 
at (𝜔=0.8, 𝛽=1) with a mean value of 830 bytes and a maximum message size of 10kbytes. 
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The equation (3-24) is simplified to equation (3-25), where  𝜔 is the location parameter and 
 𝛽 is the scale parameter.  
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This can be simplified to: 
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The amplitude or height of the Lorentzian function is given by equation (3-26). The traffic 
profile of this traffic is bursty as described in section 3.7.3. This can be classified as a M/G/1 
queuing model.  
πβ
Amplitude
1
=     (3-26) 
3.3.2. Simulation parameters 
The simulation model is classified into four cases: case 1 to 4, the details of each case is 
shown in Table 3-5. Each of these cases were sub-divided into ‘a’ and ‘b’ categories, where 
‘a’ is unscheduled model whilst ‘b’ is the scheduled model. Scheduled models refer to 
models whose sources start times are staggered according to equation (3-15) (scheduling of 
multiple sources start time), whilst the unscheduled are non-staggered as explained in 
Section 3.2.1. Case 1 models Voice traffic, for each source, the packet inter-arrival rate is 
exponential with a mean outcome of 1s, and the packet size is exponentially distributed with 
a mean outcome of 1,024 bits.  Case 2, Case 3 models Internet Browsing and Email, 
respectively, whilst case 4 consists of mixed traffic (Voice, Internet Browsing, and Email).  
Figure 3-10 shows the queuing model; it consists of a source, queue that models a network 
of some description and a destination. The source generates packets with a given inter-arrival 
rate and a given packet size, these packets are processed by the queue and then sent to the 
destination. The queue uses the OPNET ‘acb_fifo’ queuing model, which is the same as 
FIFO. This model is used because of its capacity to accommodate multiple sources 
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simultaneously. The destination uses the OPNET ‘sink’ process model, it receives the 
packets, records the required statistic before destroying the packet. 
Table 3-5: Traffic Modelling (Test Cases) 
Case Application Distribution: Tsp, pkt size (bits) 
1 (a,b) Voice Exp(1), Exp(1,024) 
2 (a,b) Internet Browsing Exp(1), Pareto(81.5,1.1) 
3 (a,b) Email Exp (1), Cauchy (0.8 1) 
4 (a,b) Mixed(one source each): 
Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3  
 
 
 
Figure 3-10: A single source queuing model 
3.3.2.1. Case 1: Voice Traffic 
Consists of a source transmitting an exponentially distributed packet size (𝜇−1) 1,024 bits 
with an exponential inter-arrival time ‘Tsp’ of 1s. This model is a Poisson process (M/M/1), 
therefore each source sends an average of 1 pkts/s. Table 3-6 shows the network parameters 
Voice, where the data rate (dr ) is 11,000,000 bits/s , thus the service rate ‘𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒’ is 
calculated as 𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 =
𝑑𝑟
𝜇−1
 , which is 10,742.18 bits/s. The queue can only process 10,742.18 
bits of traffic in a second.  
Table 3-6: Case 1a,b: Network Parameters for Voice 
𝑇𝑠𝑝(𝑠) 𝑑𝑟(bits/s) 𝜇
−1(bits/s) 𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒(bits/s) 𝜇𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒(pkts/s) 
1 11,000,000 1,024 10,742.18 10.49 
 
The number of sources ‘𝑛’ is increased to the point where congestion occurred (𝜌 ≥ 1). The 
traffic intensity ‘𝜌’ is equal to 1 when the capacity of the queue is equal to the traffic offered, 
well below this value there should be no congestion, as 𝜌 reaches 1 congestion will start to 
occur and above this value congestion increases. Congestion occurred (  ≥1) for case 1 
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when the number of sources becomes greater than 10, the theoretical queuing delay equation 
(3-4) is undefined at this point as 𝜇𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 > 𝜆. The OPNET simulation duration was 7 hours 
with a start time of 0.02s. The simulation is run for n = 1, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11 sources, the 
measured queuing delay from simulation is compared to the theoretical values as shown in 
Table 3-7. The traffic intensity ‘𝜌’ is calculated for each value of n and is also shown. The 
network gradually becomes congested as the traffic intensity ‘𝜌’ increases. Thus, the traffic 
intensity is directly proportional to the network load. At n = 11, the queue is congested as (𝜌 
>1). The queuing delay for the staggered and non-staggered start time (Case 1a,b) is shown 
in Table 3-7. 
According to Table 3-7, there is a close match between the average queuing delays measured 
from simulation to the theoretical for the non-staggered start time, however, the differences 
widen as the traffic intensity increases. At n=1, there is a single source, single queue and 
sink thus packets sent to the sink are passed to the queue with a minimum amount of delay 
according to equation (3-4). As ‘n’ increases, the packet waiting time in the queue also 
increases, thus increasing the overall delay as can be noticed from Table 3-7. The theoretical 
queue delay for 𝑛 = 11 is undefined because of congestion, 𝜌  is greater than one, thus, the 
condition of equation (3-16) is no longer satisfied. When the start time of ‘n’ sources is 
staggered according to equation (3-15), the resulting delay is shown in Table 3-7. 
Table 3-7: Case 1a,b: Average Queue delay for Voice  
 
n 
 
 
 
𝜌 
 
 
Calculated
(s) 
Equation 
(3-4) 
Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case1a) 
Staggered 
 (Case1b) 
Measured 
(s) 
 
±Diff 
(%) 
Measured 
(s) 
±Diff 
(%) 
1 0.095 0.105 0.106 0.952 0.106 0.952 
5 0.477 0.182 0.183 0.559 0.180 1.099 
8 0.763 0.402 0.409 1.741 0.402 0.000 
9 0.858 0.670 0.693 3.433 0.659 1.642 
10 0.953 2.040 2.500 22.549 1.785 12.50
0 11 0.049 N/A 271.538  N/A 295.311 N/A 
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The queuing delay for the staggered start time is also shown in Table 3-7, there is a 
percentage improvement of 1.64, 1.71, 4.91 and 28.6% in the delay for  𝑛 = 5, 8, 9 and 10 
respectively. The percentage margin of error between the measured queuing delay and the 
theory (diff (%)) is also shown in Table 3-7. The staggered model performed worse than the 
non-staggered at n=11 because packet arrives the queue at separate time. The performance 
of the staggered model improves as the network load increases, until congestion occurred. 
When the network is congested, the queuing delay tends towards infinity.  
The queue size of a network is directly proportional to the network delay, therefore when 
the queue size is low the delay is also low and vice versa as shown in Table 3-8. The 
staggered starts showed noticeable improvement (decrease) in the queue size thus resulting 
in a reduced queuing delay. The measured queue size (OPNET) was close to the theoretical 
(equation (3-2)) queue size. The margin of error for the measured and theoretical increases 
as 𝑛 increases from 5 to 10 for the staggered start time. At  𝑛 = 11, the queue size is 
theoretically undefined because of the rate of congestion.  
Table 3-8: Case 1a,b: Average Queue Size for Voice 
 
n 
 
 
𝜌 
 
 
Calculated
(bits) 
Equation 
(3-3)  
Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case1a) 
Staggered 
(Case1b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
±Diff 
(%) 
Measured 
(bits) 
±Diff 
(%) 
1 0.095 107.52 109.568 1.905 108.544 0.952 
5 0.477 933.888 947.2 1.425 931.84 0.219 
8 0.763 3,296.256 3,420.16 3.759 3,336.192 1.212 
9 0.858 6,187.008 6,573.056 6.240 6,184.96 0.033 
10 0.953 20,763.65 26,066.94 25.541 18,545.66 10.68
2 11 0.049 N/A 3,068,619  N/A 3,321,565 N/A 
 
The traffic received is shown in Table 3-9. The staggered source received more traffic at 𝑛 =
1,5,9 and 11. The variance for the delay, queuing size and traffic received increases as the 
number of sources increases, thus the queue becomes more unstable and tends towards 
congestion. 
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Table 3-9:  Case 1a,b: Average Traffic Received for Voice 
 n 𝜌 Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case1a) 
Staggered 
 (Case1b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
Measured 
(bits) 
1 0.095 25798.29 
 
25986.48 
 
5 0.477 129306.5 
 
129571.8 
 
8 0.763 208033.1 
 
206870.1 
 
9 0.858 232406.3 
 
232510.8 
 
10 0.953 259972.1 
 
257263.7 
 
11 0.049 270513 
 
270609.4 
 3.3.2.2. Case 2: Internet Browsing Traffic 
The truncated effect of modelling the Internet Browsing traffic as explained in section 3.3.1.2  
is neglected. This traffic is modelled using a scale parameter ‘r’of 81.5 and a shape parameter 
‘k’ of 1.1 according to equation (3-20), the average packet size is (E(x)= 𝜇−1)  897 bits with 
an exponential inter-arrival time Tsp  of 1s , therefore λ becomes 1 pkts/s for each  source. 
The service rate 𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 =
𝑑𝑟
𝜇−1
 is 12,269.94 bits/s as shown in Table 3-10. The number of 
sources ‘n’ is increased until the congestion occurs (𝜌 ≥ 1), the corresponding value of 𝜌 
for all ‘n’ is shown in Table 3-11. Congestion starts to occur when the number of Internet 
Browsing sources reaches 13 and 14.   
Table 3-10: Case 2: Common Input Parameters for Internet Browsing 
𝑇𝑠𝑝(𝑠) 𝑑𝑟(bits/s) 𝜇
−1(bits/s) 𝐶(bits/s) 𝜇𝑐 
1 11,000,000 897 12,269.94 13.67 
 
As shown in Table 3-11, the queuing delay improves as the source is staggered for all ‘n’. 
The traffic intensity ‘𝜌’ increases as the number of sources ‘n’ increases and thus congestion 
occurred at 𝑛 = 14. The inconsistences in the measured delay as shown in Table 3-11, is 
caused by the bursty nature of the traffic. As mentioned earlier in section 2.4.1.3, bursty 
traffic are characterised by sudden change on the data rate within a short period of time. This 
sudden change is difficult for a queue to handle as it cannot readily predict the structure of 
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the flow. The queue with staggered source time coped better with bursty traffic than the 
queue with non-staggered source time.  
Table 3-11: Case 2a,b: Average Queue delay for Internet Browsing 
 
n 
 
 
 
𝜌 
 
 
Calculated
(s) 
Equation 
(3-6) 
Start Time 
Non Staggered  
(Case1a) 
Staggered 
(Case1b) 
Measured 
(s) 
±Diff 
 (%) 
Measured 
(s) 
±Diff (%) 
1 0.073 0.076 0.365 380.263 0.088 15.789 
5 0.366 0.094 5.047 5,269.1
48 
2.792 2870.213 
8 0.585 0.096 2.323 2,319.7
91 
0.876 812.500 
12 0.877 0.336 14.469 4,206.2
50 
3.501 941.964 
13 0.950 0.784 334.608 42,580 6.862 775.255 
14 1.022 N/A 15.436 
 
 N/A 5.376 N/A 
 
The measured simulation queuing delay does not match the theoretical calculated delay 
according to equation (3-6). Internet Browsing is very bursty as compared to Voice; thus 
they exhibit a varying queuing behaviour that is difficult to predict.  
The theoretical estimated queue sizes according to equation (3-8) vary from the measured 
queue size for all values of 𝑛 as shown in Table 3-12. The traffic build up in the queue 
decreases when the sources were staggered thus reducing the chances of congestion 
occurring. The staggered model improves the performance of the network. Mechanisms such 
as traffic shaping and scheduling can be used to simplify the processing of bursty traffic in 
the queue in order to improve the queue performance.  
The traffic received in bits is shown in Table 3-13; the scheduled model performed better 
for 𝑛 = 1,5,8 and 14, the performance degraded as compared to the unscheduled for 𝑛 =
12 and 13. 
 
Table 3-12: Case 2a,b: Average Queue Size for Internet Browsing 
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n 
 
 
𝜌 
 
 
Calculated
(bits) 
Equation 
(3-7)  
Start Time 
Non Staggered (Case1a) Staggered(3-4) 
(Case1b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
±Diff (%) Measured 
(bits) 
±Diff 
(%) 
1 0.073 68.172 503.403 638.431 92.495 35.679 
5 0.366 392.886 45,049.09
0 
11,366.199 28,555.300 7,168.08
8 8 0.585 571.389 12,662.73
0 
2,116.131 8,174.758 1,330.68
2 12 0.877 3,619.395 146,547.2
00 
3,948.942 40,128.190 1,008.69
9 13 0.950 9,128.769 2,755,293.
000 
30,082.525 113,790.500 1,146.50
4 14 1.022 N/A 163,322.70
0 
N/A 69,133.350 N/A 
 
Table 3-13: Average Traffic received for Internet Browsing 
 n 𝜌 Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case2a) 
Staggered 
 (Case2b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
Measured 
(bits) 
1 0.073 14,323.27 
 
15,016 
 
5 0.366 76,912.9 
 
80,878.13 
 
8 0.585 123,207.9 
 
137,357.5 
 
12 0.877 331,425 
 
279,493.4 
 
13 0.950 212,350.4 
 
195,884.9 
 
14 1.022 228,683.9 
 
244,651.4 
 
 
3.3.2.3.  Case 3: Email Traffic 
Case 3 models Email traffic by using a Cauchy distributed packet size with an exponential 
inter-arrival time 
spT  of 1s, the theoretical packet size and traffic intensity (𝜌) cannot be 
determined because Cauchy model have no mean. Therefore, simulation results will be relied 
upon to monitor the network state (congested and non-congested). The implementation of 
the Cauchy distribution is shown in Appendix A. The service rate C of the queue is 18,000 
bits/s. The simulation was carried out for 𝑛 = 9 − 12; the number of source ‘𝑛’ was varied 
until congestion occurred. The average queuing delay for 𝑛 = 9 and 10 is shown in Figure 
3-11. The graph shows that the network is uncongested at  𝑛 = 9 and 10, however, the 
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network tends towards congestion when 𝑛 = 11 , it becomes congested at 𝑛 = 12  as shown 
in Figure 3-12. When the network is congested, the queue is close to or beyond its capacity. 
The queuing delays increase almost linearly with time and tend towards infinity. The 
scheduler performed a little better than the non-scheduler for 𝑛 = 9 between the simulation 
times 0.02 to 8,000s as shown in Figure 3-11, the performance of the scheduled and non-
scheduled becomes similar for the remaining simulation duration. The scheduled network 
show a better performance than the non-scheduled networks at 𝑛 = 10. The average queuing 
delay before applying scheduling for 𝑛 = 9, 10, 11 and 12  is 0.391, 0.810, 9.033, and 
409.511s respectively; after applying scheduling, the average queuing delay becomes 0.368, 
0.674, 5.771, and 397.725s respectively. There is an improvement in the queuing delay after 
the application of scheduling. The percentage improvement for 𝑛 = 9, 10, 11 and 12  after 
scheduling is approximately 6, 17, 36, and 3% respectively. The performance of the 
scheduler improves as the network load increases until congestion occurs, after which the 
performance degrades.  
 
Figure 3-11: Case 3: Average Queue delay for Email (n= 9 and 10) 
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Figure 3-12: Case 3: Average Queue delay for Email (n=11 and 12) 
The queue size for 𝑛 = 9 and 10 is shown in Figure 3-13 whilst that for  𝑛 = 11 and 12  is 
shown in Figure 3-14 for scheduled and non-scheduled conditions. The queue sizes exhibits 
similar behaviour to the queue delay in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12. This is because the 
queue size is directly proportional to the queuing delay. The network is congested at 𝑛 = 12  
as shown in Figure 3-14, thus it increases linearly with the simulation time. The queue size 
for 𝑛 = 11  is presented on the primary (left) y-axis whilst that of 𝑛 = 12  is on the 
secondary (right) y-axis because of the large difference in the scale. 
The average queue size for 𝑛 = 9, 10 , 11 and 12  for scheduled and non-scheduled are 
shown in Table 3-14. There is a percentage reduction of 7, 17, 36, and 3% in the queue size 
after scheduling for 𝑛 = 9, 10 , 11 and 12 respectively. The performance of the queue 
improves as the network load increases until congestion occurred.  
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Figure 3-13: Case 3: Average Queue Size for Email (n=9 and 10) 
 
Figure 3-14: Case 3: Average Queue size for Email (n=11 and 12) 
Table 3-14: Case 3a,b: Average Queue size for Email 
 n Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case3a) 
Staggered 
 (Case3b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
Measured 
(bits) 
9 6,507 6,065 
10 14,299 11,826 
11 163,083 104,154 
12 7,876,150 7,642,714 
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The average traffic received in bits for the scheduled and non-scheduled network is shown 
in Table 3-15. The scheduled network received less traffic than the non-scheduled network 
for most 𝑛 except at 𝑛 = 9.  
Table 3-15: Case 3a,b: Average traffic received for Email 
 n Start Time 
Non Staggered 
(Case3a) 
Staggered 
 (Case3b) 
Measured 
(bits) 
Measured 
(bits) 
9 363,160 363298 
10 402,856 402411 
11 443,588 442432 
12 453,589 453542 
 
3.3.2.4. Case 4: Mixed Traffic 
Case 4 combined a single source of Case 1-3 into a single queue as shown in Figure 3-15. A 
filter is created in C to filter various packets to their respective destinations/sink. The process 
model and the C code are shown in Appendix B. The service rate ‘𝐶𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒’ is 20,000bits/s, 
this is arbitrarily chosen because it cannot be theoretically determined.  
 
Figure 3-15: Case 4: Simulation model 
The queuing delay for Voice, Internet Browsing and Email is shown in Figure 3-16, Figure 
3-17 and Figure 3-18 respectively. The results labelled case4Voice_1a, case4web_1a and 
case4Email_1a are unscheduled whilst those labelled case4web_1b, case4Voice_1b and 
case4Email_1b are scheduled. The average queuing delay for Voice and Internet Browsing 
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shows a small margin of error when compared to the measured in section 3.3.2.1 and section 
3.3.2.2 for 𝑛 = 1. The average end-to-end delay before scheduling for Voice, Internet 
Browsing and Email traffic are 0.112, 0.079 and 0.141s respectively, after scheduling it 
becomes 0.084, 0.053 and 0.113s respectively. The scheduling model performs better as it 
reduces the average end-to-end delay for all traffic. The end-to-end delay did increase 
significantly after simulation time 3,000s for all traffic as shown in Figure 3-16 to Figure 
3-18. The average percentage improvement of the queuing delay for the scheduler as 
compared to the non-scheduler for Voice, Internet Browsing and Email are 25, 33 and 20% 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3-16: Case 4: Average Queue delay for Voice 
 
Figure 3-17: Case 4: Average Queue delay for Internet Browsing 
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Figure 3-18: Case 4: Average Queue delay for Email 
The traffic received before and after scheduling for Voice, Internet Browsing and Email 
traffic is shown in Figure 3-19. The average traffic received for Voice, Internet Browsing 
and Email before applying scheduling are 1,018 and 568 and 1,604 bits/s respectively, after 
applying scheduling the traffic received slightly increased for Voice and Email to 1,040 and 
1,617 bits/s respectively. However, the traffic received by Internet Browsing decreases to 
491 bits/s. The percentage improvement for Voice and Email is 2 and 0.8% respectively, 
whilst the traffic received by Internet Browsing decreases by approximately 14%.  
 
Figure 3-19: Case 4: Average Traffic received for Voice, Internet Browsing and Email 
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The average queuing delay and queue size for the mixed traffic for scheduled and 
unscheduled condition are shown in Figure 3-20 and Figure 3-21. The average queuing delay 
before scheduling is 0.111s; this reduced to 0.083s after scheduling is applied. That is a 25% 
improvement in the queuing delay after applying scheduling. The average queue size for the 
mixed traffic is 3,282 bits before applying scheduling; it reduced to 1,351 bits after applying 
scheduling. This is a 59% decrease in the queue size/network load after applying the 
scheduler; thus drastically reducing the chances of congestion occurring.  
 
Figure 3-20: Case 4: Average Queue delay for Mixed traffic 
 
Figure 3-21: Case 4: Average Queue Size for Mixed traffic 
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3.3.2.5. Performance Analysis of Wired, Wireless and MANET 
Network 
 Section 3.3.2  analysed the queuing behaviour of various types of traffic in a wired and 
wireless node; this will form a baseline model. This section compares simulation 
performance of three scenarios; A, B and C to the theoretical prediction in section 3.2.1.1. 
Scenario A consists of baseline wired nodes, it is shown in Figure 3-22; Scenario B consists 
of baseline wireless nodes without OSI layer, it is shown in Figure 3-23; finally Scenario C 
consists of MANET nodes with Wireless LAN, which includes the various OSI layer as 
shown in Figure 3-24.  
 
Figure 3-22: Scenario A – Wired 
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Figure 3-23: Scenario B - Wireless 
 
Figure 3-24: Scenario C - WLAN 
The M/M/1 queuing system is used for the performance analysis in this section because of 
the accuracy of the theoretical and the simulation in section 3.3.2.1. Each of these scenarios 
comprises of a source and destination/sink, and an equal number of sources is used for all 
scenario (n=9) and each source generates the same amount of traffic. The packet size is 
exponentially distributed with a mean value of 1,024 and an exponential distribution inter-
arrival time with a mean value of 1 similar to section 3.3.2.1. The queuing delay, queuing 
size and traffic received for all three scenarios were analysed. The service rate is 10,742.11 
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bits/s similar to Case 1 at ‘n=9’ for all scenarios. The queuing delay for scenarios A, B and 
C is displayed on a double axis graph in Figure 3-25 because of the scale difference. The 
queuing delay measurement for scenario A and B are shown on the primary axis whilst that 
of scenario C is on the secondary axis. The queuing delay for scenario A and B are similar 
whilst that of scenario C is much higher. The average queuing delay for scenario A, B and 
C are 0.648, 0.646 and 6.59s, respectively. Scenario A and B are close to the theoretical 
prediction (0.67s) as shown in section 3.3.2.1., the percentage margin of errors are 3.4 and 
3.7%, respectively. Whilst the percentage margin of error for scenario C as compared to the 
predicted theoretical value is 90%. The measured delay for scenario C is the end-to-end 
delay, as the simulation tool does not provide a means to measure just the queuing delay. 
The end-to-end delay consists of queuing, transmission and propagation delay as discussed 
in Section 3.2. The transmission and propagation delays are very small in the order of 
milliseconds, hence they cannot have much effect on increasing the end-to-end delay in an 
ideal channel condition. The model of scenario A and B are less complex as their queue only 
have to service traffic generated by the source, whilst scenario C queue comprises of both 
generated traffic and control traffic because of the various functionality of the OSI layer. 
This additional control traffic, as well as retransmissions of source, increased the network 
load and, as a result, the queuing delay increases. 
 
Figure 3-25: Average Queue delay for Scenario A, B and C 
The queue size for scenario A and B is shown in Figure 3-26 and that of scenario C could 
not be measured. The average queue size for scenarios A and B is 6,933 and 7,026 bits 
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respectively, the theoretical predicted queue size according to section 3.3.2.1 is 6,187 bits. 
Hence, the percentage margin of error for the measured simulated queue size for scenario A 
and B  to that of the theoretical prediction are 12 and 14%, respectively.  
The traffic received at the destination in bits/s for scenarios A, B and C are shown in Figure 
3-27. The average traffic received is 9,190 and 9,214 and 9,149 bits/s for scenario A, B and 
C respectively. These values are close to the expected, which is 9,216 bits/s. 
 
Figure 3-26: Average Queue size for Scenario A and B 
 
Figure 3-27: Average Traffic Received for Scenario A, B and C 
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3.4. Development of a Realistic Simulation Model 
An open-field experiment is carried out on a peer-to-peer network for constant and 
exponentially distributed traffic using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP). These are the two available protocols at the transport layer, when 
using Internet Protocol (IP). The motive of the open field experiment is to establish a baseline 
propagation model for the IEEE 802.11n standard in OPNET; this should be close to reality. 
A Fading model (including shadowing and path loss) is applied to the simulation model so 
it can replicate the outdoor experiment performance. A detailed description of the guidelines 
and parameters needed to model an outdoor experiment in OPNET is provided.   
3.4.1. Background and Previous work 
 Paper [80],[81] and [82], are some of the currently available MANET simulations with the 
IEEE 802.11n standard. They focus on channel capacity and security. There is little detail 
on the overall performance of the network in terms of delay; throughput and traffic received. 
Most of the previous work with the IEEE 802.11g and earlier standards only considered the 
received traffic [83],[84]. The end-to-end delay was left out because of the sensitivity of 
measuring it in real time. The majority of the published papers on MANETs are based on 
simulation results, and most of these simulation models are based on certain assumptions 
e.g. the shape of the earth being flat.  Paper [85], surveys 2,200 published results pointing 
out some of the systematic flaws and suggests that the majority of performance evaluation 
of wireless communication networks is based on stochastic simulation, and they cannot be 
trusted as they lack credibility.  
  It is risky to design a simulation model based on simplistic models for radio propagation; 
thus the simulation models have to be as detailed as possible. The link connectivity graph 
between two nodes varies over time because of the mobile nature of MANET nodes. 
However, this change is highly dependent on the differences in the range variation of the 
antenna, the antenna elevation and also obstacles present (restricting range) [86]. In an ideal 
case receivers within a transmission range of a source node, receive the entire transmitted 
packet if there are no obstacles or any adverse channel conditions. However, because of the 
fading and multipath nature of wireless transmission, in some cases, this ideal assumption 
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significantly deviates from reality. Wireless communication can experience severe fading 
because of a change in location. It can have a significant effect on the quality of the network 
performance and likewise invalidates designs (simulation models) that used idealized 
assumptions. The quality of a wireless link is influenced by its environment [87]. 
3.4.2. Radio Propagation Model 
Some of the characteristics of electromagnetic waves include scattering, reflection, and 
diffraction.  The radio propagation model is classified into two groups, namely; large-scale 
propagation model (long term fading model), and small-scale propagation model (or short 
term fading model). The large-scale propagation model predicts the mean signal decay, 
which is a function of the separation distance, between the transmitter and receiver raised to 
some power (power law function). The small-scale model is used to predict or characterise 
the rapid signal strength fluctuation between the transmitter and receiver over a very short 
distance or within a very short time length. This work will focus on the large scale 
propagation model, and a brief review of this model is given below [88]. 
A. Large Scale Propagation model 
Distance attenuation and shadow fading are two major components that characterise large-
scale variations. The distance attenuation is the observed signal power loss over a long period 
of time, as a function of distance during an experiment. Whilst shadowing is the variation of 
this trend line over different locations (wireless systems perform differently in different 
locations). The two most common examples of the large-scale model are free space 
propagation model and two-ray ground reflection model [89]. The signal power prediction 
of these two large-scale propagation models is dependent on the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver; whilst an ideal circle, is used to represent the communication range. 
This does not consider the shadowing effect. The commonly used model for shadowing 
effect is the lognormal shadowing model [90]. Theoretical and experimental measurements 
produced by other researchers show that the average signal power received logarithmically 
decreases with distance, in both indoor and outdoor environments. The path loss for an 
arbitrary transmitter-receiver separation can be represented by the log-distance path loss 
model shown in equation (3-27) [89]. 
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𝑃𝐿𝑑𝐵(𝑑) = 𝑃𝐿𝑑𝐵(𝑑0) + 10𝛽𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑑
𝑑0
  (3-27) 
Where, the path loss exponent is represented by  𝛽, the corresponding reference distance is 
represented by 𝑑0, and 𝑑 represents the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. 
For a specified value of 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0), the average path loss is represented by 𝑃𝐿(𝑑), it is highly 
dependent on the propagation environment and it varies between the values 2 and 6. The loss 
exponent for free space is ‘2’ [90].  However, equation (3-27) does not take into account the 
environmental variation between two separate locations with the same transmitter and 
receiver separation distance. Hence, the equation is not sufficient to model this varied 
performance and therefore cannot model a particular value at specific location. According 
to empirical studies, at a particular value of 𝑃𝐿(𝑑0), the path loss is random at a particular 
location and log-normally distributed (normally in dB) about the mean distance, this can be 
represented by equation (3-28)[89]. 
𝑷𝑳𝒅𝑩(𝒅) = 𝑷𝑳𝒅𝑩(𝒅) + 𝑿𝝈   (3-28) 
Where 𝑋𝜎 represents a zero mean, Gaussian random variable (dB) with a standard deviation 
(𝜎𝑑𝐵). The standard deviation varies typically between the values 6-12dB [91]. Therefore, 
the corresponding received signal power can be written as equation (3-29) [89]. 
𝑷𝒓𝒅𝑩𝒎(𝒅) = 𝑷𝒕𝒅𝑩𝒎 − 𝑷𝑳𝒅𝑩(𝒅)  (3-29) 
    𝑋𝜎 is dependent on location and distance. The log-normal distribution describes the 
shadowing effect that occurs over a large number of different measurement locations with 
the same transmitter and receiver separation distance, but with a varying clutter level in the 
propagation path. This phenomenon is referred to as log-normal shadowing [84][88].  
3.4.3. Experimental Set-up 
The specifications and the supported data rate of the WLAN card are shown in Table 3-16. 
The experimental set-up consists of two laptops with the IEEE 802.11n wireless card; the 
specifications of both laptops are shown in Table 3-17. The device is configured to use only 
one spatial stream with a maximum link speed of 54Mbps for this experiment. However, the 
measured link speed varied between 8-54Mbps during the experiment. A time 
synchronisation software known as “dimension 4” is used to synchronise both laptops [92].  
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Table 3-16: Wireless card properties and software specification 
Parameter Value 
NIC Node A & B: Realtek RTL 8723AE Wireless LAN 
802.11n PCI-E NIC  
Network Type Peer-to-peer 
Operating  freq. 2.4 GHz  
Link Speed 57.8Mbps 
Modulation OFDM(BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64 QAM) 
Receiver Sensitivity -95dBm 
Output  Power -20dBm 
IPV4 Address Node A: 192.168.1.1 
Node B: 192.168.1.2 
Distance 20, 40, 60, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 
260, 280, 300, 420 and 460m 
Environment  Open field 
Transport protocol  UDP and TCP 
Time synchronizer Dimension 4 
Nature of Traffic Constant bit rate (CBR) and Variable bit rate 
(VBR) Traffic Generation  Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG D-
ITG) [93] 
Measurement Metric with 
reference to distance 
Delay, and traffic received 
 
 
 
Table 3-17: Laptop Specifications 
Toshiba Satellite pro C600-ILD laptop (Node A and B) 
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Intel Core (TM) i3-23500M CPU 2.30GHz and equipped with the standard I/O 
interfaces, and two Express Card slots. Intel Pentium B960 processor and equipped with 
the standard I/O interfaces, and two Express Card slots 
Operating system:  window 7 (64-bit operating system) 
 3.4.4. Software Tools 
The traffic generation and data collection for the experiment are implemented using software 
called Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG), whilst the corresponding simulation 
model, was developed using OPNET. The D-ITG tools are discussed in more details in the 
following sections.  
3.4.4.1. Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG)  
This software is capable of generating traffic that strictly adheres to the defined Inter-
Departure Tme (IDT) between packets and the size of the packet is a stochastic process. 
Paper [93] compares various traffic generators such as: D-ITG, TG Traffic Generators, 
Netspec, Netperf, Packet Shell, MGEN, Rude/Crude, UDPgen, Linux Traffic Generator, 
Traffic  Generator (TG), traffic, PacGen and  NTgen. According to their findings, D-ITG 
outperforms the rest; hence it is used for the outdoor experiment. D-ITG has various 
probability distribution models, which include constant and exponential distributions. 
Network performance metrics such as throughput, delay, jitter, and traffic received can be 
measured [94]. Figure 3-28 shows the D-ITG graphical user interface (GUI), and the 
important settings for this experiment such as stream option, header options, inter-departure 
option and the signal packet arrival are highlighted. 
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Figure 3-28: Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) GUI 
3.4.4.2. Test Cases 
The open-field experiment is classified into four test cases (A, B, C, and D) An average voice 
call duration is 120s [95], thus the simulation was run for a single call sequence of 120s with 
a start delay of 10s. The start delay specifies the time the source starts to generate packets; 
it is the settlement time for individual nodes whilst they establish a connection. The inter-
arrival rate is 120 pkts/s, and the packet size is 512 bytes. The 512 bytes/packet size is useful 
because it is close to the Internet Browsing [96]. The various simulation cases and their 
respective distributions are shown in Table 3-18.  
Table 3-18: Various Simulation and Experiment Cases 
Case UDP/TCP Pkt size dist. Pkts arrival rate dist. 
A TCP constant (512bytes) constant (120pkts/s) 
B UDP constant (512bytes) constant (120pkts/s) 
C TCP exponential (512 bytes) exponential(120pkts/s) 
D UDP exponential (512 bytes) exponential(120pkts/s) 
 
3.4.5.  Simulation Model and Methodology 
The OPNET network model contains two MANET WLAN nodes. This node model 
generates CBR and VBR traffic, which are transmitted over IP. A detailed explanation of 
CBR and VBR traffic is presented in section 2.4.1. The IEEE 802.11n standard is configured 
on individual nodes with a maximum interconnection speed of 54Mbps. The IEEE 802.11n 
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parameters of the simulation were modified to match the specifications of the RTL8188CE 
NIC card used for the experiment. The path loss exponent and shadowing deviation is fine-
tuned to match the performance of the simulation to the experiment as closely as possible. 
This is achieved by keeping 𝜎𝑑𝐵 constant and varying 𝛽  between 1.8 to 3 in steps of 0.01 
until the best value for 𝛽 is reached, then using the best value for 𝛽, vary 𝜎𝑑𝐵 between values 
5 to7.5 in steps of 0.1 until the best value for 𝜎𝑑𝐵 is reached. A shadowing propagation model 
with a path loss exponent (𝛽) of 2.02 and a shadowing deviation (𝜎𝑑𝐵) of 6.5 is the closest 
replica of the experimental model. The distance between the nodes for both experiment and 
simulation is varied between 20 and 460 m. The implementation of the wireless propagation 
model is shown in Appendix C. The OPNET propagation models have been updated to 
accommodate the shadowing propagation model. The highlighted parts of the code are the 
additions to the standard code. 
3.4.6. Experiment and Simulation Results 
The results of the experiment and the corresponding simulation model are compared in the 
following sections. 
3.4.6.1. Case A 
Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30 show the results of the outdoor experiment and the 
corresponding simulation model for the average traffic received and end-to-end delay 
respectively. The average traffic received by the simulation model is slightly higher than that 
received by the experiment between 20 to 40 m as shown in Figure 3-29. The traffic received 
by both simulation and experiment is similar (~7.4Mbytes) between 40-420 m, after which 
the received traffic of the simulation dropped. The percentage error of traffic received 
between the simulation and experiment is 0.06%, showing a high level of correlation 
between the simulated and experimental model performance. The average packet delay for 
the simulated model is much lower than the experimental model, with a percentage error of 
95.06%. This is due to the inaccuracy of the time synchronization software. 
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Figure 3-29:  Average Traffic Received for Case A 
 
Figure 3-30: Average Delay for Case A 
3.4.6.2.  Case B 
The traffic received by Case B is shown in Figure 3-31, the performance of the simulation 
model is close to the experiment. The sudden drops in the traffic received for the experiment 
as noticed at (40m, 180m, and 300m) are due to the environmental conditions on the 
experiment day; it was drizzling and windy. The percentage margin of error for the traffic 
received between the experiment and simulation model is 0.978%, signifying an extremely 
high level of similarity between the experimental and simulation model. The average packet 
delay for the simulated model is much lower than that of the experiment as shown in Figure 
3-32 because of similar reason given in Case A. The percentage margin of error for average 
delay is 99.04%. 
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Figure 3-31: Average Traffic Received for Case B 
 
Figure 3-32: Average Delay for Case B 
3.4.6.3. Case C 
The received traffic for the simulation, as shown in Figure 3-33, is close to the experiment. 
As expected, due to the exponential nature of the packet size and arrival rate, the behaviour 
of Case C graph is not as consistent as that of case A and B. There is degradation in the 
average traffic received by the simulation after 300 m as compared to the experiment; this 
rapidly worsens after 420 m. The average percentage margin of error between the simulation 
and experiment for Case C is 0.987%. The average packet delay for the simulated model is 
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lower than that of the experiment as shown in Figure 3-34.  The percentage margin of error 
for average delay is 98.75%. This is as a result of the inaccuracy of the time synchronization 
software. 
 
Figure 3-33: Average Traffic received for Case C 
 
Figure 3-34: Average Delay for Case C 
3.4.6.4. Case D 
The average traffic received for exponentially distributed packets over UDP is shown in 
Figure 3-35. The differences between received traffic for experiment and simulation model 
increased by 188,371 bytes from 290 m and decreases between 300 m and 460 m. The 
average percentage margin of error between the experiment and simulation for Case D is 
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0.821%. The performance of the simulation closely replicated the experiment when the 
traffic received by both models is considered. Thus, OPNET has the capability of modeling 
realistic models with network performance close to reality. The delay for the experiment and 
the simulation is significantly far apart as shown in Figure 3-36, for a similar reason to case 
A. The average percentage margin of error for average delay is 61.38%.  
 
Figure 3-35: Average Traffic Received for Case D 
 
Figure 3-36: Average Delay for Case D 
3.4.6.5. Analysis 
According to the experiment, the average delay for case B is slightly lower than that of Case 
A; and also the average delay for Case D is lower than that of Case C. The delay result for 
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the simulation model of Case A and Case B shows similar behaviour to the experiment. This 
is because of the TCP transport protocol being used; TCP is considered for applications that 
are not delay sensitive, whilst the delay sensitive applications use UDP.  TCP have a slower 
speed than UDP because in addition to error checking, it also includes recovery options 
whilst UDP does not. TCP is a connection-oriented protocol; when a connection is 
established data can be sent bi-directional. If the connection fails, the receiver can request 
for the entire packet to be retransmitted, in other words, there is minimal file corruption when 
transmitting with TCP as compared to UDP. This is why the traffic received by TCP in the 
experiment is slightly higher than that received by the UDP. On the other hand, UDP is 
connectionless, hence when a packet is sent, it cannot be determined by the source whether 
the packet is delivered or been corrupted because of the lack of QoS. As a result, UDP has a 
higher loss rate than TCP even though it outperforms TCP in terms of average delay. 
Examples of TCP applications include Email, Internet Browsing and File Transfer (FTP) 
whilst those for UDP include Voice Calling, Video Conferencing, Streaming, etc. A 
summary of the comparison of UDP and TCP is shown in Table 3-19. The use of both 
transport protocols is wholly applications dependent.   
There is a high delay variation between the simulation and experimental model because the 
time synchronization software is not accurate enough. A GPS time synchronization device 
is needed to measure the delay as accurately as possible with a margin of error in the region 
of microseconds. However, such devices are very expensive. 
OPNET models have the capability of modeling a realistic network in which the measured 
performance such as, throughput and traffic received is almost identical to real life models 
with an approximate percentage margin of error in the region of ±1%. 
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Table 3-19: Summary Comparison of UDP and TCP [97] 
Characteristic / 
Description 
UDP TCP 
General Description Simple, high-speed, low-
functionality “wrapper” that 
interfaces applications to 
the network layer and does 
little else. 
Full-featured protocol that 
allows applications to send 
data reliably without 
worrying about network 
layer issues. 
Protocol Connection 
Setup 
Connectionless; data is sent 
without setup. 
Connection-oriented; 
connection must be 
established prior to 
transmission. 
Data Interface To 
Application 
Message-based; data is sent 
in discrete packages by the 
application. 
Stream-based; data is sent 
by the application with no 
particular structure. 
Reliability and 
Acknowledgments 
Unreliable, best-effort 
delivery without 
acknowledgments. 
Reliable delivery of 
messages; all data is 
acknowledged. 
Retransmissions Not performed. Application 
must detect lost data and 
retransmit if needed. 
Delivery of all data is 
managed, and lost data is 
retransmitted 
automatically. 
Features Provided to 
Manage Flow of Data 
None Flow control using sliding 
windows; window size 
adjustment heuristics; 
congestion avoidance 
algorithms. 
Overhead Very low Low, but higher than UDP 
Transmission Speed Very high High, but not as high as 
UDP 
Data Quantity Suitability Small to moderate amounts 
of data (up to a few hundred 
bytes) 
Small to very large 
amounts of data (up to 
gigabytes) 
Types of Applications 
That Use The Protocol 
Applications where data 
delivery speed matters more 
than completeness, where 
small amounts of data are 
sent; or where 
multicast/broadcast are 
used. 
Most protocols and 
applications sending data 
that must be received 
reliably, including most file 
and message transfer 
protocols. 
Well-Known 
Applications and 
Protocols 
Multimedia applications, 
DNS, BOOTP, DHCP, 
TFTP, SNMP, RIP, NFS 
(early versions) 
FTP, Telnet, SMTP, DNS, 
HTTP, POP, NNTP, 
IMAP, BGP, IRC, NFS 
(later versions) 
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3.5. Summary      
This chapter introduced Queuing Theory; it is the mathematical study and analysis of waiting 
in lines or queue. The total delay of a packet in the queue is the summation of the queuing 
delay and processing delay. In order to calculate the end-to-end delay, the queuing, 
processing delay, transmission delay and the propagation delay are summed. Queuing theory 
is used for justification and performance analysis of this thesis. The queuing behaviour of 
Voice traffic is similar to the M/M/1 queue whilst that of Internet Browsing and Email is 
similar to the M/G/1 queue. When the finite network resources of a network are stretched to 
the limit, or traffic arriving at the node or the queue is greater than the capacity, congestion 
occurs; this leads to packet losses and high delays. If packets arriving the queue are 
efficiently scheduled, it slows down the chances of congestion occurring. 
A brief description of various scheduling algorithms was given; this includes FIFO, PQ, 
RRS, WFQ and WDS along with the related work. These conventional algorithms are not 
enough to schedule packets optimally in MANET because of its characteristic. Overall 
staggering of the source start time has improved the system performance; however, it showed 
some limitation when dealing with bursty traffic. This scheduling scheme cannot cope in a 
complex network environment where the nodes are mobile with varying channel conditions. 
Hence, there is a need to develop an adaptive scheduling algorithm that is comprehensive 
and can adapt to the changing network topology and various traffic conditions. The traffic 
behaviour and performance of scheduler (staggered)  model will form a baseline model upon 
which a comprehensive adaptive scheduling algorithm based on fuzzy inference system is 
developed in the next chapter.  
This chapter also provided guidelines for the modelling of a realistic IEEE 802.11n based 
propagation model for the simulation model in OPNET based on a carried out open field 
experiment. Shadowing model is applied to the simulation model and the path loss exponent 
as well as the shadowing deviation was varied to match the performance of the simulation 
model to the experiment. This formed the baseline propagation model for this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 Adaptive Fuzzy logic 
based packet scheduling algorithm  
4.1. Introduction 
In addition to the band-limited shared network and the error-prone nature of the wireless 
channel, the infrastructure-less state of MANET makes meeting a specified QoS target more 
difficult to attain. Hence, it is difficult for any single mobile node to have an accurate and 
up to date picture of the network topology. For this reason, the network ability to maintain a 
certain level of QoS is based on an incomplete statistic of the input traffic, queuing behaviour 
and channel condition; as a result, the decision process has many uncertainties. Fuzzy logic 
and FIS can be used to model and control complex systems whose available knowledge is 
limited [98].   
This work builds on [66], to  propose two adaptive schedulers based on the Mamdani and 
Sugeno fuzzy logic. The proposed fuzzy schedulers considered some factors that affect the 
network QoS in real-time to determine a packet priority. In the course of this thesis, paper 
[66] will be referred to by the first name of the first author ‘Manoj’. The Mamdani method 
is the widely accepted method for capturing expert knowledge. It allows a more intuitive, 
more human-like description of the expertise [99]. The proposed Mamdani scheduler is 
developed based on the Manoj scheduler. It consists of three input variables as compared to 
the two input variables used by Manoj. Each of these three input variables consists of three 
linguistic variables; hence the total number of rules is 27 as compared to 9 rules for Manoj.  
The proposed Sugeno scheduler is considered because of the simplicity of its design. It is 
more efficient for optimisation and adaptive techniques of control systems, making it very 
attractive for network control problems. This section investigates the performance of the 
proposed Sugeno scheduler as compared to the proposed Mamdani scheduler.  
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Individual packets were scheduled based on their priority index. The three input variables 
considered by the scheduler to calculate the packet priority index are Data Rate, Queue Size 
and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The fuzzy scheduler is developed in an OPNET simulation 
environment using Proto-C language. The Mamdani and Sugeno fuzzy scheduler is 
optimised so that the algorithm runs quicker which is essential for real-time applications..  
4.2. Types of FIS 
There are two major types of the fuzzy system named after the founders, the Mamdani [100] 
and Sugeno [101] fuzzy inference system. The Mamdani FIS was proposed in 1975 by 
Ebrahim Mamdani in an attempt to control a steam engine and boiler by synthesising a set 
of linguistic control rules obtained from experienced human operators. The Sugeno FIS was 
introduced in 1986 by Takagi-Sugeno-Kang. Both the Mamdani and Sugeno FIS for a given 
system are similar. They both have the same number of inputs and the same membership 
function.  The first two parts of the fuzzy inference process; fuzzification of inputs variables 
and applying the fuzzy operator are exactly the same. The rules are also the same; the major 
difference between Mamdani and Sugeno is at the output membership function. The Sugeno 
output membership functions are either linear or constant whilst the Mamdani output 
membership function is defined as a fuzzy set. The next section highlights some of the 
variations between these two FIS systems. 
4.2.1. Differences between Mamdani and Sugeno FIS system 
The most fundamental difference between the Mamdani and Sugeno FIS is the crispness of 
the output that is generated from the fuzzy inputs [99]. Some of the most popular Mamdani 
defuzzification techniques are usually a variation of the max criterion method [21]. These 
include Smallest-Of-Maxima (SOM), Largest-Of-Maxima (LOM), and the Mean-Of-
Maxima (MOM), these methods select the smallest, largest and mean output value for inputs 
whose membership value reach maximum. MoM is one of the most popular methods; it 
calculates the final output ‘Z’ by averaging the set of output values that have the highest 
possibility degree ‘M’ using the formula given by equation (4-1) [102]. 
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Two other commonly used defuzzification techniques are the Center Of Gravity (COG) / 
Centroid and Center Of Area (COA)/Bisector method. The COG/Centroid method 
determines the crisp output by calculating the center of gravity of the possibility distribution 
of the outputs. For continuous values, the output ‘Z’ is calculated using equation (4-2) [102]. 
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            (4-2) 
The COA is similar to the COG method. However, it calculates the position of the curve 
where the area of both sides is equal. The COA can be calculated using equation (4-3)   [102]. 
  Z
Z
dxxdxx )()(      (4-3) 
Braae et al. [103] presented a detailed analysis of various defuzzification techniques which 
include COG and MOM, they concluded that COG yields better results and for this reason, 
the COG / Centroid defuzzification technique is used in this work.  
The interpretability and the expressive power of the Mamdani FIS are lost in the Sugeno FIS 
because the consequent of the rules is not fuzzy [19]. Meaning, when the rules are evaluated 
the output, will be constant rather than a fuzzy set. Thus, the impact of this on the system 
performance will be evaluated. 
4.3. Adaptive Fuzzy Scheduler 
The inputs to the fuzzy scheduler contribute to congestion (both internally and externally). 
These inputs are SNR, Queue Size and Data Rate as shown in Figure 4-1. This is the Queue 
Size and Data Rate of the individual nodes the packet is associated with as well as the SNR 
of the receiver. These inputs were chosen because they best describe the network 
condition/performance at any time instant. Thus, there is a need to use knowledge gained 
from this input to determine how packets are scheduled in the network. The inputs are 
fuzzified, implicated, aggregated and defuzzified to obtain a crisp value that is the output i.e. 
Priority Index.  
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Figure 4-1: Fuzzy Scheduler Inputs and Output 
4.3.1. Membership Function 
The triangular and trapezoidal membership functions (MFs) are considered in this thesis for 
their simplicity. They are easy to implement and less computationally complex than the 
Gaussian membership function. However, the choice of the membership function can change 
depending on the needs of the designer. The linguistic variables associated with the input 
variables are Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H). The input membership function for SNR, 
Queue Size and Data Rate are shown in Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-4, respectively. The x-axis 
represents the particular fuzzy input and is normalised for all input variables. The y-axis 
represents the certainty level, and it varies between 0 and 1. There are two ways of mapping 
MFs, i.e., the number of MFs required for each input variable as well as the baseline. The 
first is knowledge elicited from experts in the field (manual mapping), and the second is 
knowledge extracted from trends in empirical data. The range of the fuzzy input on the x-
axis is obtained through simple queuing formulas as well as trial and error to maximize the 
overall system performance. This is carried out by running multiple test simulation models 
with varying parameters to observe the trends. Paper [66], is also considered in determining 
the range of the membership functions.  
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Figure 4-2: Membership function for SNR 
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Figure 4-3: Membership function for Queue Size 
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Figure 4-4: Membership function for Data Rate 
The fuzzy based output membership function for the Mamdani scheduler is made of a 
triangular membership function, and it is shown in Figure 4-5. It consists of 5 linguistic 
variables, namely: Very Low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and Very High (VH). 
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Figure 4-5: Mamdani Output Membership function 
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Sugeno FIS uses the weighted average to compute the crisp output, and thus the complex 
iteration process used by Mamdani is bypassed. The Sugeno FIS does not have an output 
membership function. The output shown in Figure 4-6 is a constant value. It consists of five 
output constant points that are similar to the number of membership functions for the 
Mamdani output (Very Low (VL), Low (L), Medium (M), High (H) and Very High (VH)). 
The Sugeno FIS is a less computationally complex algorithm than the Mamdani equivalent. 
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Figure 4-6: Sugeno Output Membership function 
The rules are carefully designed based on the relationship between the input variables. The 
first rule can be interpreted as if (SNR is low) and (Data Rate is Low) and (Queue Size is 
Low). then the priority index is Medium. The output priority index ranges from 0-1, ‘0’ 
meaning the highest priority in the queue and ‘1’ the least priority. Thus as the priority index 
increases from 0-1 the packet priority in the queue drops accordingly. There are three input 
variables with three associated linguistic variables prompting 33  combinations, resulting in 
the 27 rules shown Table 4-1.  
 Table 4-1 Rule Base for Fuzzy Inference System  
       Inputs 
Rule 
 
 
Rules 
SNR Data Rate Queue Size Output 
1 Low Low Low Medium 
2 Low Low Medium Medium 
3 Low Low High Very Low 
4 Low Medium Low Medium 
5 Low Medium Medium Low 
6 Low Medium High Very Low 
7 Low High Low Medium 
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8 Low High Medium Medium 
9 Low High High Very Low 
10 Medium Low Low High 
11 Medium Low Medium Medium 
12 Medium Low High Low 
13 Medium Medium Low High 
14 Medium Medium Medium Medium 
15 Medium Medium High Low 
16 Medium High Low High 
17 Medium High Medium Medium 
18 Medium High High Low 
19 High Low Low High 
20 High Low Medium Medium 
21 High Low High Low 
22 High Medium Low Very High 
23 High Medium Medium High 
24 High Medium High Medium 
25 High High Low Very High 
26 High High Medium High 
27 High High High Low 
 
The graphical representation of Table 4-1 according to the input and output membership 
functions is shown in Figure 4-7. The surface viewer, which shows the relationship between 
the inputs and output, is shown in Figure 4-8. When the SNR, Data Rate and Queue Size 
input are 0.5, 0.5 and 50, respectively, these values will only be viable under rule 15 on Table 
4-1 and Figure 4-7. The output fuzzy set is aggregated (this is the minimum of the fuzzy set) 
for each rule, it will be zero for all except at rule 15 to give the corresponding output.  The 
outputs are aggregated (this is the maximum of the fuzzy set) to the shape similar to that in 
Rule 15 as all others are zero. This is defuzzified using the Centre of gravity (COG)/Centroid 
method to give a crisp output of 0.25. 
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Figure 4-7: Membership Function and fuzzy rule base for the proposed Fuzzy Scheduler 
 
 
Figure 4-8: Surface viewer for Fuzzy Scheduler 
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4.3.2. Implementation and Validation of the Fuzzy 
Scheduler 
The Manoj, proposed Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers would be implemented in OPNET. 
The flow chart is shown in Figure 2-8; the input variables were obtained from the network 
and the fuzzy rules are evaluated based on these inputs. The inputs are fuzzified; each rule 
evoked have a corresponding output membership function. This output membership function 
is then implicated, aggregated, and the crisp value (priority index) is calculated from these 
aggregated curves by using a Centroid defuzzification technique. The Proto-C algorithm, 
which implements the Manoj, the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno fuzzy scheduler, is 
verified using the fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB. The implementation of the proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler is shown in Appendix D and Appendix E respectively. The 
highlighted parts of the codes are the changes made to the standard OPNET model to 
accommodate the fuzzy algorithm and their inputs. When the SNR, Data Rate and Queue 
Size input are 0.5, 0.5 and 50, respectively as in Figure 4-7, the Mamdani C algorithm in 
OPNET calculates a crisp value of 0.25 which is the same as that calculated by MATLAB 
in Figure 4-9. The OPNET algorithm is run for multiple input values, and it produced the 
same crisp output with the corresponding MATLAB fuzzy model. The validation of the 
Manoj scheduler is wholly based on the fuzzy algorithm as paper [66] did not provide enough 
information to replicate the MANET simulation model. 
 
Figure 4-9: Mamdani Fuzzy Priority Index 
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4.3.3. Performance Evaluation using OPNET 
The output Priority Index of a packet is used to schedule the packet. By scheduling the 
packets this way, packets in highly congested queues are scheduled first. This differs from 
the standard priority scheduler because the packet Priority Index is based on individual 
packets rather than a traffic flow. If the queue of a node is full, it will cause an increase in 
the end-to-end delay and packet loss rate, thus newly arriving packets are discarded and 
packets in the queue that have exceeded the waiting threshold are also discarded. The cause 
of the degradation of network performance is not limited to the size of the queue; it also 
relates to the Data Rate and SNR. When the SNR of the receiving node is low, the network 
will suffer a higher packet loss because of the poor wireless communication link between 
nodes. The packet priority increases as the SNR decreases, to reduce the packet loss rate and 
thus improve the end-to-end delay.  
 The final input is the Data Rate; at higher Data Rates, the end-to-end delay of a packet is 
low, and the PDR is significantly higher. However, when the reverse is the case, there will 
be a higher packet loss rate and an increase in the end-to-end delay. Packets are given a 
higher priority when the Data Rate is low. Packets present in a crowded node will experience 
a high queue delay and higher packet loss rate. This algorithm monitors these parameters 
and calculates an appropriate Priority Index in order to optimise the network and improve 
the QoS performance. When a packet reaches a node, its Priority Index based on the network 
properties of that node is calculated and attached to its header.  
Each node consists of three sub-queues similar to the Manoj scheduler. This will reduce the 
effect of sorting on the overall network performance; arriving packets are enqueued in these 
sub-queues based on their Priority Index. The first sub-queue en-queues packets with Priority 
Index between 0 and 0.33; the second sub-queue en-queues packet with Priority Index 
greater than 0.33 but less than or equal to 0.66 and finally, the third sub-queue en-queues 
packet with Priority Index greater than 0.66 but less than or equal to 1.  The net result being 
that packets are sorted in the various sub-queue based on their Priority Index (i.e., packets 
with the Lowest Priority Index move to the head of the queue and are scheduled first). 
Appendix F implements the packet insertion and sorting in the various sub-queue, the 
highlighted part of the codes are the changes and additions made to the standard OPNET 
model to accommodate packet sorting. 
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4.3.4. Optimisation of the Mamdani and Sugeno Fuzzy 
Algorithm  
The proposed algorithms are optimised by measuring the number of times each rule is used 
by the network for CBR and VBR traffic. For CBR traffic, the result shows that only 10 of 
the 27 rules were used as shown in Table 4-2. This is because CBR traffic consists of constant 
Data Rate as explained in section 2.4.1. The 17 unused rules are eliminated; further 
optimisation is carried out with the 10 remaining rules. Two rules are found to have been 
used less than 200 times (Rule 1 and 23) and therefore are also eliminated, reducing the total 
number of rules for the scheduler to 8 for CBR traffic. The performance of the optimised 
scheduler with 8 rules is compared with the performance of the scheduler with 10 rules. This 
is done by classifying the test into four test cases as shown in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-4 shows the average delay, throughput and PDR for all test cases. According to this 
table, there is no performance degradation for all test cases as all the results are the same. 
Hence, the final number of rules for the CBR traffic is optimised from 27 to 8 without any 
performance degradation; thus, Case 4 is implemented. 
Table 4-2: Number of FIS Rules used by CBR Traffic profile 
Rules Count  Rules Count 
Rule 1 57  Rule 15 310,278 
Rule 2 0  Rule 16 0 
Rule 3 0  Rule 17 0 
Rule 4 202,551  Rule 18 0 
Rule 5 24,989  Rule 19 0 
Rule 6 186,714  Rule 20 0 
Rule 7 0  Rule 21 0 
Rule 8 0  Rule 22 1,512 
Rule 9 0  Rule 23 85 
Rule 10 0  Rule 24 852 
Rule 11 0  Rule 25 0 
Rule 12 0  Rule 26 0 
Rule 13 271,724  Rule 27 0 
Rule 14 31,477  Total 1,030,239 
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Table 4-3: Test Cases for CBR Traffic 
Case 1 Contains 10 rules 
Case 2 Contains 9 rules - only rule 23 is removed 
Case 3 Contains 9 rules – only rule 1 is removed 
Case 4 Contains 8 rules -  rule 1 and 23 are removed 
 
Table 4-4: Rules Optimisation results for CBR Traffic 
Cases Delay 
(s) 
Throughput  
(bytes/s) 
PDR 
Case 1 33.603 111,538.9 0.374 
Case 2 33.603 111,538.9 0.374 
Case 3 33.603 111,538.9 0.374 
Case 4 33.603 111,538.9 0.374 
 
A similar optimisation technique used for CBR is applied to VBR. All 27 rules were used, 3 
of those rules (rule 20, 23 and 26) were used less than 200 times in the course of the 
simulation as shown in Table 4-5.  
Table 4-5: Number of FIS rules used by VBR Traffic Profile  
Rules Count  Rules Count 
Rule 1 102,324  Rule 15 117,355 
Rule 2 14,632  Rule 16 96,985 
Rule 3 145,251  Rule 17 9,612 
Rule 4 81,886  Rule 18 93,387 
Rule 5 9,626  Rule 19 2,881 
Rule 6 89,361  Rule 20 186 
Rule 7 80,126  Rule 21 1,032 
Rule 8 8,076  Rule 22 1,929 
Rule 9 71,367  Rule 23 117 
Rule 10 130,786  Rule 24 655 
Rule 11 17,515  Rule 25 2,149 
Rule 12 192,349  Rule 26 121 
Rule 13 100,258  Rule 27 689 
Rule 14 11,380  Total 1,382,035 
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After the three aforementioned rules are eliminated, a series of simulations were carried out 
to check the performance degradation resulting from eliminating any or all of these 3 rules. 
The simulation work is classified into seven test cases as shown in Table 4-6. 
Table 4-6: Test Cases for VBR Traffic 
Case 1 Contains 27 rules 
Case 2 Contains 26 rules – only rule 20 is removed 
Case 3 Contains 26 rules – only rule 23 is removed 
Case 4 Contains 26 rules – only rule 26 is removed 
Case 5 Contains 24 rules - Rule 20, 23 and 26 are removed 
Case 6 Contains 25 rules - Rule 20 and 23 are removed  
Case 7 Contains 25rules - Rule 20 and 26 are removed 
 
Table 4-7 shows the results for the average delay, throughput and PDR for all test cases. The 
results showed no significant changes in the performance. Thus, the fuzzy rule for the VBR 
traffic is optimised from 27 to 24 by eliminating all the rules that are used less than 200 times 
i.e. case 5 is implemented. 
Table 4-7: Rule Optimisation Results VBR Traffic 
Cases Delay 
 (s) 
Throughput  
(bytes/s) 
PDR 
Case 1 32.93515 82,462.04 0.276353 
Case 2 33.10667 82,547.1 0.276452 
Case 3 33.00937 82,479.36 0.276411 
Case 4 32.93515 82,462.04 0.276353 
Case 5 33.09063 82,553.96 0.276419 
Case 6 32.93515 82,462.04 0.276353 
Case 7 33.00937 82,479.36 0.276411 
 
4.4. Performance Analysis of Fuzzy Schedulers 
The performance of the proposed fuzzy scheduler is evaluated by comparing them to 
“Manoj”. The proposed Sugeno scheduler is faster than the Manoj and the proposed 
Mamdani because it is less computationally complex, and therefore it should be more 
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appropriate for real-time application. The schedulers have varying degrees of complexity, 
hence the algorithms were run in Microsoft Visual Studio for a 100 cycles, a timer is inserted 
at the beginning and end of each cycle to measure the duration, and the average time is 
calculated. This is added as a constant value to the formulae that calculates packet processing 
delay in OPNET. The performance of the scheduler is evaluated for CBR, VBR and Bursty 
traffic class; this traffic profiles were explained in section 2.4.1. The objective of this 
analysis is to analyse how the proposed schedulers perform under congested conditions. The 
traffic intensity (  ) is varied between 1 and 2, and the performance of the scheduler is 
analysed.  
4.4.1. Simulation Environment and Methodology 
The simulation models a MANET of 20 mobile nodes, randomly distributed within a 500m 
x 500m area. The mobile nodes have wireless interfaces, which are configured to the IEEE 
802.11n standard with a propagation model as that in section 3.4. Each of the simulations is 
run for 600s, and multiple runs are carried out with varying seed values and the collected 
data is then averaged. The seed is used by the simulation’s random number generator; 
multiple seed value will provide multiple instances of the traffic generated. The simulation 
parameters are shown in Table 4-8, the network topology is shown in Figure 4-10 
respectively. The propagation model and link speed is modelled as in section 3.4.5. All 
mobile nodes served as a transmitter and receiver and the data payload is 1,024 bytes [66]. 
The performance of the schedulers is evaluated under various load conditions  =1, 1.33, 
1.66 and 2 for CBR, VBR and bursty traffic profiles. The random waypoint mobility model 
is used, and the node speed ranges from 0-20m/s with a pause time of 4s.   
Table 4-8: Simulation Parameters for MANET 
No. of Nodes 20 
Area 500m x 500m 
Simulation Time 600s 
Mobility Model Random waypoint 
Speed 0-20m/s 
Traffic Type CBR, VBR & Bursty 
Data Payload 1,024 bytes  
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11n (Buffer Size= 16MB) 
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Figure 4-10: Network Topology 
4.4.2. Performance Analysis of CBR Traffic 
The characteristic of CBR traffic profile has been explained in section 2.4.1.1. The end-to-
end delay for CBR traffic at  = 1 and  = 1.33 are shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 
respectively. The proposed schedulers (Mamdani and Sugeno) perform better than the 
existing (Manoj). According to Figure 4-11, the Sugeno scheduler performs slightly better 
than the Mamdani scheduler. However, the performance of the Mamdani and Sugeno 
scheduler are very close to Figure 4-12. 
 
Figure 4-11: End-to-End delay at  = 1 for CBR Traffic 
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Figure 4-12: End-to-End delay at  = 1.33 for CBR Traffic 
The graph for the end-to-end delay at  = 1.66 and  = 2, behave similarly to Figure 4-11 
and Figure 4-12. Table 4-9 contains the values for the average end-to-end delay for all traffic 
loads as well as the percentage improvement of the Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler as 
compared to Manoj. Overall the end-to-end delay shows a high level of increase when the 
network is congested; this behavior is similar to section 2.4.2.1.A. According to Table 4-9, 
it can be noted that the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler performed better than 
Manoj. At  =1 and  =1.66, the proposed Sugeno performed slightly better than Mamdani 
whilst at  =1.33 and  =2 the proposed Mamdani performed slightly better.  
Table 4-9: Average End-to-End delay for CBR Traffic 
Scheduler Average End-to-End delay (s) 
 =1  =1.33  =1.66  =2 
Manoj 69.43 86.11 99.75 109.00 
Proposed Mamdani 35.92 41.11 46.54 49.96 
Proposed Sugeno 32.03 41.36 42.04 49.98 
%improvement Mamdani 48.26 52.26 53.35 54.16 
%improvement Sugeno 53.87 51.97 57.86 54.15 
 
When a network is congested, the gradient of its delay graph becomes steeper as more 
packets arrive at the queue. The gradient of an end-to-end delay graph (Figure 4-11 and 
Figure 4-12) shows the rate of increase of the network congestion; as the network load 
increases the gradient also increases. Therefore, to avoid congestion or prevent a severe case 
of congestion the gradient of the end-to-end delay needs to be prevented from increasing 
abruptly. The gradient of the end-to-end delay is shown in Table 4-10. 
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Table 4-10: Gradient of the End-to-End Delay for CBR Traffic 
Scheduler Gradient of the End-to-End delay 
 =1  =1.33 
=1.66 
 =2 
Manoj 0.230 0.290 0.290 0.360 
Proposed Mamdani 0.150 0.160 0.180 0.170 
Proposed Sugeno 0.130 0.167 0.174 0.198 
%improvement Mamdani 34.34 43.51 38.91 52.74 
%improvement  Sugeno 41.70 41.84 39.31 45.53 
 
The Manoj model becomes congested more quickly as shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 
4-12. The proposed fuzzy schedulers (Mamdani and Sugeno) produce a lower gradient than 
Manoj, this is because incoming packet to the queue are given higher priority when the 
Queue Size is high, the SNR is low and the Data Rate is also low. These are the 
characteristics of the input variables when the network tends towards congestion. 
The gradient of the Mamdani scheduler is 34.34% less than Manoj at  =1, whilst that of 
Sugeno is 41.70% less than Manoj for a similar load; thus the network congestion is reduced 
by 34.34 and 41.70% for Mamdani and Sugeno, respectively. At an increased network load 
 =1.33, 1.66 and 2, the gradient of end-to-end delay for the Mamdani scheduler is 43.51, 
38.91 and 52.74% lower than Manoj respectively. The proposed schedulers (Mamdani and 
Sugeno) reduced the level of congestion in the network.  
The queue will always forward packet at maximum capacity when the network is congested 
with CBR traffic. The PDR for  =1 and  =1.33 are shown in Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 
respectively. 
 
Figure 4-13: Packet delivery ratio at  = 1 for CBR Traffic 
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Figure 4-14: Packet delivery ratio at  =1.33 for CBR Traffic 
The performance of the PDR for all schedulers is similar at the various network loads. The 
PDR for all network loads is summarised in Table 4-11. These values are low because of 
congestion, according to Table 4-11, the PDR decreases as the network load increases; this 
is a bottleneck effect similar to section 2.4.2.1.B. The Mamdani and Sugeno perform slightly 
better than Manoj. 
Table 4-11: Packet Delivery Ratio for CBR Traffic 
Scheduler PDR 
 =1  =1.33  =1.66  =2 
Manoj 0.195 0.125 0.093 0.073 
Proposed Mamdani 0.276 0.191 0.147 0.116 
Proposed Sugeno 0.277 0.188 0.140 0.108 
%improvement  Mamdani 42.03 53.00 57.77 58.56 
%improvement Sugeno 42.53 50.12 49.64 47.38 
 
4.4.3. Performance Analysis of VBR Traffic 
The characteristic of VBR traffic profile has been explained in section 2.4.1.2. The end-to-
end delay for the traffic load at  =1 is shown in Figure 4-15. The proposed (Mamdani and 
Sugeno) schedulers perform better than the existing scheduler (Manoj). The performance of 
the proposed Mamdani scheduler in the first 0-30s is slightly higher than Manoj, whilst 
Sugeno scheduler is close to Manoj between this simulation times. Thus, Manoj and Sugeno 
perform better than Mamdani between simulation times 0-30s. The performance of the 
Mamdani scheduler improves significantly as compared to Manoj from simulation time 30-
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600s. The Sugeno scheduler also starts to improve significantly as compared to Manoj 
between simulation times 90-600s; the Sugeno also performs slightly better than Mamdani 
between simulation times 120-600s. Since  >1, the limited network resources cannot cope 
with the intensity of packet arrivals at the queue. Thus, the network is congested as a result 
the average end-to-end delay increases linearly with time as shown in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-15: End-to-End delay at  =1 for VBR Traffic 
The behaviour of the network at  =1.33 is shown in Figure 4-16; it is similar to Figure 
4-15. The end-to-end delay graph at  =1.66 and  =2 also shows similar traits to Figure 
4-15 and Figure 4-16. The values for the average end-to-end delay for all network loads are 
shown in Table 4-12. 
 
Figure 4-16: End-to-End delay at  =1.33 for VBR Traffic 
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Table 4-12: Average End-to-End Delay for VBR Traffic 
Scheduler Average End-to-End delay (s) 
 =1  =1.33  =1.66  =2 
Manoj 47.04 60.50 69.14 76.41 
Proposed Mamdani 32.94 34.29 40.03 49.78 
Proposed Sugeno 28.25 28.20 28.23 32.96 
%improvement Mamdani 29.98 43.33 42.10 34.85 
%improvement Sugeno 39.94 53.39 59.16 56.87 
 
According to Table 4-12, the proposed Mamdani scheduler performs 29.98% better than 
Manoj at  =1, 43.33% better at  =1.33, 42.10% better at  =1.66, and 34.85% better at 
 =2. The performance of the proposed Mamdani scheduler improves more as the network 
load is increased from  =1 to 1.66 but drops slightly at  =2, as the network load is twice 
the network capacity. The proposed Sugeno scheduler also performs better than Manoj, the 
percentage improvement of the proposed Sugeno scheduler as compared to Manoj is 39.94, 
53.39, 59.16 and 56.87% for  =1, 1.33, 1.66 and 2 respectively. The performance of the 
Sugeno scheduler improves as compared to Manoj and Mamdani as the traffic load increases 
from  =1 to 2. Thus by appropriately combining inputs features such as the SNR, Data 
Rate and Queue Size, the proposed algorithms scheduled packets better than Manoj for VBR 
traffic.  
The gradient of the end-to-end delay is shown in Table 4-13. The gradient of the Mamdani 
scheduler is 20.02% less than Manoj at  =1, whilst that of Sugeno is 28.96% less than 
Manoj for a similar load; thus the network congestion is reduced by 20.00 and 28.96% for 
Mamdani and Sugeno, respectively. At an increased network load at  =1.33 and  =1.66, 
the gradient for end-to-end delay for the Mamdani scheduler is 45.61 and 40.61% lower than 
Manoj respectively. The performance slightly dropped to 33.92% when the traffic intensity 
increased to  = 2. The performance improvement of the gradient for the proposed Sugeno 
scheduler as compared to Manoj at  =1.33, 1.66 and 2 is 46.60, 52.47 and 60.60% 
respectively.  
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Table 4-13: Gradient of End-to-End delay for VBR traffic 
Scheduler Gradient of the End-to-End delay 
 =1 
=1.33 

=1.66 
 =2 
Manoj 0.150 0.200 0.200 0.250 
Proposed Mamdani 0.120 0.110 0.120 0.150 
Proposed Sugeno 0.110 0.105 0.094 0.098 
%improvement Mamdani 20.02 45.61 40.61 40.30 
%improvement Sugeno 28.96 46.60 52.47 60.60 
 
Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 show an increase in the PDR for the proposed schedulers 
(Mamdani and Sugeno) as compared to Manoj at  =1 and 1.33. The PDR for all network 
loads is shown in Table 4-14. The proposed fuzzy schedulers perform better with a higher 
PDR than Manoj.  
 
Figure 4-17: Packet delivery ratio at  =1 for VBR Traffic 
 
Figure 4-18: Packet delivery ratio at  =1.33 for VBR Traffic 
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Table 4-14: Packet Delivery ratio for VBR Traffic 
Scheduler PDR 
 =1  =1.33  =1.66  =2 
Manoj 0.195 0.125 0.093 0.073 
Proposed Mamdani 0.276 0.191 0.147 0.116 
Proposed Sugeno 0.277 0.188 0.140 0.108 
%improvement Mamdani 42.03 53.00 57.77 58.56 
%improvement Sugeno 42.53 50.12 49.64 47.38 
 
The percentage improvements of the PDR for the proposed Mamdani scheduler as compared 
to Manoj are 42.03, 53.00, 57.77 and 58.56% at  =1, 1.33, 1.66 and 2, respectively; whilst 
the percentage improvement for the proposed Sugeno scheduler are 42.53, 50.12, 49.64 and 
47.38% at  =1, 1.33, 1.66 and 2, respectively. The proposed Sugeno scheduler delivered 
more traffic per second than the Manoj scheduler. The PDR of the proposed Mamdani 
scheduler performs better than the proposed Sugeno scheduler at  =1.33, 1.66 and 2.  
4.4.4. Performance Analysis for Bursty Traffic 
The characteristic of bursty traffic has been explained in section 2.4.1.3. The performance 
of the schedulers is analysed for bursty traffic. The end-to-end delay for traffic load  =1 
and  =1.33 are shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 respectively. On both occasions, the 
proposed schedulers performed better when compared to Manoj. However, the end-to-end 
delay for the proposed Sugeno scheduler showed the best performance.  
 
Figure 4-19: End-to-End delay at  =1 for Bursty Traffic 
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Figure 4-20:  End-to-End delay at  =1.33 for Bursty Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay at  = 1, 1.33, 1.66 and 2 are shown in Table 4-15. The 
percentage improvements of the Mamdani scheduler as compared to Manoj are 58.32, 54.08, 
54.48, 52.60% and that of Sugeno scheduler are 68.02, 70.15, 71.36 and 66.88% at  =1, 
1.33, 1.66 and 2 respectively.  The improvement of the Sugeno algorithm increases as the 
network load increases from  =1 to 1.66 and then dropped at the network load  =2. This 
is because of the high level of congestion at  =2 as the network load is twice the network 
capacity. The proposed scheduling algorithms (Mamdani and Sugeno) performed better with 
bursty traffic as compared to CBR and VBR traffic. Thus, the algorithms adapt better to the 
changes in the queuing behavior of bursty traffic than Manoj. 
Table 4-15: Average End-to-End delay for Bursty Traffic 
Scheduler Average End-to-End delay (s) 
 =1  =1.33  =1.66  =2 
Manoj 66.08 81.90 95.98 105.84 
Proposed Mamdani 27.54 37.61 43.69 50.16 
Proposed Sugeno 21.13 24.45 27.49 35.06 
% improvement Mamdani 58.32 54.08 54.48 52.60 
%improvement Sugeno 68.02 70.15 71.36 66.88 
 
 The gradient of the end-to-end delay shows the rate of increase of congestion in the network, 
it is shown in Table 4-16. As the gradient increases, the network tends towards congestion. 
The rate of change of end-to-end delay with simulation time for Manoj scheduler increases 
linearly as shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20 respectively. Thus, the network congestion 
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gets worse as the simulation time increases. The percentage decrease in the gradients of the 
end-to-end delay graph (similar to the percentage decrease in the network congestion) for 
the proposed Mamdani scheduler are 68.75, 57.48, 44.32 and 49.62%; whilst that for the 
Sugeno scheduler are 79.96, 76.64, 74.78 and 71.69% at  =1, 1.33, 1.66 and 2 respectively. 
Table 4-16: Gradient of the End-to-End Delay for Bursty Traffic 
Scheduler Gradient of the End-to-End delay 
 =1  =1.33 
=1.66 
 =2 
Manoj 0.220 0.280 0.280 0.350 
Proposed Mamdani 0.070 0.120 0.150 0.180 
Proposed Sugeno 0.040 0.064 0.069 0.100 
%improvement Mamdani 68.75 57.48 44.32 49.62 
%improvement  Sugeno 79.96 76.64 74.78 71.69 
  
The PDR at  =1 and  =1.33 are shown in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22 respectively. The 
PDR decreases as the traffic intensity increases (  ), this has been explained in section 
2.4.2.1.B. The proposed schedulers (Mamdani and Sugeno) performed better than the 
existing scheduler (Manoj). However, the proposed Mamdani scheduler showed better 
performance than the proposed Sugeno scheduler did.  
 
Figure 4-21: Packet delivery ratio at  =1 for Bursty Traffic 
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Figure 4-22: Packet delivery ratio at  =1.33 for Bursty Traffic 
The PDR for all network load is shown in Table 4-17. The percentage improvement in the 
PDR increased between  =1 and 1.66 for both proposed schedulers as compared to Manoj. 
However, the PDR decreased to 16.92% for the proposed Mamdani scheduler at  =2, and 
also for the proposed Sugeno scheduler for similar network load. The Manoj scheduler 
performed 17.25% better than the Sugeno at  =2, which is the reason for the negative sign 
in Table 4-17. This traffic load is double the network capacity. 
Table 4-17: Packet delivery ratio for Bursty Traffic 
Scheduler PDR 
 =1 
=1.33 
 =1.66  =2 
Manoj 0.140 0.091 0.047 0.071 
Proposed Mamdani 0.224 0.149 0.114 0.083 
Proposed Sugeno 0.189 0.132 0.095 0.059 
%improvement  Mamdani 60.12 64.41 140.50 16.92 
%improvement Sugeno 35.05 45.83 99.99 -17.25 
4.5. Summary 
This chapter proposed two optimised adaptive fuzzy packet scheduling algorithms based on 
the Mamdani and Sugeno FIS. These scheduling algorithms were compared to an existing 
fuzzy scheduler. The proposed schedulers considered three inputs (Data Rate, Queue Size, 
SNR) as opposed to the existing scheduler, which considered two inputs (Data Rate and 
Channel Capacity). The inputs to the fuzzy system (Mamdani and Sugeno) are fuzzified, 
implicated, aggregated and defuzzified to obtain the crisp value. The crisp value ranges from 
0-1, and it represents the packet priority index. Zero ‘0’ is the highest priority and 1 is the 
lowest priority. Thus, packet priority in the queue reduces as the priority index increase from 
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0-1. The performances of both schedulers were analysed using measuring metric such as 
end-to-end delay and PDR. The Mamdani scheduler is more computationally complex than 
the Sugeno scheduler.  
The performance of the proposed scheduling algorithms (Mamdani and Sugeno) is analysed 
for CBR, VBR and Bursty traffic.   
The end-to-end delay for the proposed schedulers outperformed the existing for CBR traffic, 
whilst the PDR is very close. This is as results of the characteristics of CBR traffic that 
consist of a constant data rate for all simulation time, thus if the network is congested all its 
available resources are efficiently used. 
The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler performed better than Manoj under all traffic 
loads for VBR traffic. The proposed Sugeno scheduler performed better than the proposed 
Mamdani in reducing the end-to-end. The PDR decreases as the network load increases 
because of congestion. 
The end-to-end delay for the proposed schedulers performed better than the existing 
scheduler for bursty traffic at all network loads. The proposed Sugeno scheduler showed the 
best end-to-end delay performance when compared to the proposed Mamdani and Manoj. 
The performance of the PDR for the proposed Mamdani is better than Sugeno and Manoj. 
At  =2, the PDR for the Sugeno scheduler performed worse than the Manoj scheduler by 
approximately 17%. 
The network is congested, thus as the number of packet dropped increases, the level of  re-
transmission of lost packets will also increase causing high network overhead that will result 
in high delay and packet loss. Some packets transmitted will transverse one or multiple 
intermediate nodes to get to the destination; this contributes to the increase in network delay. 
Some mobile nodes may remain out of the sensing range from other source nodes. This 
results in a hidden node problem, where some nodes transmit packets without the knowledge 
that some other nodes might also be involved in the transmission. This can affect the 
performance of the network by increasing the end-to-end delay and packet loss. 
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Overall, the proposed schedulers performed better than existing for all traffic class, under 
varying network loads. The performance of the proposed schedulers improves as the 
burstiness of the traffic increases.  
 The simulation results show there is not a significant difference between the performance 
of the Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler for CBR and VBRtraffic. The proposed Sugeno 
scheduler showed better performance than the proposed Mamdani scheduler for Bursty 
traffic. Thus, the proposed Sugeno scheduler will be the better choice for real-time 
application because of the simplicity of its design and it is less computationally complex.  
The next chapter builds on this chapter to create an interface between the OPNET simulation 
software and external hardware to send real-time video data through the network. The 
performance of the proposed schedulers will be analysed under mixed traffic condition.  
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Chapter 5 Real time video 
streaming over a MANET 
5.1. Introduction 
A majority of the current research on MANET heavily relies on simulation models because 
it is cost effective. Thus, simulation software such as NS3, OMNET++ and OPNET are used 
for MANET designs. In order to validate the performance of MANET, there is the need to 
combine OPNET with external hardware for a more realistic network analysis. This will 
provide a cost effective real life validation of research work, thus, reducing simulation errors 
as simulation assumptions are replaced with more realistic network data. Researchers have 
the added flexibility to adjust the network parameters as often as needed when analysing a 
network performance. Research work on applications such as the search and rescue robot, 
medical surgery, pipe inspections, etc. can be validated.  
This chapter creates a real-time video streaming over a simulated wireless network 
(MANET) in virtual terrain for control purposes. MANET models are expensive to 
implement, with real life design complexity. For this reason, to validate a complex 
simulation model in OPNET, there is a need to interface the OPNET model with external 
devices.   OPNET is interfaced with a webcam that streams real-time video through the 
network. The performance of the video stream is analysed under varying background load. 
The modelling of MANET is done in OPNET as in the previous chapter, and an interface is 
created between the source node and a webcam. The source node captures real-time video 
stream from the webcam and transmits it through the simulated network; this video stream 
can be viewed at the destination node. OPNET currently have an avenue for connectivity 
with external device using System-in-the-loop (SITL), but this requires a special expensive 
license, and an expensive dedicated wireless hardware device, it is also complex to 
implement. This chapter presents a cheaper alternative and a more simplified design. The 
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performance of the video stream will be analysed after scheduling is applied. Background 
traffic is gradually introduced into the network at varying traffic intensity, and the 
performance of the video stream and the background traffic is analysed. The background 
traffic is non-real-time traffic. 
5.2. Related Work on Video Streaming using 
OPNET 
Most of the research work that involves the implementation of a real life system over OPNET 
uses SITL tool. The SITL module in OPNET provides an avenue/interface for real live 
connectivity between hardware or software applications or devices and the OPNET discrete 
event simulation model [104]. Paper [105] presents methodology for implementing a real-
time tactical network using physical wireless communication devices over OPNET. A 
technical unit is connected to a wireless simulated model of tactical radio on a virtual terrain. 
The paper concludes that, although SITL modules have some deficiencies, as some 
important devices are not supported (one of which is a wireless bridge), creating an interface 
between simulation and hardware will have some significant impact in the area of tactical 
network. Paper [106] also used SITL; it presents a methodology to develop an OPNET 
simulation with a test network for real video streaming between real transmitter and receiver 
over a simulated wireless link in a virtual terrain. Paper [107] designs a simulation to real-
life to simulation network environment to capture real-time video over a wireless virtual 
environment. The OPNET SITL is used in the design of the real-time video streaming 
platform using the Hybrid transport layer protocol. It concludes that, this will provide a new 
approach for communication network modelling, which will provide the opportunity to 
evaluate a network property. Paper [108] also implemented and showed the advantage of 
combining a real network with a simulated OPNET WLAN network. 
5.3. System-in-the- loop (SITL) 
The SITL module in OPNET provides an avenue/interface for real live connectivity between 
hardware or software applications or devices and the OPNET discrete event simulation 
model. OPNET simulation model will be able to exchange packet with a real device or 
another external network model with the use of SITL. These have made real-time practical 
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testing of a simulated OPNET model with either an external hardware or software easier. 
The prototype software or hardware, to be tested, can interact with a number of virtual 
devices present in OPNET, thus, making it easier to carry out real test experiment. The 
external device, which enables simulation to exchange packets is called SITL gateway. The 
WinPcaP Window Library helps to route user selected packet/data (user defined filter), from 
an Ethernet network adaptor to a simulation network [104]. 
5.4. Simulation Environment and Methodology 
A simulation model is designed to analyse the performance of the real-time video stream 
under varying CBR and VBR background load. The CBR and VBR traffic profile have been 
discussed in section 2.4.1.1 and section 2.4.1.2 respectively. The simulation environment, 
methodology, and analysis are presented in this section. 
5.4.1. Simulation Parameters 
The simulation model for the real-time video stream with CBR and VBR background traffic 
is considered for stationary nodes and mobile nodes as shown in Table 5-1. Both the 
stationary and mobile nodes simulation model consists of four wireless nodes over a network 
simulation area of 500m X 500m. The wireless propagation model in Section 3.4.5 is 
applied. The overall network architecture is shown in Figure 5-1. The density of nodes will 
have an effect on the performance of the network, however four nodes have been chosen 
because it is close to the minimum needed to demonstrate the performance of the scheduler 
with realistic traffic.  
Node 1 is the source node; node 2 and node 3 are the intermediate nodes whilst node 4 is the 
destination node. The video stream as well as the background traffic is sent from the source 
(node 1) to the destination (node 4). A Logitech webcam is connected to the computer 
running OPNET. Node 1 (source) captures the video stream from the webcam connected to 
the PC; it sends the streams to node 4 (destination) via the intermediate nodes 2 and 3.  The 
video stream can be viewed at the destination node. The video caption, as viewed from the 
source and destination, is shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-1: Video Streaming Model 
 
Figure 5-2: Video display for Source and Destination 
The interface between OPNET and the webcam is created using the Open source Computer 
Vision library (OpenCV), a C programming library. The implementation is shown in 
Appendix G. The highlighted parts of the codes are the changes made to the standard model 
to accommodate the video streaming in the node 1 and video display at node 4. The captured 
video frame format is not supported by OPNET. Thus, a custom packet is created within the 
OPNET simulation model to encapsulate each captured frame from the camera before 
transmitting it through the network. The packet is sent from node 1 to node 4 via intermediate 
nodes (node 2 and node 3). At node 4, the packet is de-capsulated, and the video can be 
viewed.  
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 The resolution of the video frame is 160 x 120 pixels.  This is converted to bytes to give the 
required payload size. Each pixel in a coloured image has three channels (red, green and 
blue), these colours are represented by 1-byte. Thus, individual pixels in a coloured image 
consist of 3-byte. A grey scale image consists of a single channel, which is 1-byte. Each byte 
consists of 8-bits; hence, a 160 x 120 pixels grey scale image would occupy a size of 160 x 
120 x 1 bytes, which is 19,200 bytes or 153,600 bits. For simplicity, the video stream is 
converted to grey scale before being sent through the network. The maximum allowable 
packet size or Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) that can be transmitted through OPNET 
network is 2,304 bytes i.e. 18,432 bits. This is the maximum frame body length defined in 
IEEE 802.11 standard [109]. Packets greater than the maximum allowable size are 
fragmented before being sent through the network, and it is re-assembled at the destination 
node before being displayed. The simulation parameters for stationary and mobile nodes are 
shown in Table 5-1. 
Table 5-1: Simulation Parameters for Stationary and Mobile Nodes 
No. of Nodes  4  
Area  500m x 500m  
Simulation Time  600s 
Mobility Model Stationary Nodes-None 
Mobile Nodes – Random Waypoint  
Propagation model  Shadowing model  
Data payload  153,600bits / 19,200bytes  
Frame rate 10fps 
Traffic intensity ‘𝜌’ 0.33, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90, 1.05, 1.55 and 2.05 
MAC protocol  IEEE 802.11n (Buffer Size = 16MB)  
 
The OPNET network topology for stationary and mobile nodes is shown in Figure 5-3 and 
Figure 5-4, respectively. The OPNET node model ‘MANET station fixed’ is used for the 
stationary nodes whilst the ‘MANET station mobile’ is used for the mobile nodes. According 
to Figure 5-3, Node_1 is the source node, it transmit the video stream and background traffic; 
Node_2 and Node_3 are the intermediate nodes, whilst Node_4 is the destination node for 
the video and background traffic. This is similar to Figure 5-4, where Mobile_1 transmits 
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the video stream and background traffic, Mobile_2 and Mobile_3 are the intermediate nodes, 
whilst Mobile_4 is the destination. 
 
Figure 5-3:  Stationary nodes (Ad-hoc network) 
 
Figure 5-4: Mobile nodes (MANET) 
 The source nodes transmit video streams at a rate of 10fps, with a frame size of 153,600 
bits, the traffic intensity ‘  ’ according to section 3.2.2 with no background load is 0.33; 
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this will form the baseline upon which other higher traffic intensity will be compared.  An 
example hardware device that can interface the simulation network is the DRK8080. The 
DRK8080 is an integrated high bandwidth WIFI 802.11 Robot that supports video 
streaming, audio and sensors information. The system can upload the sensor as well as 
stream video (up to 4fps) to home PC [110]. The traffic intensity   is increased gradually 
from the baseline (  =0.33) by introducing background traffic, and the performance of the 
video stream when FIFO, Manoj and both proposed schedulers are applied will be analysed. 
The different level of background traffic introduced as shown by the traffic intensity  in 
Table 5-1 represents 0, 26, 44, 56, 63, 68, 78 and 84% respectively of the total traffic in the 
network. When the traffic intensity  is greater than or equal to 1, the network is congested. 
The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers assess individual packets and assign the 
highest Priority Index to the video traffic because of their sensitivity to delay and loss. The 
previous simulation in Chapter 4 did not consider a network with mixed traffic. The priority 
of the background traffic is determined as explained in section 4.3.1. 
5.4.2. Packet Format 
The packet format is created using the packet format editor in OPNET. This packet format 
editor enables the design of the internal structure of a packet as a set of fields. The size of 
the individual box is proportional to the number of bits specified as the field size. A sample 
packets format is shown in Figure 5-5. The encapsulation and decapsulation of the video 
frames are shown in Appendix G. 
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Figure 5-5: Custom OPNET Packet format 
5.4.3. Results and Analysis of the Video Stream 
The results and analysis of the video stream are presented for all schedulers. The 
performance of the video stream, when  CBR and VBR background traffic is introduced, is 
presented in this section. 
5.4.3.1. Baseline for Stationary and Mobile Nodes Model 
The default scheduler in MANET is FIFO. The end-to-end delay for stationary and mobile 
nodes model at  = 0.33 (no background traffic) for FIFO, Manoj, proposed Mamdani and 
Sugeno is shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 respectively, these form the baseline (  = 
0.33) for performance analysis. The average end-to-end delay for the stationary nodes is 
0.068s for all schedulers as shown in Figure 5-6. The average end-to-end delay for mobile 
nodes varies among the various schedulers. The average end-to-end delay for FIFO and 
Manoj scheduler is 0.079 and 0.082s respectively, whilst that for the proposed Mamdani and 
Sugeno scheduler is 0.068s. The mobile natures of nodes in MANET have added further 
challenges to the network thus increasing the baseline delay for FIFO and Manoj scheduler. 
The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler shows a better result for mobile nodes than 
FIFO and Manoj as it maintains the same delay (0.068s) as stationary nodes. This is because 
packets are efficiently scheduled, and the schedulers adapt well to the network topology 
change. The baseline delay is the minimum average end-to-end delay of the video stream for 
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each scheduler without any background traffic. It is expected that this delay will increase 
when the queue is not properly scheduled as background traffic is gradually introduced into 
the network. 
 
Figure 5-6: Stationary Nodes - Baseline Delay for Video Traffic at  =0.33 
 
Figure 5-7: Mobile Nodes - Baseline Delay for Video Traffic at  =0.33 
The PDR for stationary nodes model is shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9. Both the 
stationary and mobile nodes model consist only of video traffic and their traffic intensity is 
low at this traffic level as the network is not congested, thus, all traffic sent by the source 
node is received at the destination node. This forms the baseline for PDR performance 
analysis. 
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Figure 5-8: Stationary Nodes: Baseline PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.33 
 
Figure 5-9: Mobile Nodes: Baseline PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.33 
The performance of the baseline is the best achievable end-to-end delay and PDR by each 
scheduler for the video stream with no background traffic.  
5.4.3.2. Video stream with CBR Background Traffic 
Applying the fuzzy scheduler in section 4.3, the performance of the real-time video stream 
is analysed under increasing CBR background load. The characteristics of CBR traffic have 
been explained in section 2.4.1.1. The performance of the proposed schedulers (Mamdani 
and Sugeno) is compared to FIFO and existing scheduler (Manoj). The results and analysis 
for stationary and mobile nodes are presented in this section. 
A. Stationary Nodes 
The end-to-end delay for video at  =0.45 after the introduction of CBR background traffic 
is shown in Figure 5-10. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler maintains the 
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baseline delay whilst the end-to-end delay for FIFO and Manoj scheduler show a 40% 
increase from the baseline in Figure 5-6. 
 
Figure 5-10: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the CBR background traffic at  =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-11. 
The FIFO and Manoj scheduler show the same level of performance for the entire simulation 
duration. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler also show the same level of 
performance for the entire simulation duration. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno 
performs approximately 7% better than the FIFO and Manoj. 
 
Figure 5-11: Stationary Nodes: Delay for CBR Background Traffic at  =0.45  
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The PDR for video traffic is shown in Figure 5-12. It shows a small amount of packet losses 
for FIFO and Manoj scheduler between 0-2s simulation time; afterwards it becomes stable 
at one all through the simulation time. All traffic sent by the source is received at the 
destination.  
 
Figure 5-12: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay for the video traffic for all   is shown Table 5-2. The FIFO 
and Manoj scheduler did not maintain the baseline delay, the end-to-end delay for both 
schedulers increases as the traffic intensity increases. The only exception is at  =0.75 
where Manoj shows a very high increase in delay before dropping to 194s at  =0.90. The 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno maintained the baseline delay until when  =1.05, at this 
stage the network is congested. At  =1.05, the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno show a 13 
and 106% increase from the baseline as in Figure 5-6, which is much better than 13,144% 
and 75,906% increase by the FIFO and Manoj scheduler respectively. 
The traffic intensity at  =1.55 and 2.05 presents a network load that is 55 and 105% more 
than the network capacity respectively. The end-to-end delay for the video traffic for all 
schedulers at  =1.55 and 2.05 is shown in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 respectively. The 
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Table 5-2: Stationary Nodes: Average Delay for Video Traffic with CBR Background 
Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
 (s) 
0.33 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.068 
0.45 0.094 0.094 0.069 0.068 
0.6 0.118 0.117 0.069 0.068 
0.75 0.210 36.579 0.069 0.068 
0.90 0.347 0.194 0.069 0.068 
1.05 9.006 51.684 0.077 0.140 
1.55 22.310 23.396 10.205 16.617 
2.05 23.953 51.083 9.934 6.087 
 
FIFO and Manoj schedulers show a higher rate of increase from zero between simulation 
times 0-100s, the rate of increase of the delay with time is much lower afterwards. The 
proposed schedulers were stable with low delay between simulation times 0-80s before 
increasing sharply between simulation times 80-100s; the rate of change of the delay is much 
lower from around simulation time 100s onwards. The behaviour of the delay graph is caused 
by high level of network congestion. When the traffic intensity increases to  =2.05, the 
performance of the FIFO and Manoj decreases whilst the proposed schedulers show better 
performance than  =1.55. The queue fills up quicker at  =2.05 than  =1.55 and remains 
that way for the entire simulation duration. All arriving packets to the queue when it is full 
are discarded, the traffic intensity at  =2.05 will lose more traffic than  =1.55 because it 
has more packets arriving per second than  =1.55. The size of the queue as well as the data 
rate plays an important role in the calculation of the packet Priority Index. The proposed 
scheduler shows better performance as compared to FIFO and Manoj at  =2.05. The sharp 
increase in the delay for the proposed schedulers, as shown in Figure 5-14, happens much 
sooner than in Figure 5-13 because of the much higher traffic intensity causing a high level 
of network congestion. 
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Figure 5-13: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-14: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay for the background traffic for  =0.45-2.05 is shown in Table 
5-3. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler show a better performance as compared 
to the FIFO and Manoj scheduler for all levels of   with an exception at  =2.05 where 
the Manoj scheduler show a better performance than the proposed Sugeno.  
 The end-to-end delay for the FIFO scheduler increases as the load increases. The Manoj 
scheduler performs worse because it is not capable of dealing with mixed traffic. 
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Table 5-3: Stationary Nodes: Average Delay for CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO  
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.45 0.965 0.966 0.900 0.900 
0.6 2.900 2.869 2.150 2.150 
0.75 5.392 1,146.331 4.010 4.004 
0.90 8.620 1,747.292 7.229 7.215 
1.05 1,535.220 2,616.989 854.950 446.582 
1.55 3606.454 3720.084 2561.122 2778.923 
2.05 4301.322 3772.613 2446.599 4185.816 
 
The PDR for the video traffic for the various   is shown in Table 5-4. The proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler shows the best performance for all levels of  , it slightly 
dropped at  =1.05 as a result of congestion. The Manoj scheduler begins to drop traffic 
significantly from  =0.6. 
Table 5-4: Stationary Nodes: Average PDR for Video Traffic with CBR Background 
Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.33 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.45 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 
0.6 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.998 0.728 1.000 1.000 
0.90 0.998 0.623 1.000 1.000 
1.05 0.938 0.548 0.998 0.994 
1.55 0.432 0.433 0.659 0.604 
2.05 0.271 0.276 0.431 0.444 
 
The PDR for  =1.55 and 2.05 is also shown in Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 respectively. 
As shown in Figure 5-15, the proposed schedulers start to lose packets after 90s of simulation 
time. The loss is higher and even occurs much earlier in Figure 5-16 because of the higher 
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traffic intensity resulting  in the high level of network congestion. Despite the high packet 
loss rate, the proposed schedulers perform better than the FIFO, and Manoj scheduler does. 
The high packet loss rate is due to high level of network congestion. 
 
Figure 5-15: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-16: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The PDR for the background traffic for all values of   is shown in Table 5-5. The proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler along with the FIFO scheduler maintains a high PDR for 
  between 0.45 and 1.05. Thus, almost all traffic sent by the source is received at the 
destination. The PDR of the Manoj scheduler begins to degrade at  =0.75.  
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Table 5-5: Stationary Nodes: Average PDR for CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.45 0.965 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.6 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.999 0.783 0.999 0.999 
0.90 0.999 0.729 0.999 0.999 
1.05 0.940 0.707 0.912 0.913 
1.55 0.693 0.684 0.631 0.648 
2.05 0.522 0.517 0.492 0.490 
A. Mobile Nodes 
The end-to-end delay for the video stream for mobile nodes with CBR background traffic at 
 =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-17. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno maintain the baseline 
delay in Figure 5-7 whilst the FIFO and Manoj scheduler shows approximately 22 and 34% 
degradation from its baseline. It also shows 41 and 62% degradation from the baseline of the 
proposed schedulers respectively. 
 
Figure 5-17: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video traffic at  =0.45 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the background traffic is shown in Figure 5-18. The proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler show similar performance for the entire simulation duration. 
The FIFO and Manoj scheduler also shows similar performance for the entire simulation 
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duration. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno show a 10% improvement in performance 
than the FIFO and Manoj even though preference is given to the video stream.  
 
Figure 5-18: Mobile Nodes: Delay for CBR Background Traffic at  =0.45  
The PDR for the video traffic at  =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-19. The total traffic sent by 
the source is less than the queuing capacity. Thus, all traffic sent is received at the destination 
at maximum achievable throughput as shown in Figure 5-19.  
 
Figure 5-19: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the video traffic for all  is shown in Table 5-6.  The performance 
of the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler is close to the baseline in Figure 5-7 as 
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compared to the FIFO and Manoj scheduler.  The delay of the FIFO scheduler increases as 
the load increases whilst the Manoj scheduler shows a high delay at  =0.60. The 
performance of the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler degrades at  =1.05, their 
delays are 0.229 and 0.247s respectively; which is a 237 and 263% degradation from the 
baseline delay. The FIFO and Manoj scheduler shows a much higher delay degradation of 
13,713 and 70,653% respectively from the baseline of the proposed schedulers shown in 
Figure 5-7. 
Table 5-6: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic with CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.33 0.079 0.082 0.068 0.068 
0.45 0.096 0.110 0.069 0.068 
0.6 0.119 18.266 0.070 0.069 
0.75 0.210 0.225 0.069 0.069 
0.90 0.349 50.275 0.070 0.069 
1.05 9.393 48.112 0.229 0.247 
1.55 39.728 67.582 3.269 1.821 
2.05 31.298 49.448 1.428 17.420 
 
The end-to-end delay for  =1.55 and 2.05 is shown in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21 
respectively. As shown in Figure 5-20, the proposed schedulers perform better than the 
FIFO, and Manoj scheduler did. The proposed schedulers perform better when the nodes are 
mobile as compared to when they are stationary, whilst the FIFO and Manoj perform worse. 
The proposed schedulers adapt to the network topology change better than the FIFO and 
Manoj. The proposed Mamdani scheduler performs better than the proposed Sugeno 
scheduler did. As the traffic intensity increases to  =2.05, the performance of the proposed 
Sugeno scheduler deteriorates and becomes close to the FIFO scheduler. The proposed 
Mamdani scheduler maintains a steady delay of 1.428s all through the simulation duration, 
which is better than the delay at  =1.55. The Manoj scheduler shows the worst performance 
as compared to the other schedulers at this traffic load. 
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Figure 5-20: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-21: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with CBR Background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the background traffic is shown in Table 5-7. The delay for FIFO, 
the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler increases as the network load increases. The 
Manoj scheduler shows a high increase at  =0.60 for background traffic, this was also 
experienced by the video traffic as shown in Table 5-6. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno 
scheduler performs better than the FIFO and Manoj scheduler for all values of  . 
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Table 5-7: Mobile Nodes:  Average Delay for CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.45 0.990 1.005 0.902 0.909 
0.6 2.975 384.043 2.153 2.197 
0.75 5.400 5.639 4.018 4.052 
0.90 8.626 1,771.845 7.284 7.466 
1.05 9,453.001 2,461.479 848.585 1,471.257 
1.55 2078.020 2363.953 2939.93 1489.299 
2.05 1500.576 3508.809 1154.506 2446.599 
 
The PDR for the video traffic is shown in Table 5-8.  The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno 
show better performance than the FIFO and Manoj. All video traffic sent by the source for 
the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno is received at the destination for  <1, the PDR 
decreases slightly to 0.986 and 0.977 for both proposed schedulers (Mamdani and Sugeno) 
at  =1.05 respectively. The FIFO scheduler shows a high PDR for  <1 but decreases to 
0.627 at  =1.05 because of network congestion. 
Table 5-8: Mobile Nodes: Average PDR for Video Traffic with CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.33 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.45 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000 
0.6 0.998 0.812 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 
0.90 0.998 0.607 1.000 1.000 
1.05 0.627 0.544 0.977 0.986 
1.55 0.245 0.329 0.596 0.431 
2.05 0.075 0.235 0.076 0.236 
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The PDR at  =1.55 and 2.05 is shown in Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 respectively. The 
PDR decreases as the traffic intensity increases. As shown in Figure 5-22 the proposed 
schedulers perform better than the FIFO and Manoj. The FIFO scheduler slightly 
outperforms the proposed Sugeno scheduler at simulation time 120s onwards. The FIFO and 
the proposed Sugeno perform better than the proposed Mamdani. The high packet loss at 
both traffic loads is because of the high level of network congestion.  
 
Figure 5-22: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with CBR background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-23: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with CBR background 
Traffic 
The PDR for the background traffic at  = 0.45-1.05 is shown in Table 5-9. The proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler received 100% of the background traffic sent at  <1, this 
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then decreases to 91% and 90% respectively at  =1.05. The FIFO scheduler also shows a 
high PDR for  <1 and then decreases to 0.694 at  =1.05. The Manoj scheduler shows the 
worst performance; the results are inconsistent as compared to both proposed and FIFO 
schedulers.  
Table 5-9: Mobile Nodes: Average PDR for CBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.45 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.60 0.999 0.817 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
0.90 0.999 0.722 0.999 0.999 
1.05 0.694 0.705 0.911 0.901 
1.55 0.408 0.572 0.612 0.348 
2.05 0.188 0.448 0.102 0.284 
5.4.3.3. Video stream with VBR Background Traffic 
The robustness of the schedulers is further analysed by introducing VBR background traffic 
under varying traffic intensities. The performance analysis of the video stream with VBR 
background traffic for stationary nodes and mobile nodes is given below. 
A. Stationary nodes 
The traffic intensity is increased to  =0.45 of which 26% consist of background traffic. 
The end-to-end delay for the video traffic is shown in Figure 5-24. The FIFO scheduler 
increases to 0.693s whilst the Manoj scheduler increases to 0.966s. This delay variation is 
due to the nature of the background traffic introduced. The average end-to-end delay 
according to Figure 5-24 for the FIFO scheduler is 0.535s, and Manoj is 0.776s, this is higher 
than the baseline at 0.068s shown in Figure 5-6. The average end-to-end delay for the 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler is 0.076s. The proposed schedulers show a better 
performance than the FIFO and Manoj scheduler did, and their end-to-end delay are closer 
to the baseline delay (0.068s) in Figure 5-6. The average end-to-end delay for the proposed 
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Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers show a percentage improvement of 895 and 586% as 
compared to the FIFO and Manoj scheduler respectively. 
 
Figure 5-24: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video traffic at  =0.45 with VBR background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the background traffic is shown in Figure 5-25. The performance 
of the FIFO, Manoj, proposed Mamdani and Sugeno are close to the simulation time 121s 
after which Manoj scheduler delay increases. The FIFO, proposed Mamdani and Sugeno 
scheduler show similar performance after 121s simulation time until 340s where the 
proposed Mamdani gradually increases. The average end-to-end delay for the FIFO, Manoj, 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler is 0.981, 1.276, 0.993 and 0.966s, respectively. 
The average end-to-end delay of the background traffic for the proposed Mamdani and 
Sugeno is close to the FIFO scheduler. However they perform better than the Manoj 
scheduler did. The proposed schedulers perform better as it maintains the baseline delay in 
Figure 5-6 for the video stream without adversely affecting the performance of the 
background traffic.  
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Figure 5-25: Stationary Nodes: Delay for VBR Background Traffic at  =0.45 
The total traffic sent (video and background) through the network at  =0.45 is less than 
the queuing capacity thus all traffic sent by the source is received at the destination. The 
PDR for the video traffic at  =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-26. According to the figure, all 
the video and background traffic sent by the source are received at the destination. 
 
Figure 5-26: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with VBR background 
Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay for various   is summarised in Table 5-10. The background 
traffic make up 44% of the total traffic sent for the traffic intensity  =0.60.  At this network 
load, the end-to-end delay of the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno maintained the baseline 
delay in Figure 5-6 for the video traffic. However, the delay for the FIFO and Manoj 
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scheduler degrades as compared to baseline. The average end-to-end delay for the FIFO and 
Manoj schedulers at  =0.60 is 0.136 and 0.969s, respectively. Overall, the Manoj scheduler 
performs worse than the FIFO scheduler did. The percentage improvement of the proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler with respect to the FIFO and Manoj is 1,325 and 100% 
respectively. The end-to-end delay for the background traffic is shown in Table 5-11. The 
performance of the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno along with the FIFO scheduler at  = 
0.45 is close. Manoj shows the worst performance with an average end-to-end delay of 
1.276s. 
Table 5-10:  Stationary Nodes: Average Delay for Video Traffic with VBR Background 
Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.33 0.068 0.068 0.068 0.068 
0.45 0.535 0.776 0.076 0.076 
0.6 0.136 0.969 0.068 0.068 
0.75 0.224 41.039 0.068 0.068 
0.90 0.456 52.612 0.087 0.076 
1.05 8.978 65.290 0.157 0.217 
1.55 13.026 109.560 0.218 0.688 
2.05 21.516 114.856 10.009 20.053 
 
Table 5-11: Stationary Nodes: Average Delay for VBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.45 0.981 1.276 0.993 0.966 
0.6 3.002 152.930 1.946 1.889 
0.75 5.634 768.326 6.256 3.967 
0.90 9.733 753.346 708.561 33.025 
1.05 1,527.843 1,179.640 1,976.869 2,431.538 
1.55 1,973.203 962.818 1,482.378 2,740.947 
2.05 5,199.538 1,442.211 2,705.961 4,908.652 
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The traffic intensity is increased to  =0.75 as shown in Table 5-10. This implies the 
background traffic is increased to 55.56% of the total traffic. The average end-to-end delay 
for the video traffic for the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno is 0.068s; this is the same as the 
baseline in Figure 5-6. The average end-to-end delay for the FIFO and Manoj is 0.224 and 
41.039s respectively. This is a 229 and 60,194% increase in end-to-end delay for the FIFO 
and Manoj scheduler respectively as compared to the baseline in Figure 5-6.  
The average end-to-end delay for the video traffic at  =0.90 is shown in Table 5-10.  The 
network is tending towards congestion at this point. The delay for the proposed Mamdani 
and Sugeno is 0.087 and 0.076s respectively. This is approximately 22 and 11% increase in 
the baseline shown in Figure 5-6, for the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler 
respectively. The FIFO and Manoj scheduler performs worse as compared to the proposed 
schedulers. Maintaining the baseline delay for a real-time application becomes more 
challenging as the network tends towards congestion. The average end-to-end delay for the 
background traffic for the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno becomes higher than the FIFO as 
shown in Table 5-11; however, the proposed schedulers performed better than the Manoj 
scheduler did. At higher  , the performance of the scheduler for the background traffic 
degrades, this is a cost effect of prioritising the real-time video stream. 
The traffic intensity is then increased to  =1.05, at this point, the network is congested as 
the traffic intensity satisfies the condition of congestion  ≥1. The average end-to-end delay 
for video traffic at all levels of    is shown in Table 5-10.  The performance of the FIFO 
and Manoj scheduler significantly degrades because of congestion; however, Manoj 
scheduler shows the worst performance. The end-to-end delay for the proposed Mamdani 
and Sugeno scheduler is 0.157 and 0.217s respectively, this shows a 131 and 219% increase 
from the baseline shown in Figure 5-6, thus outperforming the FIFO and Manoj scheduler. 
The average end-to-end delay for the background traffic tends towards infinity; the FIFO 
scheduler shows a better performance, which is a cost effect for maintaining the baseline 
delay for the time sensitive real-time video traffic at high background load. 
The traffic intensity is further increased to  =1.55 and 2.05 to analyse the network 
performance. The end-to-end delay for video traffic at  =1.55 and 2.05 is shown in Figure 
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5-27 and Figure 5-28 respectively. The end-to-end delay for the proposed schedulers 
performs better than the FIFO and Manoj scheduler for  =1.55. The proposed Mamdani 
scheduler shows the best performance in comparison to all the other schedulers.  At  =2.05, 
the performance of the proposed Sugeno scheduler becomes similar to FIFO at simulation 
time of 150s. The proposed Mamdani scheduler shows the best performance as compared to 
the other schedulers but overall the performance of the proposed schedulers degrades 
significantly. The performance of the proposed schedulers degraded because of congestion 
as the network load is more than double the network capacity. 
 
Figure 5-27: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-28: Stationary Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
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The PDR of video traffic for various   values is shown in Table 5-12.  The proposed 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler maintained a PDR of 1 for  =0.33, 0.45. 0.6 and 0.75, i.e., 
all video frames sent by the source were received at the destination. The PDR for the 
proposed Mamdani dropped to 0.998 at  = 0.90, whilst the proposed Sugeno maintained a 
PDR of 1. The PDR dropped to 0.883 for the proposed Mamdani scheduler at  =1.05, 
whilst the proposed Sugeno maintained a maximum PDR of 1. The PDR for Manoj 
scheduler, as shown in Table 5-12, decreases as the network load increases. The FIFO 
scheduler maintains a high PDR for the entire network load variation. 
Table 5-12: Stationary Nodes: Average PDR for Video Traffic with VBR Background 
Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.33 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.45 0.999 0.998 1.000 1.000 
0.6 0.998 0.829 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.998 0.619 1.000 1.000 
0.90 0.997 0.488 0.998 1.000 
1.05 0.938 0.399 0.883 1.000 
1.55 0.894 0.423 0.738 0.825 
2.05 0.4014 0.193 0.433 0.341 
 
The PDR for the video traffic at  =1.55 and 2.05 is shown in Figure 5-29 and Figure 5-30 
respectively. According to Figure 5-29, the PDR at  =1.55 for the proposed scheduler 
(Mamdani and Sugeno) starts to drop after 200 and 180s of simulation time respectively. 
This is because of the high level of congestion in the network; the scheduler can assign lower 
Priority Index to the background traffic, which can potentially affect the service rate of the 
video stream packets in the queue. However, the PDR for the FIFO scheduler shows a better 
and stable performance at this network load. The Manoj scheduler shows the worst 
performance when compared to the other schedulers. When the network load is more than 
double the network capacity at  =2.05 as shown in Figure 5-30, the PDR sharply drops. 
The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers show a better performance than the FIFO 
and Manoj between simulation time 0-100 and 0-80s respectively, between this short 
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simulation time span of 0-100s and 0-80s for the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler 
respectively, the destination receives all video traffic sent by the source. The performance 
of the video streams drastically degrades afterwards; thus, the queue is highly congested.  
 
Figure 5-29: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-30: Stationary Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
The PDR of the background traffic for various level of   is shown in Table 5-13, which 
shows similar behaviour to the video traffic.  The proposed Sugeno scheduler maintains a 
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high PDR when  <1, however the performance degraded when  >1. Maintaining a 
required QoS for the video traffic on a congested network with mixed traffic is challenging. 
The performance of the proposed Mamdani scheduler starts to drop at  = 0.90, whilst the 
performance of Manoj scheduler degrades as the network load increases without necessarily 
improving the video traffic.  
Table 5-13:  Stationary Nodes: Average PDR for VBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.45 0.950 0.939 0.937 0.953 
0.6 0.961 0.776 0.966 0.958 
0.75 0.962 0.683 0.959 0.958 
0.90 0.968 0.594 0.806 0.971 
1.05 0.950 0.539 0.700 0.686 
1.55 0.811 0.438 0.605 0.637 
2.05 0.572 0.223 0.492 0.487 
 
B. Mobile Nodes 
The end-to-end delay, when the traffic intensity is =0.45, is shown in Figure 5-31. The 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler maintains a delay of 0.078 that is approximately 
15% higher than the baseline shown in Figure 5-9 because of the added complexity of node 
movement. The end-to-end delay for the FIFO and Manoj schedulers increase sharply after 
simulation time of 32s, and it continued to increase further afterwards.  The average end-to-
end delay for FIFO and Manoj scheduler at  =0.45 is 0.603 and 0.845s respectively. This 
is approximately 787% and 1143% higher than the baseline in Figure 5-9. This is very high 
as compared to the proposed schedulers, which show only an increase of 15% from the 
baseline.  
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Figure 5-31: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
The end-to-end delay for the background traffic at  =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-32. The 
performance of the FIFO scheduler along with the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler 
are close as shown in Figure 5-32. However, the end-to-end delay for the Manoj scheduler 
starts to increase after 33s; it shows a higher end-to-end delay as compared to the FIFO, 
Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler. The average end-to-end delay for the background traffic 
for FIFO, Manoj, proposed Mamdani and Sugeno at  =0.45 are 1, 1.742, 1.095 and 0.974s 
respectively. The proposed scheduler maintained lower background traffic PDR even though 
preferences are given to the video stream.  
 
Figure 5-32: Mobile Nodes: Delay for VBR Background Traffic at  =0.45 
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The PDR for the video traffic at  =0.45 is shown in Figure 5-33. The PDR for all the 
schedulers is the same for most of the simulation time. This signifies a very low packet loss 
for the video traffic at  =0.45. All video traffics sent by the source were received at the 
destination. 
 
Figure 5-33: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =0.45 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay for VBR video traffic for various   is summarised in Table 
5-14. According to Table 5-14, the proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler performs better 
than the FIFO and Manoj. The proposed schedulers maintain the same delay as the baseline 
in Figure 5-7 at  =0.60. When  =0.90, the network is tending towards congestion thus 
the proposed Sugeno scheduler average end-to-end delay is 0.225s whilst that for the 
proposed Mamdani is 0.103s. This is about 231 and 51% higher than the baseline for the 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno respectively. The performance of the FIFO and Manoj 
scheduler also degrades.   
The traffic intensity for the VBR traffic is increased to  =1.55 and 2.05, the end-to-end 
delay for the video traffic at both value of   is shown in Figure 5-34 and Figure 5-35 
respectively. The performance of both proposed schedulers is similar as shown in Figure 
5-34; they both perform better than the FIFO, and Manoj scheduler did. At  =1.55, the 
proposed Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers perform 1,155% better than FIFO scheduler and 
2,997% better than Manoj scheduler. The proposed schedulers also perform better than FIFO 
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and Manoj schedulers at  =2.05 as shown in Figure 5-35. The proposed Sugeno scheduler 
shows the best performance as compared to the three other schedulers.   
Table 5-14: Mobile Nodes: Average Delay for Video Traffic with VBR Background 
Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.33 0.079 0.082 0.068 0.068 
0.45 0.603 0.845 0.077 0.078 
0.6 0.137 0.175 0.068 0.068 
0.75 0.220 0.298 0.070 0.072 
0.90 0.456 49.413 0.103 0.225 
1.05 8.292 57.259 1.604 0.578 
1.55 32.077 79.117 2.481 2.555 
2.05 33.465 110.789 4.330 1.275 
 
 
Figure 5-34: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
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Figure 5-35: Mobile Nodes: Delay for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with VBR Background 
Traffic 
The average end-to-end delay for the background traffic for all various  is shown in Table 
5-15.  The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler performs better as compared to the 
FIFO and Manoj scheduler for  = 0.45, 0.6 and 0.75.  The background traffic end-to-end 
delay increased at  =0.90 because the network is tending towards congestion at this point. 
The proposed Sugeno scheduler shows the best performance at  =1.05. Overall the 
proposed schedulers perform better than the FIFO and Manoj scheduler because the real-
time traffic were close to the baseline, and the background traffic has not suffered as much 
until  =0.90 and 1.05. 
Table 5-15: Mobile Nodes: Average Delay for VBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO 
(s) 
Manoj 
(s) 
Proposed 
Mamdani 
(s) 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
(s) 
0.45 1.000 1.742 1.095 0.974 
0.6 3.026 3.207 2.124 1.832 
0.75 5.652 6.851 4.846 4.598 
0.90 9.980 738.898 90.164 803.398 
1.05 941.643 1,168.202 2,044.508 63.771 
1.55 1,211.793 2,708.476 2,383.617 1,706.897 
2.05 2,913.417 2,155.373 3,816.322 1,760.053 
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The PDR for the video traffic for all   values is shown in Table 5-16.  The proposed Sugeno 
scheduler maintained a PDR of 1 at  =0.33 to 1.05. The proposed Mamdani scheduler 
shows a high PDR for all values of  . The performance of the proposed Mamdani degrades 
at  =0.90 and 1.05 as congestion occurred. However, this is by a small margin as compared 
to FIFO and Manoj scheduler. The PDR for Manoj scheduler, as shown in Table 5-16, 
decreases as the network load increases. The FIFO scheduler maintains a high PDR at 
=0.33 to 0.90 after which the performance degrades to 0.719 at  =1.05. 
Table 5-16: Mobile Nodes: Average PDR for Video Traffic with VBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.33 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.45 0.999 0.998 1.000 1.000 
0.6 0.998 0.998 1.000 1.000 
0.75 0.998 0.997 1.000 1.000 
0.90 0.997 0.440 0.998 1.000 
1.05 0.716 0.311 0.873 1.000 
1.55 0.579 0.509 0.903 0.924 
2.05 0.217 0.199 0.372 0.110 
 
The PDR for  =1.55 and 2.05 is also shown in Figure 5-36 and Figure 5-37 respectively.  
The proposed schedulers show a significantly better performance than Manoj and the FIFO 
scheduler according to  =1.55. The performance for Manoj and FIFO are similar. The 
proposed scheduler coped well for the real time traffic at this network load. However, the 
performance of all the schedulers degrades sharply at  =2.05 as shown in Figure 5-37. The 
network load is more than twice the network capacity. Thus the network is highly congested, 
and the schedulers cannot cope with this level of network load. Thus the high packet drops 
after the first few seconds of simulation time. 
The PDR for the background traffic is shown Table 5-17.  It shows similar behaviour to the 
video traffic. The proposed Sugeno scheduler shows high PDR for  = 1 to 1.05. The 
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performance of the proposed Mamdani scheduler drops at  = 1.05 because of congestion. 
The proposed Sugeno performs better because the background traffic is not adversely 
affected by the priorities real-time video traffic. The performance of Manoj scheduler 
degraded as the network load increases. The FIFO scheduler slightly degrades when  = 
1.05. 
 
Figure 5-36: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =1.55 with VBR background 
Traffic 
 
Figure 5-37: Mobile Nodes: PDR for Video Traffic at  =2.05 with VBR background 
Traffic 
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Table 5-17: Mobile Nodes:  Average PDR for VBR Background Traffic 
 FIFO Manoj Proposed 
Mamdani 
Proposed  
Sugeno 
0.45 0.952 0.944 0.941 0.936 
0.60 0.958 0.949 0.974 0.965 
0.75 0.957 0.954 0.961 0.953 
0.90 0.972 0.563 0.965 0.943 
1.05 0.723 0.473 0.749 0.999 
1.55 0.525 0.520 0.755 0.779 
2.05 0.042 0.251 0.495 0.235 
5.5. Summary 
This chapter presents the methodology for streaming a real-time video through OPNET. The 
OpenCV library was used in capturing and displaying the video stream. The captured video 
frame was encapsulated in a new packet format supported by OPNET before transmitted 
through the network. The performance of the video stream without background traffic over 
the network was analysed, and this formed the baseline. The CBR and VBR background 
traffic was gradually introduced, and the performance of the video stream was analysed 
when the schedulers are applied.  
Both proposed schedulers assigned the highest Priority Index to the video streams whilst the 
Priority Index of the background traffic was calculated as explained in Chapter 4. The 
proposed Schedulers showed a better and consistent performance for the video traffic with 
CBR and VBR background traffic. The performance of the Manoj scheduler was very poor 
for all   as compared to the FIFO and both proposed schedulers. However, it performed 
better than the FIFO when a single traffic flow was considered in Chapter 4. The 
performance of Manoj scheduler for CBR and VBR is worse and inconsistent than the FIFO 
and the proposed schedulers for most values of  . The proposed schedulers maintained a 
delay close to the baseline as the network load increases. The performance of the proposed 
schedulers deteriorated as the network load increased to  =1.55 and 2.05. However, the 
proposed schedulers maintained lower margin of error to the baseline than the FIFO and 
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Manoj schedulers at  =0.33-1.05, the result is less congested as compared to Manoj and 
FIFO. 
The maximum packet size, an OPNET network can transmit, is 18,432bits. Thus, the packets 
were fragmented before sent through the network and then re-assembled at the destination. 
After the first fragmented packet is received, there is a time constraint for how long it can 
wait for the other parts to arrive before it can be re-assembled. Packets will be discarded if 
not all its fragments are received at the receiver in a timely manner. This contributed to the 
poor performance of the Manoj scheduler. When the network was without background 
traffics all the video frames sent by the source were received at the destination in a timely 
manner when Manoj scheduler was applied. The introduction of background traffic created 
additional complexity for the Manoj scheduler because a video frame/packet is fragmented 
into smaller packets sizes and this fragmented packets are likely to be assigned varying 
Priority Index based on the input variables to the fuzzy scheduler. Thus, these fragmented 
packets are spread out around the three sub-queues along with the incoming background 
traffics as the Manoj scheduler cannot distinguish between the video and background traffic 
in a queue. Hence, when the traffic intensity of the background traffic increases, it becomes 
more difficult to receive a complete sequence of packet fragments at the receiver in a timely 
manner. This will cause an increase in the end-to-end delay and packet loss of the video 
frames. Dropping of packets in the network will result in a large number of re-transmissions, 
which will result in huge overhead for the Manoj scheduler, and thus more packets dropped 
and higher end-to-end delay. 
The proposed schedulers assign the highest Priority Index to the video traffic, and they are 
served in the queue in a FIFO manner, whilst the fuzzy inputs determine the Priority Index 
of the background traffic. The FIFO scheduler sends the fragmented video packet together 
with the background traffic in a FIFO manner, thus reassembling these packets at the receiver 
are made easier because the complete fragmented sequence arrives at the receiver 
sequentially. The proposed schedulers (Mamdani and Sugeno) are more robust to deal with 
multiple traffic flows better than the FIFO and Manoj schedulers, because they are dynamic 
and can adapt to the network characteristic changes in real time. 
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At higher levels of  , the queue gets full. Thus, all arriving packets either real or 
background traffic, are discarded. This will create a sequence of re-transmission, which will 
increase the network overhead and affect the delay and packet loss of the video and 
background traffic. Future work can include discarding some background traffic arriving the 
queue when the queue length is above a certain threshold to reduce the chances of congestion 
occurring and reduce the number of dropped video packets at the queue.  
In the light of the evidence provided in Chapter 4 and 5, the proposed schedulers performed 
better than the FIFO and Manoj. The proposed Sugeno scheduler has shown a more 
consistent performance than the proposed Mamdani and no significant performance 
degradation as compared to the proposed Mamdani. Thus, the simplicity of the design of the 
proposed Sugeno scheduler and it being less computationally complex than the proposed 
Mamdani scheduler has contributed to its suitability for real-time application. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
Providing QoS for MANET is challenging because of the dynamic nature of the network. 
This thesis focused on the definition, design, and evaluation of a QoS aware solution in a 
dynamic environment for MANET. Two adaptive fuzzy based schedulers were proposed, 
and a detailed performance analysis and evaluation was carried out.   
This section summarises the research challenges in MANET, the need for a realistic MANET 
simulation, the need for an adaptive scheduler in MANET and the implementation of a 
network interface between OPNET and an external device to validate the proposed 
schedulers.  
6.1. Summary of research challenges 
The mobile nature of the nodes in MANET causes a frequent topology changes which results 
to frequent link connections and disconnections. These issues have made the design and 
modelling of a MANET very complex. Some of the other research challenges in MANET 
include limited network capacity and the lack of mobility awareness by the nodes. These 
challenges can result in high network delay and low PDR, thus affecting the stability of the 
system.  
The choice of a routing protocol has a great effect on the performance of a network, 
especially at high network loads. Hence, based on the literature review the reactive routing 
protocol has been employed in order to improve the QoS of the MANET. However, this is 
not enough to provide the needed QoS for real-time application in MANET. 
The recent demand to deploy MANET for real time applications has increased, hence the 
need for a better QoS is paramount. The dynamic nature of the mobile nodes and the limited 
network resources in MANET makes meeting this QoS demands challenging. These causes 
the build-up of packets in the queue, resulting in higher packet delay, decrease in throughput 
and packet loss, this affects the overall system performance.   
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6.2. Realistic wireless simulation model for MANET 
This thesis presents detailed guidelines with the required parameters to create a realistic 
simulation model based on results from an open field outdoor experiment.  
An open field experiment was carried out for two traffic profiles (CBR and VBR) under TCP 
and UDP transport protocol.  Based on literature, shadowing propagation model was applied 
to the simulation model to replicate the performance of the open field experiment. The path 
loss exponent (  ) and shadowing deviation ( ) were varied until the values that best 
replicate the experiment performance were reached. The values are 2.02 and 6.5 for   and 
 respectively. The IEEE 802.11n wireless card parameters are configured, so each 
MANET node replicates the wireless card used in the experiment. The performance of the 
simulation model matches the experiment in terms of bitrate and received packets, with 99% 
accuracy. Thus, the modeling of a realistic simulation network for MANET was a success. 
However, the end-to-end delay could not be accurately measured in the experiment because 
of the time synchronization device.  This can be improved by using a more accurate GPS 
clock. The UDP protocol is connectionless and it performs better in terms of delay and is 
mostly considered for delay-sensitive application.  The TCP protocol showed a lower packet 
corruption and packet loss rate because it is connection-oriented. The TCP for the 
experiment received slightly higher packets than the UDP protocol.  
6.3. Requirement for an Adaptive scheduling 
algorithm for MANET 
 The increasing popularity of MANET for real-time applications has increased the demand 
for a better QoS. Previous proposed MANET schedulers are not adaptive/dynamic enough 
to provide the required QoS. Hence, it is imperative to provide an alternative dynamic 
solution to improve or guarantee a specific QoS requirement. MANET nodes have a limited 
bandwidth, hence when packets are not properly scheduled, congestion will occur at high 
network loads. This will degrade the network delay and the PDR performance. This thesis 
proposed two adaptive priority based fuzzy schedulers that adapt to the topology changes in 
MANET and thus improve the network QoS. These proposed schedulers are based on an 
existing fuzzy scheduler that considered two inputs (data rate and channel capacity). The 
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existing scheduler used the Mamdani FIS.  The two proposed schedulers use the Mamdani 
and Sugeno FIS system respectively. The Sugeno is more compact, easy to implement and 
computationally efficient than the Mamdani. The major difference between both FIS systems 
is the output membership function. The output membership function for Mamdani is a fuzzy 
set whilst that for Sugeno can be either constant or linear as thus the interpretability and 
expressive power of the Mamdani FIS is lost in Sugeno because the consequent of the rules 
is not fuzzy.  
The proposed schedulers based on three input variables determine the priority of individual 
packet rather than the entire flow. These three input variables are the data rate, queue size, 
and SNR; these inputs were considered because their behaviour reflects the state of a 
network. Each mobile node consists of three sub-queues and packets are enqueued and 
served based on their Priority Index. The packet priority index varies between 0 and 1.  
The performance of the scheduler was analysed for three traffic profiles CBR, VBR and 
Bursty traffic, under congested network conditions. The measuring metrics, which formed 
the basis for performance evaluation, are end-to-end delay and PDR. 
The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler performed better than the existing scheduler 
for CBR traffic; the end-to-end delay for Mamdani and Sugeno scheduler was reduced by 
an average of 52 and 54% respectively. The performances of the PDR are similar to the 
existing scheduler because of the characteristic of the CBR traffic; the network was also at 
full capacity. The proposed Mamdani and Sugeno schedulers showed a better performance 
for VBR traffic; the end-to-end delay was reduced by an average of 38 and 52%, respectively 
and the PDR improved by an average of 53 and 47% respectively. The proposed Mamdani 
and Sugeno schedulers also showed a better performance for Bursty traffic; the end-to-end 
delay was improved by 55 and 69% respectively, the PDR also improved by 55 and 76% 
respectively. The proposed scheduler showed the best performance with Bursty traffic, 
followed by VBR traffic, and then CBR traffic. Thus, the performance of the scheduler 
increases as the burstyness of the traffic increases.   
The proposed schedulers adapt better to the topology changes of the network under 
congested conditions better than Manoj. The Mamdani scheduler is more computationally 
complex than the Sugeno scheduler, however it does not significantly outperforms the 
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Sugeno schedulers. For this reason, the Sugeno scheduler is more suitable for real-time 
applications. 
6.4. Network interface between OPNET and 
external hardware device  
Networks are playing an ever-increasing role in today’s the world. The size of the network, 
as well as the network capacity, has continued to increase over the years and, as a result, it 
has become more complicated. Hence, it is challenging and expensivee to create in real life 
for test and validation purpose. The best test method is a multi-simulation approach, where 
the performance of applications to be tested can be modelled and transmitted through a 
simulation network. Whilst this may work well, it is still an approximation of the 
performance with certain margin of error as compared to real-life. Interfacing simulation 
model with hardware to be tested reduces this margin of errors as real traffic are transmitted 
through the network. An interface between OPNET and a webcam was developed. Real-
time video stream captured from the external webcam device was sent through the network 
and can be viewed at the destination node. This was achieved by using OPENCV library; 
the captured video stream is encapsulated in an OPNET supported custom packet and sent 
through the network. This packet is de-capsulated at the destination and can be viewed. This 
provided a more realistic hardware – software simulation model to test and validate the 
considered applications as well as the proposed schedulers. It can also be used by researcher 
for video surveillance application for the military, search and rescue teams, environmental 
monitoring and medical surgery that requires live feed videos. 
 The performance of the proposed scheduler was analysed for the real-time video stream 
under increasing CBR and VBR background load. The proposed schedulers were compared 
to the FIFO and an existing scheduler (Manoj) for stationary, and mobile nodes, and the 
performance metric are delay and PDR.  
The proposed scheduler assigned the highest priority Index to the video traffic and they are 
then serviced in a FIFO manner. The priority Index of the background traffic is determined 
by considering the fuzzy inputs data rate, SNR and queue size. The proposed scheduler 
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showed better performances for stationary and mobile nodes when CBR and VBR 
background traffic was introduced into the network.     
6.5. Future Work 
Some directions for future work are given below. 
 Consideration of the multi-hop network in section 3.3 and Table 3-5 and passing 
traffic through the ISO protocol stack for MANET under various network loads and 
comparing the results with the expected theoretical values. This will give a wider 
perspective of the effect of the OSI layer on the received traffics.   
 The real-time experiment can be developed to include three (3) or more mobile nodes 
under congested and non-congested network conditions with different mobility 
profiles. This will give a more detailed wireless environment modelling for the 
simulation of various mobility profiles. A GPS time synchronisation device can be 
used, to accurately measure the end-to-end delay. 
 Explore the viability and performance of other wireless devices such as Bluetooth 
and Zigbee as they are cheaper and easier to power. Most of the available gadgets 
such as mobile phones and tablets are equipped with Bluetooth device. 
 Security is also a vital issue in wireless network, the investigation and 
implementation of an appropriate security protocol that is reliable and less 
computationally complex for MANET is needed. 
 The use of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy model, this will automate the membership 
function and fuzzy rule design. 
6.6.  Epilogue  
This thesis investigates MANET and it research challenges. It modelled and analysed real 
and non-real time traffic in a queue under controlled conditions. The behaviour of traffic in 
the queue was wholly dependent on its distributions. Traffic with a constant distributed 
packet size are easy for the network to predict as compared to exponentially or Pareto 
distributed traffic. This formed the baseline simulation model for this work. Packets with the 
Cauchy distributed sizes are also difficult for the network to predict. This thesis also 
developed a realistic model by carrying out a point-to-point open field experiment, using 
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shadowing model in the simulation model to replicate the performance of the wireless 
channel. Results from this experiment were collected for both TCP and UDP protocols. The 
simulation model was fine-tuned using shadowing model to match the outdoor experiment 
in terms of packets delivered and throughput. However, the delay was difficult to measure, 
as the devices required an accurate time synchronisation device such as a GPS clock. An 
adaptive fuzzy scheduler was developed, this performed better when compared to the 
existing scheduler. The simulation network was limited to 20 nodes and the network load 
was varied, having more nodes will cause the hidden node problem thus degrading the 
performance of the network. An interface was implemented between OPNET and a Webcam 
to stream real-time video over the network, and the performance of the scheduler for the 
real-time traffic was analysed with the introduction of background traffic. The proposed 
scheduler showed a better performance as compared to the existing when the traffic intensity 
‘  ’ was between 0-1.05, as the traffic intensity reaches 1.55 the performance of the video 
stream drastically. This will be improved further by introducing a queuing threshold, when 
reached; non-real time traffic arriving the queue are discarded (pressed compressed traffic). 
This will create more room for arriving real-time traffic to be en-queued rather than because 
the queue is full. The thesis showed that applying an adaptive scheduler in MANET would 
improve its performance. Creating an efficient membership functions and fuzzy rule is also 
challenging, this however can be improve with the use of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy model.   
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Appendix A : Implementation of 
Cauchy Distribution Model in 
OPNET 
OPNET PDF has an internal binary format. A PDF can be created by either using the PDF 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) or the External Model Access (EMA) Application 
Programming Interface (API). However, the accuracy of using the PDF GUI cannot be 
guaranteed because it requires the distribution function to be manually drawn. EMA is the 
best option when accuracy is important.  It can programmatically create a PDF file (for 
example, use EMA to create a PDF file based on a text file or an equation). 
Creating of a PDF using EMA involves the following steps: 
 Create from scratch a PDF <pdf_model> in the PDF editor; the range of the x-axis 
outcome can be varied. After the PDF has been created as shown in Figure A-1, then 
select File->Generate EMA Code.  
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Figure A-1: Sample PDF 
 A ‘c’ file is created; this file should be named <pdf_model.em.c>, at this stage it is 
important to include the ‘..c’ when naming the file. This file is usually created in the user 
directory by default or where ever else is top of the top directory in the model directory. 
A sample of the generated EMA code is shown below.  
 The generated EMA code is used as a template, each point in the PDF is listed as a vector 
in the EMA file. The code is modified to use data points generated by iterative calls to 
the Cauchy distribution PDF formula or data points from a text file can also be used 
instead of the vector points defined in the EMA program. Once done,  save in a new file 
name  ‘cauchydist.em.c’.  
 op_mkema program is used to compile and generate an EMA executable.  
To do this on a window:  an OPNET console window needs to be started, afterwards the 
command ‘op_mkema -m cauchydist’ is entered to compile and generate an executable EMA 
(the ‘.em.c’ extension is not included when compiling the EMA code). An executable called 
‘cauchydist.dev32.i0.em.x’ is produced. 
 Run the ‘cauchydist.dev32.i0.em.x’ executable to create the PDF to be used in OPNET. 
A new files ‘unnamed.pd.s’ is created in the primary user directory. This can be renamed 
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to ‘cauchy.pd.s’ so that it reflects the PDF model created. The execution of the steps in 
OPNET console can be seen in Figure A-2. 
 
Figure A-2: OPNET Console 
 OPNET needs to be restarted or the model directory needs to be refreshed before the new 
PDF model can be viewed as shown in Figure A-3. This can be done by navigating ‘File-
>Model Files->Refresh Model Directories’.  
 
Figure A-3: Source node Attributes 
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EMA CODE 
#include <opnet.h> 
#include <ema.h> 
#include <opnet_emadefs.h> 
#include <opnet_constants.h> 
 
double  dvec_0 [] =  
 { 
 0.947407407407, 0.947407407407, 0.930705882353, 0.930705882353, 0.894183006536,  
 0.894183006536, 0.894183006536, 0.853333333333, 0.808539682540, 0.808539682540,  
 0.755714285714, 0.755714285714, 0.755714285714, 0.699283068783, 0.621018518519,  
 0.621018518519, 0.531111111111, 0.531111111111, 0.451452991453, 0.451452991453,  
 0.380769230769, 0.380769230769, 0.254657407407, 0.254657407407, 0.254657407407,  
 0.083350000000, 0.059214814815, 0.059214814815, 0.054506172840, 0.054506172840,  
 0.052228719948, 0.052228719948, 0.044736842105, 0.044736842105, 0.038056884636,  
 0.038056884636, 0.036616161616, 0.036616161616, 0.035429292929, 0.035429292929,  
 0.032916666667, 0.032916666667, 0.031138888889, 0.031138888889, 0.031111111111,  
 0.031111111111, 0.031111111111, 0.031111111111, 0.031111111111, 0.031111111111,  
 0.030330623306, 0.030330623306, 0.028184281843, 0.028184281843, 0.026016260163,  
 0.026016260163, 0.023848238482, 0.023848238482, 0.023848238482, 0.022287262873,  
 0.022222222222, 0.022222222222, 0.022222222222, 0.022222222222, 0.022222222222,  
 0.022222222222, 0.022230769231, 0.022230769231, 0.022777777778, 0.022777777778,  
 0.023632478632, 0.023632478632, 0.024136752137, 0.024136752137, 0.022888888889,  
 0.022888888889, 0.021407407407, 0.021407407407, 0.019962962963, 0.019962962963,  
 0.018703703704, 0.018703703704, 0.018703703704, 0.019185185185, 0.025333333333,  
 0.025333333333, 0.025333333333, 0.026533333333, 0.024777777778, 0.024777777778,  
 0.022555555556, 0.022555555556, 0.020466666667, 0.020466666667, 0.020000000000,  
 0.020000000000, 0.020000000000, 0.020000000000, 0.020000000000, 0.020000000000,  
 }; 
int 
main (int argc, char* argv []) 
 { 
 EmaT_Model_Id   model_id; 
 int     i; 
 
 /* initialize EMA package */ 
 Ema_Init (EMAC_MODE_ERR_PRINT | EMAC_MODE_REL_60, argc, argv); 
 
 /* create an empty model */ 
 model_id = Ema_Model_Create (MOD_PDF); 
 
 
 /* set the model level attributes */ 
 Ema_Model_Attr_Set (model_id, 
  "outcome min",          COMP_CONTENTS, (double) 0, 
  "outcome spacing",      COMP_CONTENTS, (double) 0.05, 
  "prob density",         COMP_INTENDED, EMAC_DISABLED, 
  EMAC_EOL); 
 
 Ema_Model_Attr_Set (model_id, "prob density", COMP_DVEC_SIZE, 100, EMAC_EOL); 
 
 for (i = 0; i < 100; i++) 
  { 
  Ema_Model_Attr_Set (model_id, "prob density", COMP_DVEC_CONTENTS(i), dvec_0 [i], EMAC_EOL); 
  } 
 
 /* write the model to application-readable form */ 
 Ema_Model_Write (model_id, "unnamed"); 
 
 return 0; 
 } 
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Appendix B : Implementation of 
Packet Filter for Mixed Traffic 
The process model for the filter is shown in Figure B-4. The filter separates the various 
traffic profiles to their respective destination in section 3.3.2.4. 
 
Figure B-4: Process model for Filter 
static void 
filter (void) 
 { 
 Packet *pkptr; 
 int type; 
 FIN (filter ()); 
 //printf("filter: %.8f/n",op_sim_time()); 
 /* filters the packets to the relevant sink   */ 
  
 pkptr = op_pk_get (op_intrpt_strm ()); 
op_pk_nfd_get_int32(pkptr,"type",&type); 
switch(type) 
 { 
 case 1: 
 //p1 controller traffic 
  op_pk_send_forced(pkptr,1);   
 break; 
 case 2: 
 //p2 controller traffic 
  op_pk_send_forced(pkptr,2); 
 break; 
 case 3: 
 //p2 controller traffic 
  op_pk_send_forced(pkptr,3); 
 break; 
 case 4: 
 //p2 controller traffic 
  op_pk_send_forced(pkptr,4); 
 break; 
 default: 
  //external traffic 
  op_pk_send_forced(pkptr,0); 
 }  
 FOUT; 
 } 
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Appendix C :Implementation of 
the Wireless Propagation Model 
 
Figure C-5: Implementation of the Wireless Propagation Model 
 
/* wlan_power.ps.c */ 
/* Received power model for WLAN suite physical layer modeling. */ 
 
/****************************************/ 
/*     Copyright (c) 1986-2011  */ 
/*      by OPNET Technologies, Inc.     */ 
/*  (A Delaware Corporation)  */ 
/* 7255 Woodmont Av., Suite 250    */ 
/*     Bethesda, MD 20814, U.S.A.       */ 
/*   All Rights Reserved.  */ 
/****************************************/ 
 
#include "opnet.h" 
#include "wlan_support.h" 
#include "jammers.h" 
#include "oms_dist_support_base.h" 
#include <math.h> 
#include <oms_fhss_support.h> 
#include <oms_dist_support.h> 
#include <oms_string_support.h> 
 
 
/***** constants *****/ 
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#define C     3.0E+08       
 /* speed of light (m/s) */ 
#define SIXTEEN_PI_SQ  (16.0 * VOSC_NA_PI * VOSC_NA_PI) /* 16 times pi-squared */ 
#define L                   1 
#define DIST0               1 
#define PATHLOSSEXP     2.02 
#define STD_DB        6.5 
#if 0 
static const char* PowI_Err_Hdr = "Error in radio power computation pipeline stage (wlan_power):"; 
#endif 
 
 
/***** pipeline procedure *****/ 
 
#if defined (__cplusplus) 
extern "C" 
#endif 
void 
wlan_power_PL_mt (OP_SIM_CONTEXT_ARG_OPT_COMMA Packet* pkptr) 
 { 
 double     prop_distance, rcvd_power, path_loss; 
 double     tx_power, tx_base_freq, tx_bandwidth, tx_center_freq; 
 double     lambda, rx_ant_gain, tx_ant_gain; 
 Objid     rx_ch_obid; 
 double     in_band_tx_power, band_max, band_min; 
 double     rx_base_freq, rx_bandwidth; 
 double     pk_reception_end; 
 int      rcvd_frame_type; 
 int      chanmatch_status; 
 WlanT_Rx_State_Info *  rx_state_ptr; 
/*###################### Alex Egaji ########################*/ 
 double rcvd_power0, avg_db, powerLoss_db; // std_db,rcvd_power1; 
 Distribution *fading; 
/*##########################################################*/ 
 Boolean     is_jammer; 
 double     current_time; 
 Boolean     is_receiving_jammer; 
 double     channel_overlap; 
 
 /** Compute the average received power in Watts of the  **/ 
 /** signal associated with a transmitted packet.   **/ 
 FIN_MT (wlan_power_PL (pkptr)); 
 
 /* Get power allotted to transmitter channel.     */ 
 tx_power = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_POWER); 
  
 /* Get transmission frequency in Hz.       */ 
 tx_base_freq = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_FREQ); 
 tx_bandwidth = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_BW); 
 tx_center_freq = tx_base_freq + (tx_bandwidth / 2.0); 
 
 /* When using TMM, the TDA OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER will  */ 
 /* already have a raw value for the path loss.    */ 
 if (op_td_is_set (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER)) 
  { 
  path_loss = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Caclculate wavelength (in meters).      */ 
  lambda = C / tx_center_freq; 
 
  /* Get distance between transmitter and receiver (in */ 
  /* meters).           
 */ 
  prop_distance = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_START_DIST); 
 
  /* Compute the path loss for this distance and   */ 
  /* wavelength.          
  */ 
  if (prop_distance > 0.0) 
   { 
/*######################Alex Egaji###########################*/ 
   path_loss = PATHLOSSEXP; 
 
/*###################################################*/ 
   } 
  else 
   path_loss = 1.0; 
  } 
 
 /* Compute the in-band transmission power by multiplying */ 
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 /* the transmission power with the overlap ratio between */ 
 /* the frequency bands of the transmitter and receiver.  */ 
 chanmatch_status = op_td_get_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS); 
 if (chanmatch_status == OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_VALID) 
  { 
  /* Since the packet status is not set to noise, there */ 
  /* must be a exact match between the bands (i.e.  */ 
  /* overlap ratio = 1.0).        */ 
  in_band_tx_power = tx_power;   
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Determine the receiver bandwidth and base frequency. */ 
  rx_base_freq = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_FREQ); 
  rx_bandwidth = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_BW); 
 
  /* Use these values to determine the band overlap with */ 
  /* the transmitter. Note that if there were no overlap */ 
  /* at all, the packet would already have been filtered */ 
  /* by the channel match stage.       */ 
 
  /* The base of the overlap band is the highest base  */ 
  /* frequency.         
  */ 
  if (rx_base_freq > tx_base_freq) 
   band_min = rx_base_freq; 
  else 
   band_min = tx_base_freq; 
 
  /* The top of the overlap band is the lowest end  */ 
  /* frequency.          
  */ 
  if (rx_base_freq + rx_bandwidth > tx_base_freq + tx_bandwidth) 
   band_max = tx_base_freq + tx_bandwidth; 
  else 
   band_max = rx_base_freq + rx_bandwidth; 
   
  /* Compute the channel overlap */ 
  channel_overlap = Oms_FHSS_Channel_Overlap_Get (pkptr);   
  if (channel_overlap == OMSC_FHSS_NOT_USED)    
   channel_overlap = (band_max - band_min) / tx_bandwidth;  
 
  /* Compute the amount of in-band transmitter power.  */ 
  in_band_tx_power = tx_power * channel_overlap;   
  } 
 
 /* Get antenna gains (raw form, not in dB).     */ 
 tx_ant_gain = pow (10.0, op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_TX_GAIN) / 10.0); 
 rx_ant_gain = pow (10.0, op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_GAIN) / 10.0); 
  
/*############################## Alex Egaji ##############################*/ 
 
 /* Calculate received power levelby friis model at referece DIST0.  */ 
  
   
 rcvd_power0 = in_band_tx_power * tx_ant_gain * rx_ant_gain * pow(lambda, 2); //ED 
  
 rcvd_power0 = rcvd_power0 / ( L * 16 * pow(3.14159265, 2) * pow(DIST0, 2));//ED 
  
  
 avg_db = -10.0 * path_loss* log10 (prop_distance / DIST0); //ED 
  
 /*get power loss by adding a log-normal random variable (fading)*/ 
  
 fading = op_dist_load ("normal",0, (STD_DB)); // ED 
  
 powerLoss_db = avg_db +  op_dist_outcome(fading); //ED 
  
   
 /* calculate the received power at distance */ 
 
 rcvd_power = rcvd_power0 * pow(10.0, powerLoss_db/10.0); // ED 
  
/*########################################################################*/ 
  
 /* Assign the received power level (in Watts) to the packet */ 
 /* transmission data attribute.        */ 
 op_td_set_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RCVD_POWER, rcvd_power);  
 
 /* Now we need to check whether the receiver will lock onto */ 
 /* this signal, which depends on the receiver's current  */ 
 /* status and the reception power of the signal.   */ 
 /* First check the status of the receiver node.    */ 
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 if (op_td_is_set (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_ND_FAIL)) 
  { 
  /* The receiving node is disabled. Change the channel */ 
  /* match status to noise.        */ 
  op_td_set_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_NOISE); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Get the current simulation time.      */ 
  current_time = op_sim_time (); 
 
  /* Decide if the incoming pakcet is a jammer packet. */ 
  is_jammer = op_pk_encap_flag_is_set (pkptr, OMSC_JAMMER_ENCAP_FLAG_INDEX); 
 
  /* The receiving node is enabled. Retrieve the state */ 
  /* information of the receiver channel.    */ 
  rx_ch_obid   = op_td_get_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_RX_CH_OBJID); 
   
  /* The FHSS package provides an API to retrieve the channel state information.  This API will return the default channel  */ 
  /* object state if FHSS is not used or disabled. If FHSS is enabled, then the API will retrieve the user state information  */ 
  /* from the FHSS state information. All access to channel state information has to be performed via this API to ensure  
 */ 
  /* consistent operation.           
            
    */ 
  rx_state_ptr = (WlanT_Rx_State_Info *) Oms_FHSS_User_Channel_State_Get (rx_ch_obid); 
 
  /* Decide if the receiver is already receving a jammer  */ 
  /* or there is a jammer in the background.    */ 
  if (rx_state_ptr->jammer_rx_end_time >= current_time) 
   is_receiving_jammer = OPC_TRUE; 
  else 
   is_receiving_jammer = OPC_FALSE; 
 
  /* If the receiver is already receiving another WLAN    */ 
  /* packet, then this packet will be considered as noise.*/ 
  /* This prevents simultaneous reception of multiple  */ 
  /* valid packets.  If the receiver is already receiving */ 
  /* a jammer, don't let jammer causes WLAN frame to be  */ 
  /* marked as noise. If the receiver is receiving a WLAN */ 
  /* frame with a jammer at the background, the following */ 
  /* WLAN frame will be marked as noise.     */ 
  if (rx_state_ptr->rx_end_time <= current_time || 
   (is_receiving_jammer == OPC_TRUE && is_jammer == OPC_FALSE && rx_state_ptr->wlan_pk_rx_end_time <= 
current_time)) 
   { 
   /* The receiver is idle. Check the packet's   */ 
   /* reception power value.       */ 
   if (rcvd_power > rx_state_ptr->rx_power_thresh) 
    { 
    /* Check the status of the packet. It could be */ 
    /* set to noise in channel match stage because */ 
    /* of imperfect match (interference from  */ 
    /* another BSS). If this is the case, since it */ 
    /* is still a powerful packet and arriving the */ 
    /* receiver while it is idling, change its  */ 
    /* status to "VALID" and set its "Accept"  */ 
    /* field appropriately.       */ 
    if (chanmatch_status == OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_NOISE) 
     { 
 
     op_td_set_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS, 
OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_VALID); 
 
     /* Make sure that this a WLAN packet, not a */ 
     /* jammer packet.      
 */ 
     if (is_jammer == OPC_FALSE) 
      op_pk_nfd_set_int32 (pkptr, "Accept", 
WLANC_NEIGHBOR_BSS_PKT_REJECT); 
 
     } 
 
    /* Update the WLAN receiving end time for WLAN  */ 
    /* frame.         
  */ 
    if (is_jammer == OPC_FALSE) 
     { 
     pk_reception_end = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_RX); 
     if (pk_reception_end > rx_state_ptr->wlan_pk_rx_end_time) 
      rx_state_ptr->wlan_pk_rx_end_time = pk_reception_end; 
 
     /* Receiver is busy due to a valid WLAN  */ 
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     /* packet.       
  */ 
     rx_state_ptr->busy_due_to_jammer = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
    else 
     { 
     /* Receiver is busy due to a valid jammer */ 
     /* packet.       
  */ 
     rx_state_ptr->busy_due_to_jammer = OPC_TRUE; 
     } 
    } 
   else 
    { 
    /* Packet's power is too weak to turn on the */ 
    /* signal lock and to remain a valid packet. */ 
    /* Change its status to noise.     */ 
    op_td_set_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_NOISE); 
 
    /* Beacons are monitored for evaluating   */ 
    /* connectivity to the AP. One method to model */ 
    /* Beacon monitoring is to periodically check */ 
    /* for Beacon reception, by setting periodic */ 
    /* self-interrupts. However, this method is not */ 
    /* very efficient. Therefore, we will rig the */ 
    /* physical layer so that all Beacons are  */ 
    /* processed for reliability. Those that can't */ 
    /* be correctly demodulated will be used to  */ 
    /* model missing beacons without actually       */ 
    /* using an inefficient self-timer mechanism. */ 
    /* Only consider the Beacons that are   */ 
    /* transmitted at the channel currently used by */ 
    /* the receiver (i.e. if the initial status is */ 
    /* VALID).        
  */ 
    if (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->enable_roaming     
  && 
     rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->scan_type == WlanC_Scan_Type_Beacon && 
     chanmatch_status         
== OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_VALID   ) 
     { 
     op_pk_nfd_get_int32 (pkptr, "Type", (int *) &rcvd_frame_type) ; 
     if (rcvd_frame_type == WlanC_Beac) 
      { 
      /* Serialize the execution of AP  */ 
      /* reliability evaluation, since the */ 
      /* MAC of the receiver can be reading/ */ 
      /* writing the same information.  */ 
      op_prg_mt_mutex_lock (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->roam_info_mutex, 
0); 
      wlan_ap_reliability_eval (pkptr, OPC_FALSE, rx_state_ptr-
>roaming_info_ptr); 
      op_prg_mt_mutex_unlock (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr-
>roam_info_mutex); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  else 
   { 
   /* The channel is already busy. We will treat the */ 
   /* current packet as noise.       */ 
   op_td_set_int (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_STATUS, OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_NOISE); 
 
   /* See comment in above that explains special  */ 
   /* treatment of Beacons.       */ 
   if (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->enable_roaming && rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->scan_type == 
WlanC_Scan_Type_Beacon && 
    chanmatch_status == OPC_TDA_RA_MATCH_VALID) 
    { 
    op_pk_nfd_get_int32 (pkptr, "Type", (int *) &rcvd_frame_type) ; 
    if (rcvd_frame_type == WlanC_Beac) 
     { 
     /* Serialize the execution of AP   */ 
     /* reliability evaluation, since the MAC of */ 
     /* the receiver can be reading/writing the */ 
     /* same information.      */ 
     op_prg_mt_mutex_lock (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->roam_info_mutex, 0); 
     wlan_ap_reliability_eval (pkptr, OPC_FALSE, rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr); 
     op_prg_mt_mutex_unlock (rx_state_ptr->roaming_info_ptr->roam_info_mutex); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
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  /* Update the reception end time for the receiver based */ 
  /* on the new packet if its power is exceeding the  */ 
  /* threshold.          
 */ 
  if (rcvd_power > rx_state_ptr->rx_power_thresh) 
   { 
   pk_reception_end = op_td_get_dbl (pkptr, OPC_TDA_RA_END_RX); 
   if (pk_reception_end > rx_state_ptr->rx_end_time) 
    rx_state_ptr->rx_end_time = pk_reception_end; 
 
   /* Update the jammer reception end time since a new */ 
   /* valid jammer comes.         */ 
   if (is_jammer == OPC_TRUE && pk_reception_end > rx_state_ptr->jammer_rx_end_time) 
    rx_state_ptr->jammer_rx_end_time = pk_reception_end; 
   else if (pk_reception_end > rx_state_ptr->wlan_pk_rx_end_time) 
    rx_state_ptr->wlan_pk_rx_end_time = pk_reception_end; 
   } 
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 }
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Appendix D : Implementation of 
the Mamdani Fuzzy Scheduler 
 
Figure D-6: Implementation of Mamdani 
 
/* Transition executives */ 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_inits (void) 
 { 
 IpT_Interface_Info * iface_info_ptr; 
 int      i; 
 int      num_if; 
 IpT_Group_Intf_Info* group_info_ptr; 
 int      ith_member, num_member_intfs; 
 IpT_Member_Intf_Info* member_intf_ptr; 
  
 
 /** Perform appropriate initializations before reaching the wait state **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_inits ()); 
 
 /* Obtain module memory and set up for ip_rte_int routines */ 
 module_data_ptr = (IpT_Rte_Module_Data *)op_pro_modmem_access (); 
 ip_rte_set_procs (module_data_ptr, ip_rte_cpu_error, ip_rte_cpu_warn); 
 
 own_id = op_id_self (); 
 own_prohandle = op_pro_self (); 
 
 /* Create pool */ 
 ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init (); 
 
 /* Unless the processing speed is set to infinity, obtain */ 
 /* CPU resource handle to schedule shared processing  */ 
 /* throughout the node.          */ 
 if (! infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
  cpu_resource_handle = Oms_Resource_Handle_Get (module_data_ptr->node_id,  
   module_data_ptr->module_id, "CPU"); 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
  } 
 
 /* If QoS is in place, invoke interface process model to */ 
 /* let it create its buffers using the central memory pool */ 
 /* Also take control of any stream interrupts coming on  */ 
 /* each interface.          
 */ 
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 num_if = inet_rte_num_interfaces_get (module_data_ptr); 
 for (i = 0; i < num_if; ++i) 
  { 
  iface_info_ptr = inet_rte_intf_tbl_access (module_data_ptr, i); 
   
  /* Unless the stream index is invalid, register for all */ 
  /* stream interrupts on that stream. Logical interfaces */ 
  /* like loopback interfaces and tunnel interfaces  */ 
  /* might have invalid stream indices.     */ 
 
  /* In the case of interface groups, register for stream */ 
  /* interrupts on the stream indices of all member  */ 
  /* interfaces.         
  */ 
  if (ip_rte_intf_is_group (iface_info_ptr)) 
   { 
   /* Get a handle to structure that stores group  */ 
   /* related parameters.        */ 
   group_info_ptr = iface_info_ptr->phys_intf_info_ptr->group_info_ptr; 
 
   /* Get the number of member interfaces.    */ 
   num_member_intfs = group_info_ptr->num_members; 
 
   /* Loop through each member interface     */ 
   for (ith_member = 0; ith_member < num_member_intfs; ith_member++) 
    { 
    /* Get a handle to the ith member structure  */ 
    member_intf_ptr = &(group_info_ptr->member_intf_array[ith_member]); 
 
    /* Register for the stream interface.   */ 
    op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
     member_intf_ptr->instrm, own_prohandle); 
    } 
   } 
  else if (ip_rte_intf_in_port_num_get (iface_info_ptr) != IPC_PORT_NUM_INVALID) 
   { 
   op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
    ip_rte_intf_in_port_num_get (iface_info_ptr), own_prohandle); 
   } 
   
  if (iface_info_ptr->queuing_scheme != IpC_No_Queuing) 
   { 
   op_pro_invoke (iface_info_ptr->output_iface_prohandle, routing_buffer_pool); 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* Take control of stream interrupts coming from the upper layers */ 
 op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
  module_data_ptr->instrm_from_ip_encap, own_prohandle); 
  
 /* Check to see if there is the possibility of background utilization */ 
 /* traffic.           
     */ 
 if ((module_data_ptr->do_bgutil) && (! infinite_processing_rate)) 
  { 
  /* Initialize the background utilization state ptr for the central cpu*/  
  module_data_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr = OPC_NIL;   
  
  /* Initialize the background utilization state ptr for keeping track */ 
  /* of sent and received background utilization traffic.     */ 
  module_data_ptr->received_bgutil_routed_state_ptr = oms_bgutil_routed_state_create ( 
   !service_rate_pps, DO_NOT_SCALE); 
  module_data_ptr->sent_bgutil_routed_state_ptr = oms_bgutil_routed_state_create ( 
   !service_rate_pps, DO_NOT_SCALE); 
   
  /* Init the time at which background utilization statistics  */ 
  /* generation begins to time 0.        
 */ 
  module_data_ptr->received_last_stat_update_time = 0.0;  
  module_data_ptr->sent_last_stat_update_time = 0.0;  
  
  /* Schedule a procedure which will be called for this process at the*/ 
  /* end of simulation to update background utilization statistics if */ 
  /* needed.          
     */ 
  op_intrpt_schedule_call (OPC_INTRPT_SCHED_CALL_ENDSIM, 0,  
   ip_rte_pk_stats_update_endsim, module_data_ptr); 
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
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static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_packet_arrival (void) 
 { 
 Packet *     pkptr = OPC_NIL; 
 int     instrm; 
                   double                       PQ,PI; 
 Ici *          iciptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields *  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 IpT_Interface_Info *  rcvd_iface_info_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 int     result; 
  
 double Low[3],Medium[3],High1[3],y[27],x1,x2,x3;           //AE 
   
 double b10,c10,a11,b11,c11,a12,b12,b20,c20,a21,b21,c21,a22,b22,c22,b30,c30,a31,b31,c31,a32,b32,c32; //AE 
 int i;       //AE 
 char mf1[3],mf2[3],mf3[3]; 
  
 double  x[N],a,totalsum, multiplesum,output,g;  //AE 
 double yout[N],yout_1,yout_2,yout1[N],yout2[N],yout3[N],yout4[N],yout5[N],yout6[N],yout7[N],yout8[N],yout9[N],yout10[N],yout11[N]; 
                    double  yout12[N],yout13[N],yout14[N],yout15[N];//AE 
                   double  
yout16[N],yout17[N],yout18[N],yout19[N],yout20[N],yout21[N],yout22[N],yout23[N],yout24[N],yout25[N],yout26[N],yout27[N];//AE 
  
  
   
  
 /** An incoming packet has arrived.  It might **/ 
 /** be from an "upper layer", a "lower layer", **/ 
 /** or generated from within ip.    **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_packet_arrival ()); 
 
 if (invoke_mode == OPC_PROINV_INDIRECT) 
  { 
  /* Packet generated from withing IP and forwarded by our */ 
  /* parent process.         
  */ 
  pkptr = (Packet *)op_pro_argmem_access (); 
  instrm = IpC_Pk_Instrm_Child; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Packet coming from some stream */ 
  instrm = op_intrpt_strm (); 
  pkptr = op_pk_get (instrm); 
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from input stream."); 
  } 
 
 /* Perform standard IP processing of incoming packet  */ 
 /*  1. Perform forwarding decision and populate the ICI */ 
 /* 2. Populate rcvd_iface_info_ptr. It is set to NIL */ 
 /*    if packet arrives from higher layer.    */ 
 result = ip_rte_packet_arrival (module_data_ptr, 
  &pkptr, instrm, &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, &rcvd_iface_info_ptr); 
  
    if (result == OPC_FALSE) 
  { 
  /* Packet was dropped in call */ 
  FOUT; 
  } 
  
  
 /* If the processing speed is set to infinity, forward */ 
 /* the packet immediately.        */ 
 if (infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
   
   ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (pkptr); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
   
   
   /*x1=SNR(signal to noise ratio), x2= Data rate, x3= Queue */    
  
    
  /********Fuzzification*********/ 
  
    
  if (x1>1)  
  { 
  x1=1; 
  } 
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 else ; 
 if (x2>1) // data rate 
  { 
  x2=1; 
  } 
 else ; 
 if (x3>100)  //queue length 
  { 
  x3=100; 
  } 
 else ; 
  
  
  
 b10 = 0; c10 = 0.4;     a11 = 0.1; b11 = 0.5; c11 = 0.9;        a12 = 0.6; b12 = 1; //SNR 
 b20 = 0; c20 = 0.4;     a21 = 0.3; b21 = 0.5; c21 = 0.7;        a22 = 0.6; b22 = 0.8; c22=1; // Data rate 
 b30 = 0; c30 = 10;     a31 = 8; b31 = 20; c31 = 30;        a32 = 22; b32 = 60; c32=100; //queue length 
  
  
   
                 //SNR/ 
  
 Low[1] = max((c10-x1)/(c10-b10),0); 
 Medium[1] = max(min((x1-a11)/(b11-a11),(c11-x1)/(c11-b11)),0); 
 High1[1] = max((x1-a12)/(b12-a12),0); 
 
  
 if (Low[1]>0) 
  mf1[1]='l'; 
 else mf1[1]='N'; 
 if (Medium[1]>0) 
  mf1[2]='m'; 
 else mf1[2]='N'; 
 if (High1[1]>0) 
  mf1[3]='h'; 
 else mf1[3]='N'; 
  
 //Data rate/ 
  
 Low[2] = max((c20-x2)/(c20-b20),0); 
 Medium[2] = max(min((x2-a21)/(b21-a21),(c21-x2)/(c21-b21)),0); 
 if (x2<0.8){ 
 High1[2] = max((x2-a22)/(b22-a22),0); 
 } 
 else { 
  High1[2]=1; 
  } 
  
  
  
 if (Low[2]>0) 
  mf2[1]='l'; 
  
 else mf2[1]='N'; 
 if (Medium[2]>0) 
  mf2[2]='m'; 
 else mf2[2]='N'; 
 if (High1[2]>0) 
  mf2[3]='h'; 
 else mf2[3]='N'; 
  
  
 //Queue length/ 
  
 Low[3] = max((c30-x3)/(c30-b30),0); 
 Medium[3] = max(min((x3-a31)/(b31-a31),(c31-x3)/(c31-b31)),0); 
 if (x3<60){ 
 High1[3] = max((x3-a32)/(b32-a32),0); 
 } 
 else { 
  High1[3]=1; 
  } 
  
 if (Low[3]>0) 
  mf3[1]='l'; 
    
 else mf3[1]='N'; 
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 if (Medium[3]>0) 
  mf3[2]='m'; 
 else mf3[2]='N'; 
 if (High1[3]>0) 
  mf3[3]='h'; 
 else mf3[3]='N'; 
   
 
  
 
 /***********Implication***********/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout1[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[1]=='l')           // 1 
   {  
    
y[1]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),Low[3]);    //m 
 
yout1[2]= y[1]; 
 
} 
  
 else; 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout2[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[2]=='m')           // 2 
   {  
    
y[2]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),Medium[3]);    //m 
 
yout2[2]= y[2]; 
 
} 
 
 else ; 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout3[i]=0; 
  
 } 
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[3]=='h')           // 3 
   {  
    
y[3]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),High1[3]);    //vl 
 
 
yout3[0]= y[3]; 
} 
  
 else ; 
 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout4[i]=0; 
  
 } 
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' &&  mf3[1]=='l')           // 4 
   {  
    
y[4]= min( min(Low[1],Medium[2]),Low[3]);    //m 
 
 
yout4[2]=y[4]; 
 
} 
  
 
 else ;   
//***************************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout5[i]=0; 
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 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')      // 5 
  
  { 
 
y[5]=min(min(Low[1],Medium[2]), Medium[3]);       //l 
 
 
yout5[1]= y[5]; 
  
 
} 
  
 else ;   
//*******************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout6[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')      // 6 
  
  { 
  for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout6[i]=0; 
  
 } 
   
y[6]=min(min(Low[1],Medium[2]), High1[3]);       //vl 
 
 
yout6[0]= y[6]; 
  
} 
  
 else ; 
//********************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout7[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')        // 7 
      
 {  
  
y[7]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),Low[3]);      //m 
    
 
yout7[2]= y[7]; 
          
} 
  
    
 else ; 
//*********************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout8[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')        // 8 
      
 {  
  
y[8]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),Medium[3]);      //m 
    
 
yout8[2]= y[8]; 
          
} 
  
    
 else ; 
//**********************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout9[i]=0; 
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 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')        // 9 
      
 {  
  
y[9]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);      //vl 
    
 
yout9[0]= y[9]; 
          
} 
  
    
 else ; 
//************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout10[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[1]=='l')              // 10 
   
 { 
   
y[10]= min(min(Medium[1],Low[2]),Low[3]);                   //h 
    
 
 
yout10[3]= y[10]; 
} 
     
 else ; 
//**********************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout11[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[2]=='m')            //11 
  
  { 
   
y[11] = min(min(Medium[1],Low[2]), Medium[3]) ;            //m 
   
 
 
yout11[2]= y[11]; 
 
} 
  
 else; 
//**********************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout12[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[3]=='h')           //12 
   
  { 
   
y[12]=min(min(Medium[1], Low[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
 
yout12[1]=y[12]; 
 
}  
     
 else; 
//************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout13[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //13 
   
  { 
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y[13]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
      
 
yout13[3]= y[13]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout14[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //14 
   
  { 
   
y[14]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
      
 
yout14[2]=y[14]; 
 
} 
    
    
 else; 
//**************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout15[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //15 
   
  { 
      
y[15]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
yout15[1]= y[15]; 
} 
    
    
 else; 
//***************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout16[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //16 
   
  { 
   
y[16]=min(min(Medium[1], High1[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
      
 
yout16[3]= y[16]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//***************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout17[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //17 
   
  { 
   
y[17]=min(min(Medium[1], High1[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
      
 
yout17[2]= y[17]; 
 
} 
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 else; 
//******************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout18[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //18 
   
  { 
   
y[18]=min(min(Medium[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
 
yout18[1]= y[18]; 
 
}  
    
 else; 
//*******************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout19[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //19 
   
  { 
   
y[19]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
      
 
yout19[3]= y[19]; 
 
}  
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout20[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //20 
   
  { 
   
y[20]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
      
 
  
 
yout20[2]= y[20]; 
 
}  
    
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout21[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //21 
   
  { 
   
y[21]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
 
yout21[1]= y[21]; 
 
}   
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 else; 
//*********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout22[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //22 
   
  { 
   
y[22]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),Low[3]);       //VH 
      
 
yout22[4]= y[22]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout23[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //23 
  
  { 
   
y[23]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),Medium[3]);       //H 
      
 
yout23[3]= y[23]; 
 
} 
    
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout24[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //24 
  
  { 
   
y[24]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),High1[3]);       //m 
      
 
yout24[2]= y[24]; 
 
}  
    
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout25[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //25 
  
  { 
   
y[25]=min(min(High1[1], High1[2]),Low[3]);       //VH 
      
 
yout25[4]= y[25]; 
}  
    
    
 else; 
//********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
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 yout26[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //26 
  
  { 
   
y[26]=min(min(High1[1],High1[2]),Medium[3]);       //H 
      
 
yout26[3]= y[26]; 
}  
    
    
 else; 
//****************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout27[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')             //27 
  
  { 
   
y[27]=min(min(High1[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
 
yout27[1]= y[27]; 
}  
    
    
 else; 
 //*********************************AGGREDATION*******************************// 
 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
 { 
   
  yout_1= max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout1[i],yout2[i]),yout3[i]),yout4[i]),yout5[i]),yout6[i]),yout7[i]),yout8[i]),yout9[i]),yout10[i]); 
  yout_2= 
max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout_1,yout11[i]),yout12[i]),yout13[i]),yout14[i]),yout15[i]),yout16[i]),yout17[i]),yout18[i]),yout19[i]); 
  yout[i]= max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout_2,yout20[i]),yout21[i]),yout22[i]),yout23[i]),yout24[i]),yout25[i]),yout26[i]),yout27[i]); 
  
   
  } 
 
  
 /***********************DEFUZZIFICATION**********************************/ 
  
 totalsum=0;multiplesum=0; 
 
 for (i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
totalsum=totalsum+yout[i]; 
 
} 
 a=0; 
for (i=0;i<N;i++) 
{  
x[i]=a; 
a+=0.25;   
}; 
 
for (i=0; i<N;i++) 
{ 
g = yout[i]*x[i]; 
multiplesum = multiplesum + g; 
 
} 
 
output = multiplesum/totalsum; 
PQ=output; 
 
/**********************************************************/ 
 
iciptr=op_pk_ici_get(pkptr); 
  
op_ici_attr_set (iciptr, "Tos", output);// Setting packet priority index 
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//op_ici_attr_get(iciptr, "Tos",&PI); 
 
PQ=output; 
if(PQ >= 0.0 && PQ <= 0.33) 
    
{                 
 
queue_id=1; 
   
        
     /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
  if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer1, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
    
    
   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
   } 
   
   
} 
 else if (PQ > 0.33 && PQ<=0.66) 
  { 
   queue_id=2; 
   
  /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
    
   if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer2, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
    
   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
   } 
   
   } 
  
  
 else {   // 
                 queue_id=3; 
      
  /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
  if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer3, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
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   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
   } 
}// 
  
 /******************************************Alex Egaji***************************************/ 
   
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_start_processing (void) 
 { 
 Packet * pkptr; 
 Ici *  pk_ici_ptr; 
 double  comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
 double  pk_svc_time = 0.0; 
 double  bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 double  bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 double      bgutil_delay = 0.0; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields *  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Module_Data*  iprmd_ptr; 
 
 /** Initiate the processing of a received packet **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_start_processing (void)); 
 
 /* Get a handle to the packet at the top of the buffer.This */ 
 /* is the packet whose service is about to start. The  */ 
 /* packet is in the central processor's buffer.    */ 
  
  
 /***************************************Alex Egaji*****************************************/ 
  
   
if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer1, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
  
 pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer1, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
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  } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay + 0.000165; 
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.          
  */ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
 } 
  
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer2, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
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  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer2, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
   
  } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay + 0.000165; 
   
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
   
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.          
  */ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
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  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
  
 } 
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer3, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
  
 pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer3, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
  
  } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
  
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
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 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.          
  */ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
 } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (Packet* pkptr) 
 { 
 OpT_Packet_Size   packet_size; 
 Ici      *pk_ici_ptr; 
 IpT_Dgram_Fields*  pk_fd_ptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields  *intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr; 
 double size1; 
 
 /** Send processed packet to appropriate level **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (pkptr)); 
 
 /* Unless the processing speed is set to infinity, */ 
 /* we need to extract the packet from the buffer. */ 
 
  
 if (! infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
  
/***************************************Alex Egaji*******************************************/  
  
 
if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer1, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){   
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
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  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
   
  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer1, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer1); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer1, OPC_TRUE); 
   
   
   
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
 
 
} 
 
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer2, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
 
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
   
  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer2, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer2); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer2, OPC_TRUE); 
   
   
   
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
   
 
} 
 
 
else{ 
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
   
  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer3, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer3); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer3, OPC_TRUE); 
   
     
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
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  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
 
} 
    } 
 /***************************************Alex Egaji*******************************************/   
   
 /* Retrieve the ICI associated with the packet. */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
  
 /* Get the data structure stored in the "rte_info_fields" field. */ 
 if (op_ici_attr_exists (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields") == OPC_TRUE) 
  { 
  op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to obtain routing information from packet."); 
  } 
  
 /* Get a handle to the data structure stored in "fields" field. */ 
 /* This structure contains all the protocol header information  */ 
 /* as well as some internal information attached to each IP  */ 
 /* datagram for simulation efficiency.        */ 
 op_pk_nfd_access (pkptr, "fields", &pk_fd_ptr); 
  
 /* Decompress the packet if necessary. */ 
 ip_rte_decompress (pkptr, intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, pk_fd_ptr); 
 
 /* Update the packet size. */ 
 packet_size = op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Compress datagram if specified */ 
 module_data_ptr->dgram_compressed_size = ip_rte_compress ( 
  module_data_ptr, pkptr, packet_size, intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, pk_fd_ptr); 
 
 /* Call the function that would forward the packet appropriately*/ 
 ip_rte_packet_send (module_data_ptr, pkptr, pk_ici_ptr, 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, IpC_Rte_Process_Type_Central_Cpu, OPC_NIL); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
/* Other local routines */ 
 
static void 
ip_rte_cpu_error (const char *msg) 
 { 
 /** Print an error message and exit the simulation. **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_cpu_error (msg)); 
 
 op_sim_end ( 
  "Error in IP central forwarding process model (ip_rte_central_cpu):", 
  msg, 
  "Check simulation log messages from the IP model for more information.", 
  "Simulation Logging can be enabled/disabled in the Simulation Editor.");  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_cpu_warn (const char *msg) 
 { 
 /** Print a warning message and resume. **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_cpu_warn (msg)); 
 
 op_sim_message ("Warning from IP central forwarding process model (ip_rte_central_cpu):", msg); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void  
ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init (void) 
 { 
 Objid   ip_proc_info_objid; 
 Objid   compound_objid; 
 Compcode   return_status; 
 double    buffer_size; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Create status; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Stats stat_array; 
 int     i; 
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 double    service_rate; 
 double    forwarding_rate; 
 
 const char * stat_names [OmsC_Buffer_Stat_Number] = 
  { 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Overflows", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Free Size (bytes)", 
  "", /* ignored */ 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (bytes)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (packets)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (incoming bytes)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (incoming packets)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queuing Delay", 
  "", /* delay variation ignored */    
  }; 
 
 /** Extract routing processor information and perform appropriate initializtions **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init ()); 
 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (own_id,  
  "ip processing information", &ip_proc_info_objid); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get forwarding information from attribute."); 
 
 compound_objid = op_topo_child (ip_proc_info_objid, OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, 0); 
 
 /* Get assigned value of server processing rate.    */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid,  
  "Datagram Forwarding Rate", &service_rate); 
    if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get server datagram forwarding rate from attribute."); 
 
 /* If the service rate is set to infinity, we don't need */ 
 /* to create a buffer to hold the packets while they are */ 
 /* being serviced.          
 */ 
 if (IPC_EFFICIENCY_MODE_FORWARDING_RATE == service_rate) 
  { 
  /* Set the flag indicating that the processing speed is */ 
  /* infinite.          
 */ 
  infinite_processing_rate = OPC_TRUE; 
 
  /* Write a log message warning the user that CPU stats */ 
  /* will not be recorded because the processing speed */ 
  /* is set to infinity.         */ 
  if (OPC_FALSE == infinite_processing_log_written) 
   { 
   /* The log message has not been written already. */ 
   ipnl_cpu_stats_not_written_log_write (); 
 
   /* Do not write the log message again.   */ 
   infinite_processing_log_written = OPC_TRUE; 
   } 
 
  FOUT; 
  } 
 
 /* Finite processing speed.         */ 
 infinite_processing_rate = OPC_FALSE; 
 
 /* Store 1/service rate to avoid doing division each time */ 
 one_over_service_rate = 1.0 / service_rate; 
    module_data_ptr->service_rate = service_rate; 
  
 /* MPLS forwarding rate         */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
   "Datagram Switching Rate", &forwarding_rate); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get Datagram Switching rate from the attribute."); 
 one_over_forwarding_rate = 1.0/forwarding_rate; 
 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
  "Forwarding Rate Units", &service_rate_pps); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get units of forwarding rate from attribute."); 
 
 /* Find out routing processing buffer size and create corresponding buffer */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
  "Memory Size", &buffer_size); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get forwarding memory size from attribute."); 
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 /* The buffer pool will be used for the routing queue, as well */ 
 /* as the QoS buffers, if no slots are used.     */ 
 /* The pool size is based on the routing processor memory size */ 
 /* The pool does not have any size limitations. */ 
 /* The various buffers will have their own.  */ 
  
 //routing_buffer_pool 
  
  
 routing_buffer_pool = oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_create ( 
  buffer_size,   /* number of bytes */ 
  OmsC_Buffer_Infinite, /* number of packets */ 
  OPC_NIL, "Routing Processor Pool", OPC_NIL, &status); 
  
 if (routing_buffer_pool == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  /* Something went wrong, report and terminate */ 
  switch (status) 
   { 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Invalid_Byte_Size: 
    op_sim_end ( 
     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an invalid byte size",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Invalid_Packet_Size: 
    op_sim_end ( 
     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an invalid packet size",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Memory_Alloc_Failed: 
    op_sim_end ( 
     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an internal memory allocation failure",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* All stats but free size in packets (since no upper limit) */ 
 for (i = 0; i < OmsC_Buffer_Stat_Number; i++) 
  { 
  if (stat_names [i][0] == '\0') 
      stat_array [i].used = OPC_FALSE; 
  else 
   { 
      stat_array [i].used = OPC_TRUE; 
      stat_array [i].shandle = op_stat_reg (stat_names [i],  
    OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
   } 
  } 
 /*****************************************ALEX EGAJI**************************************************/ 
 
 routing_buffer1 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
 routing_buffer2 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
 routing_buffer3 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
  
 /*****************************************ALEX EGAJI*************************************************/ 
  
 if ((routing_buffer1 == OPC_NIL)||(routing_buffer2 == OPC_NIL)||(routing_buffer3 == OPC_NIL)) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to create routing processor memory buffer."); 
 
 FOUT; 
 
 }
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Appendix E : Implementation of 
the Sugeno Fuzzy Scheduler 
 
Figure E-7: Implementation of Sugeno Scheduler 
/* Transition executives */ 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_inits (void) 
 { 
 IpT_Interface_Info * iface_info_ptr; 
 int      i; 
 int      num_if; 
 IpT_Group_Intf_Info* group_info_ptr; 
 int      ith_member, num_member_intfs; 
 IpT_Member_Intf_Info* member_intf_ptr; 
  
 
 /** Perform appropriate initializations before reaching the wait state **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_inits ()); 
 
 /* Obtain module memory and set up for ip_rte_int routines */ 
 module_data_ptr = (IpT_Rte_Module_Data *)op_pro_modmem_access (); 
 ip_rte_set_procs (module_data_ptr, ip_rte_cpu_error, ip_rte_cpu_warn); 
 
 own_id = op_id_self (); 
 own_prohandle = op_pro_self (); 
 
 /* Create pool */ 
 ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init (); 
 
 /* Unless the processing speed is set to infinity, obtain */ 
 /* CPU resource handle to schedule shared processing  */ 
 /* throughout the node.          */ 
 if (! infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
  cpu_resource_handle = Oms_Resource_Handle_Get (module_data_ptr->node_id,  
   module_data_ptr->module_id, "CPU"); 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
  } 
 
 /* If QoS is in place, invoke interface process model to */ 
 /* let it create its buffers using the central memory pool */ 
 /* Also take control of any stream interrupts coming on  */ 
 /* each interface.          
 */ 
 num_if = inet_rte_num_interfaces_get (module_data_ptr); 
 for (i = 0; i < num_if; ++i) 
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  { 
  iface_info_ptr = inet_rte_intf_tbl_access (module_data_ptr, i); 
   
  /* Unless the stream index is invalid, register for all */ 
  /* stream interrupts on that stream. Logical interfaces */ 
  /* like loopback interfaces and tunnel interfaces  */ 
  /* might have invalid stream indices.     */ 
 
  /* In the case of interface groups, register for stream */ 
  /* interrupts on the stream indices of all member  */ 
  /* interfaces.         
  */ 
  if (ip_rte_intf_is_group (iface_info_ptr)) 
   { 
   /* Get a handle to structure that stores group  */ 
   /* related parameters.        */ 
   group_info_ptr = iface_info_ptr->phys_intf_info_ptr->group_info_ptr; 
 
   /* Get the number of member interfaces.    */ 
   num_member_intfs = group_info_ptr->num_members; 
 
   /* Loop through each member interface     */ 
   for (ith_member = 0; ith_member < num_member_intfs; ith_member++) 
    { 
    /* Get a handle to the ith member structure  */ 
    member_intf_ptr = &(group_info_ptr->member_intf_array[ith_member]); 
 
    /* Register for the stream interface.   */ 
    op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
     member_intf_ptr->instrm, own_prohandle); 
    } 
   } 
  else if (ip_rte_intf_in_port_num_get (iface_info_ptr) != IPC_PORT_NUM_INVALID) 
   { 
   op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
    ip_rte_intf_in_port_num_get (iface_info_ptr), own_prohandle); 
   } 
   
  if (iface_info_ptr->queuing_scheme != IpC_No_Queuing) 
   { 
   op_pro_invoke (iface_info_ptr->output_iface_prohandle, routing_buffer_pool); 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* Take control of stream interrupts coming from the upper layers */ 
 op_intrpt_port_register (OPC_PORT_TYPE_STRM, 
  module_data_ptr->instrm_from_ip_encap, own_prohandle); 
  
 /* Check to see if there is the possibility of background utilization */ 
 /* traffic.           
     */ 
 if ((module_data_ptr->do_bgutil) && (! infinite_processing_rate)) 
  { 
  /* Initialize the background utilization state ptr for the central cpu*/  
  module_data_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr = OPC_NIL;   
  
  /* Initialize the background utilization state ptr for keeping track */ 
  /* of sent and received background utilization traffic.     */ 
  module_data_ptr->received_bgutil_routed_state_ptr = oms_bgutil_routed_state_create ( 
   !service_rate_pps, DO_NOT_SCALE); 
  module_data_ptr->sent_bgutil_routed_state_ptr = oms_bgutil_routed_state_create ( 
   !service_rate_pps, DO_NOT_SCALE); 
   
  /* Init the time at which background utilization statistics  */ 
  /* generation begins to time 0.        
 */ 
  module_data_ptr->received_last_stat_update_time = 0.0;  
  module_data_ptr->sent_last_stat_update_time = 0.0;  
  
  /* Schedule a procedure which will be called for this process at the*/ 
  /* end of simulation to update background utilization statistics if */ 
  /* needed.          
     */ 
  op_intrpt_schedule_call (OPC_INTRPT_SCHED_CALL_ENDSIM, 0,  
   ip_rte_pk_stats_update_endsim, module_data_ptr); 
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_packet_arrival (void) 
 { 
 Packet *     pkptr = OPC_NIL; 
 int     instrm; 
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                  double                       PQ,PI; 
 Ici *          iciptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields *  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 IpT_Interface_Info *  rcvd_iface_info_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 int     result; 
  
 double Low[3],Medium[3],High1[3],y[27],x1,x2,x3;           //AE 
   
 double b10,c10,a11,b11,c11,a12,b12,b20,c20,a21,b21,c21,a22,b22,c22,b30,c30,a31,b31,c31,a32,b32,c32; //AE 
 int i;       //AE 
 char mf1[3],mf2[3],mf3[3]; 
  
 double   x[N],a,totalsum, multiplesum,output,g;  //AE 
 double  yout[N],yout_1,yout_2,yout1[N],yout2[N],yout3[N],yout4[N],yout5[N],yout6[N],yout7[N],yout8[N],yout9[N]; 
                     double  yout10[N],yout11[N],yout12[N],yout13[N],yout14[N],yout15[N];//AE 
 double  yout16[N],yout17[N],yout18[N],yout19[N],yout20[N],yout21[N],yout22[N],yout23[N],yout24[N],yout25[N] ;        
                     double   yout26[N],yout27[N];//AE 
  
  
  
  
  
 /** An incoming packet has arrived.  It might **/ 
 /** be from an "upper layer", a "lower layer", **/ 
 /** or generated from within ip.    **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_packet_arrival ()); 
 
 if (invoke_mode == OPC_PROINV_INDIRECT) 
  { 
  /* Packet generated from withing IP and forwarded by our */ 
  /* parent process.         
  */ 
  pkptr = (Packet *)op_pro_argmem_access (); 
  instrm = IpC_Pk_Instrm_Child; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Packet coming from some stream */ 
  instrm = op_intrpt_strm (); 
  pkptr = op_pk_get (instrm); 
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from input stream."); 
  } 
 
 /* Perform standard IP processing of incoming packet  */ 
 /*  1. Perform forwarding decision and populate the ICI */ 
 /* 2. Populate rcvd_iface_info_ptr. It is set to NIL */ 
 /*    if packet arrives from higher layer.    */ 
 result = ip_rte_packet_arrival (module_data_ptr, 
  &pkptr, instrm, &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, &rcvd_iface_info_ptr); 
  
    if (result == OPC_FALSE) 
  { 
  /* Packet was dropped in call */ 
  FOUT; 
  } 
  
  
 /* If the processing speed is set to infinity, forward */ 
 /* the packet immediately.        */ 
 if (infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
   
  ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (pkptr); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Finite processing speed.       */ 
   
   
  /*********************************Alex Egaji*************************************/ 
  
     /*x1=SNR(signal to noise ratio), x2= Data rate, x3= Queue */    
 
 /********Fuzzification*********/ 
  
  if (x1>1)  
  { 
  x1=1; 
  } 
   
   
 else ; 
 if (x2>1) // data rate 
  { 
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  x2=1; 
  } 
 else ; 
 if (x3>100)  //queue length 
  { 
  x3=100; 
  } 
 else ; 
  
  
  
 b10 = 0; c10 = 0.4;     a11 = 0.1; b11 = 0.5; c11 = 0.9;        a12 = 0.6; b12 = 1; //SNR 
 b20 = 0; c20 = 0.4;     a21 = 0.3; b21 = 0.5; c21 = 0.7;        a22 = 0.6; b22 = 0.8; c22=1;//trapoziod //Data rate 
 b30 = 0; c30 = 10;     a31 = 8; b31 = 20; c31 = 30;        a32 = 22; b32 = 60; c32=100; //trapoziod //queue length 
  
   
   
              //SNR/ 
  
 Low[1] = max((c10-x1)/(c10-b10),0); 
  
 Medium[1] = max(min((x1-a11)/(b11-a11),(c11-x1)/(c11-b11)),0); 
  
 High1[1] = max((x1-a12)/(b12-a12),0); 
 
  
 if (Low[1]>0) 
  mf1[1]='l'; 
    
 else mf1[1]='N'; 
 if (Medium[1]>0) 
  mf1[2]='m'; 
 else mf1[2]='N'; 
 if (High1[1]>0) 
  mf1[3]='h'; 
 else mf1[3]='N'; 
  
 //Data rate/ 
  
 Low[2] = max((c20-x2)/(c20-b20),0); 
  
 Medium[2] = max(min((x2-a21)/(b21-a21),(c21-x2)/(c21-b21)),0); 
  
 if (x2<0.8){ 
 High1[2] = max((x2-a22)/(b22-a22),0); 
 } 
 else { 
  High1[2]=1; 
  } 
   
  
 if (Low[2]>0) 
  mf2[1]='l'; 
  
 else mf2[1]='N'; 
 if (Medium[2]>0) 
  mf2[2]='m'; 
 else mf2[2]='N'; 
 if (High1[2]>0) 
  mf2[3]='h'; 
 else mf2[3]='N'; 
  
  
 //Queue length/ 
  
 Low[3] = max((c30-x3)/(c30-b30),0); 
  
 Medium[3] = max(min((x3-a31)/(b31-a31),(c31-x3)/(c31-b31)),0); 
  
  
 if (x3<60){ 
 High1[3] = max((x3-a32)/(b32-a32),0); 
 } 
 else { 
  High1[3]=1; 
  } 
  
  
 if (Low[3]>0) 
  mf3[1]='l'; 
    
 else mf3[1]='N'; 
 if (Medium[3]>0) 
  mf3[2]='m'; 
 else mf3[2]='N'; 
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 if (High1[3]>0) 
  mf3[3]='h'; 
 else mf3[3]='N'; 
  
 
/******************Implication*******************************/ 
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout1[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[1]=='l')           // 1 
   {  
    
y[1]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),Low[3]);    //m 
 
yout1[2]= y[1]; 
 
} 
 
 else; 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout2[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[2]=='m')           // 2 
   {  
    
y[2]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),Medium[3]);    //m 
 
yout2[2]= y[2]; 
 
} 
  
 else ; 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout3[i]=0; 
  
 } 
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[1]=='l' &&  mf3[3]=='h')           // 3 
   {  
    
y[3]= min( min(Low[1],Low[2]),High1[3]);    //vl 
 
yout3[0]= y[3]; 
} 
  
 else ; 
//***************************************************************************************/ 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout4[i]=0; 
  
 } 
if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' &&  mf3[1]=='l')           // 4 
   {  
    
y[4]= min( min(Low[1],Medium[2]),Low[3]);    //m 
 
 
yout4[2]=y[4]; 
 
} 
  
 else ;   
//***************************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout5[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')      // 5 
  
  { 
 
y[5]=min(min(Low[1],Medium[2]), Medium[3]);       //l 
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yout5[1]= y[5]; 
  
} 
  
 else ;   
//***************************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout6[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')      // 6 
  
  { 
  for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout6[i]=0; 
  
 } 
   
y[6]=min(min(Low[1],Medium[2]), High1[3]);       //vl 
 
 
yout6[0]= y[6]; 
  
} 
 else ; 
//******************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout7[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')        // 7 
      
 {  
  
y[7]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),Low[3]);      //m 
    
 
yout7[2]= y[7]; 
          
} 
    
 else ; 
//************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout8[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')        // 8 
      
 {  
  
y[8]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),Medium[3]);      //m 
 
yout8[2]= y[8]; 
          
} 
  
 else ; 
//**************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout9[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[1]=='l' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')        // 9 
      
 {  
  
y[9]=min(min(Low[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);      //vl 
    
yout9[0]= y[9]; 
          
} 
   
 else ; 
//***************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
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 yout10[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[1]=='l')                          // 10 
   
 { 
   
y[10]= min(min(Medium[1],Low[2]),Low[3]);                      //h 
 
yout10[3]= y[10]; 
} 
     
 else ; 
//******************************************************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout11[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[2]=='m')                            //11 
  
  { 
   
y[11] = min(min(Medium[1],Low[2]), Medium[3]) ;            //m 
   
yout11[2]= y[11]; 
 
} 
  
 else; 
//*******************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout12[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //12 
   
  { 
   
y[12]=min(min(Medium[1], Low[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
yout12[1]=y[12]; 
 
}  
 
 else; 
//*********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout13[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //13 
   
  { 
   
y[13]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
      
yout13[3]= y[13]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//***************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout14[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //14 
   
  { 
   
y[14]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
      
yout14[2]=y[14]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
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//*******************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout15[i]=0; 
  
 } 
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //15 
   
  { 
   
y[15]=min(min(Medium[1], Medium[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
 
yout15[1]= y[15]; 
} 
    
 else; 
//***********************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout16[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //16 
   
  { 
   
y[16]=min(min(Medium[1], High1[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
    
 
yout16[3]= y[16]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//*************************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout17[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //17 
   
  { 
   
y[17]=min(min(Medium[1], High1[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
 
yout17[2]= y[17]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//*************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout18[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[2]=='m' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //18 
   
  { 
   
y[18]=min(min(Medium[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
yout18[1]= y[18]; 
 
}  
    
 else; 
//**************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout19[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //19 
   
  { 
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y[19]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),Low[3]);       //h 
      
yout19[3]= y[19]; 
 
}  
    
 else; 
//*******************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout20[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //20 
   
  { 
   
y[20]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),Medium[3]);       //m 
      
yout20[2]= y[20]; 
 
}  
 
 else; 
//*******************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout21[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[1]=='l' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //21 
   
  { 
   
y[21]=min(min(High1[1], Low[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
      
yout21[1]= y[21]; 
 
}   
    
 else; 
//************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout22[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //22 
   
  { 
   
y[22]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),Low[3]);       //VH 
  
yout22[4]= y[22]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout23[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //23 
  
  { 
   
y[23]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),Medium[3]);       //H 
 
yout23[3]= y[23]; 
 
} 
    
 else; 
//**************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout24[i]=0; 
  
 } 
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 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[2]=='m' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //24 
  
  { 
   
y[24]=min(min(High1[1], Medium[2]),High1[3]);       //m 
 
yout24[2]= y[24]; 
 
}  
    
 else; 
//**************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout25[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[1]=='l')                       //25 
  
  { 
   
y[25]=min(min(High1[1], High1[2]),Low[3]);       //VH 
      
yout25[4]= y[25]; 
}  
    
 else; 
//*************************************************************************/  
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout26[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[2]=='m')                       //26 
  
  { 
   
y[26]=min(min(High1[1],High1[2]),Medium[3]);       //H 
      
yout26[3]= y[26]; 
}  
    
 else; 
//***************************************************************************/  
 
 for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
 yout27[i]=0; 
  
 } 
  
 if (mf1[3]=='h' && mf2[3]=='h' && mf3[3]=='h')                       //27 
  
  { 
   
y[27]=min(min(High1[1],High1[2]),High1[3]);       //l 
  
yout27[1]= y[27]; 
}  
    
 else; 
//*****************************Aggregation***********************************************/ 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
 { 
 
yout_1 =  max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout1[i],yout2[i]),yout3[i]),yout4[i]),yout5[i]),yout6[i]),yout7[i]),yout8[i]), yout9[i]),yout10[i]); 
yout_2= max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout_1,yout11[i]),yout12[i]),yout13[i]),yout14[i]),yout15[i]),yout16[i]),yout17[i]), 
yout18[i]),yout19[i]); 
yout[i]= max(max(max(max(max(max(max(max(yout_2,yout20[i]),yout21[i]),yout22[i]),yout23[i]),yout24[i]),yout25[i]), yout26[i]),yout27[i]); 
  
    } 
 
//*********************************DEFFUZZIFICATION***************************************//  
totalsum=0;multiplesum=0; 
 
 for (i=0;i<N;i++) 
{ 
totalsum=totalsum+yout[i]; 
 
} 
 a=0; 
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for (i=0;i<N;i++) 
{  
x[i]=a; 
a+=0.25;   
} 
 
for (i=0; i<N;i++) 
{ 
g = yout[i]*x[i]; 
multiplesum = multiplesum + g; 
 
} 
 
output = multiplesum/totalsum; //PRIORITY INDEX 
 
//***********************************************************************************************// 
 
iciptr=op_pk_ici_get(pkptr); 
op_ici_attr_set (iciptr, "Tos", output); //Setting Packet Priority Index 
  
op_ici_attr_get(iciptr, "Tos",&PI); 
 
PQ=PI; 
  
   
//********************************************Packet insertion in the Sub-queue*************************// 
if(PQ >= 0.0 && PQ <= 0.33) 
    
{                 
queue_id=1; 
   
        
     /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
  if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer1, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
    
    
   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
  } 
   
  
} 
 else if (PQ > 0.33 && PQ<=0.66) 
  { 
   queue_id=2; 
   
  /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
    
   if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer2, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
    
   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
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    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
   } 
   
   } 
   
 else {   // 
                 queue_id=3; 
      
  /* Attempt to place new packet in pending queue */ 
  if (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (routing_buffer3, pkptr) 
    != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
   { 
    
   /* The insertion failed (due to a full buffer). */ 
   char intf_addr_str [IPC_ADDR_STR_LEN]; 
 
   /*  Get a printable version of the interface addr. */ 
   if (rcvd_iface_info_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
     
    sprintf (intf_addr_str, "Higher Layer"); 
   else 
     
    ip_address_print (intf_addr_str,  
     rcvd_iface_info_ptr->addr_range_ptr->address); 
    
   /* Issue a warning message to the sim. log.  */ 
   ipnl_reswarn_pktinsert (op_pk_id (pkptr),  
    op_pk_tree_id (pkptr), intf_addr_str); 
 
   /* Update packets dropped statistics and destroy */ 
   /* the IP datagram.        
 */ 
   ip_rte_dgram_discard (module_data_ptr, pkptr, op_pk_ici_get (pkptr), "Buffer overflow"); 
   } 
} 
  
/*********************Alex Egaji************************/ 
   
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_start_processing (void) 
 { 
 Packet * pkptr; 
 Ici *  pk_ici_ptr; 
 double  comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
 double  pk_svc_time = 0.0; 
 double  bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 double  bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 double      bgutil_delay = 0.0; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields *  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Module_Data*  iprmd_ptr; 
 
 /** Initiate the processing of a received packet **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_start_processing (void)); 
 
 /* Get a handle to the packet at the top of the buffer.This */ 
 /* is the packet whose service is about to start. The  */ 
 /* packet is in the central processor's buffer.    */ 
  
  
 /***************************************Alex Egaji*********************************************/ 
    
if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer1, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
   
 pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer1, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
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 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay + 0.000165; 
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.*/ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
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  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
 } 
  
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer2, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
  
   
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer2, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay + 0.000165; 
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.          
  */ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
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 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
  
 } 
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer3, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
  
 pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_access (routing_buffer3, 0, OPC_NIL, 
  &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets, &bgutil_delay); 
  
  
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
  } 
 
  
 /* Retrive the ICI associated with the packet */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Get the rte_info_fields from the ici. */ 
 op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
 
 /* Determine the time required to complete service of the */ 
 /* enqueued packet, including any bgutil in front of it. */ 
 if (intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->packet_is_labeled) 
  { 
  /* This is a labeled packet and the service time is  */ 
  /* based on the packet forwarding rate     */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_forwarding_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
   } 
 else if (service_rate_pps) 
  { 
     /* rate in packets per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = one_over_service_rate + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     /* rate in bits per second */ 
  pk_svc_time = (one_over_service_rate * op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)) + bgutil_delay; 
   
  } 
 
 /* Retrieve the decompression and/or compression delay   */ 
 /* associated with the packet. This delay will be added to  */ 
 /* the service time when scheduling the end of the service. */ 
 /* If the packet will not be decompressed or compressed at  */ 
 /* this processing, then the value of the delay is zero. */ 
 comp_decomp_delay = intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay; 
 
 /* Reset the attribute.          */ 
 if (comp_decomp_delay) 
  { 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->comp_decomp_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is configured as a firewall, there can be */ 
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 /* also a proxy server delay associated with the datagram. */ 
 /* Retrieve this delay, too.        */ 
 if (ip_node_is_firewall (module_data_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* We can safely add the proxy delay to the compression */ 
  /* and decompression delay, since all of them are   */ 
  /* additional delays besides the routing delay and they */ 
  /* all will be summed up when the service completion */ 
  /* is scheduled.         
 */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->proxy_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
 
 /* If the node is tunneling packets, there can also be a vpn*/ 
 /* tunnel delay associated with the datagram. Retrieve this */ 
 /* delay, too.          
  */ 
 
 /* State variables cannot be passed to macros. */ 
 iprmd_ptr = module_data_ptr; 
 if (ip_l2tp_vpn_is_enabled (iprmd_ptr)) 
  { 
  /* The vpn delay can be added to the compression and    */ 
  /* decompression delay the same way as proxy delay.  */ 
  comp_decomp_delay += intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay; 
 
  /* Reset the ICI field.         */ 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr->vpn_delay = 0.0; 
  } 
  
 /* Use the resource management package to let it decide  */ 
 /* how much CPU time it takes to do the requested    */ 
 /* processing. End of processing is indicated with a  */ 
 /* process interrupt.          */ 
 /* Since we are dealing with one packet at a time, no need */ 
 /* to provide any structure.        */ 
 job_id = Oms_Resource_Job_Insert (cpu_resource_handle, own_prohandle,  
  OPC_NIL, pk_svc_time + comp_decomp_delay); 
 
 if (Oms_Resource_Job_Id_Equal (job_id, OMSC_JOB_ID_INVALID)) 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_warn ("Unable to schedule service completion."); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Mark the server to be busy now.      */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
 } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (Packet* pkptr) 
 { 
 OpT_Packet_Size   packet_size; 
 Ici      *pk_ici_ptr; 
 IpT_Dgram_Fields*  pk_fd_ptr; 
 IpT_Rte_Ind_Ici_Fields  *intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr; 
 double size1; 
 
 /** Send processed packet to appropriate level **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_central_cpu_send_packet (pkptr)); 
 
 /* Unless the processing speed is set to infinity, */ 
 /* we need to extract the packet from the buffer. */ 
 
  
 if (! infinite_processing_rate) 
  { 
  
/***************************************Alex Egaji*******************************************/  
 
if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer1, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){   
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
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  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer1, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer1); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer1, OPC_TRUE); 
   
   
   
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
 
 
} 
else if (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (routing_buffer2, OPC_NIL) > 0.0){ 
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
   
  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer2, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer2); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer2, OPC_TRUE); 
   
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
   
 
} 
 
else{ 
 
 /* Destroy job ID. Resource package does not   */ 
  /* destroy the memory allocated to store this info. */ 
  /* if there is no ici expected , the job id is      */ 
  /* destroyed by resource package     */ 
  op_prg_mem_free (job_id); 
   
  /* Block outgoing background traffic during the service of this packet. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control(routing_buffer3, OPC_FALSE); 
   
  /* Extract packet at head of queue - this is the packet just */ 
  /* finishing service.          
  */ 
  pkptr = oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (routing_buffer3); 
 
  /* Reset the outgoing background traffic flag. */ 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (routing_buffer3, OPC_TRUE); 
   
  if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
   ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get packet from head of central buffer."); 
   
  /* The central cpu becomes available again. */ 
  cpu_is_idle = OPC_TRUE; 
 
} 
  }  
 /***************************************Alex Egaji*******************************************/   
   
 /* Retrieve the ICI associated with the packet. */ 
 pk_ici_ptr = op_pk_ici_get (pkptr); 
  
 /* Get the data structure stored in the "rte_info_fields" field. */ 
 if (op_ici_attr_exists (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields") == OPC_TRUE) 
  { 
  op_ici_attr_get (pk_ici_ptr, "rte_info_fields", &intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr); 
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  } 
 else 
  { 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to obtain routing information from packet."); 
  } 
  
 /* Get a handle to the data structure stored in "fields" field. */ 
 /* This structure contains all the protocol header information  */ 
 /* as well as some internal information attached to each IP  */ 
 /* datagram for simulation efficiency.        */ 
 op_pk_nfd_access (pkptr, "fields", &pk_fd_ptr); 
  
 /* Decompress the packet if necessary. */ 
 ip_rte_decompress (pkptr, intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, pk_fd_ptr); 
 
 /* Update the packet size. */ 
 packet_size = op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr); 
 
 /* Compress datagram if specified */ 
 module_data_ptr->dgram_compressed_size = ip_rte_compress ( 
  module_data_ptr, pkptr, packet_size, intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, pk_fd_ptr); 
 
 /* Call the function that would forward the packet appropriately*/ 
 ip_rte_packet_send (module_data_ptr, pkptr, pk_ici_ptr, 
  intf_ici_fdstruct_ptr, IpC_Rte_Process_Type_Central_Cpu, OPC_NIL); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
/* Other local routines */ 
 
static void 
ip_rte_cpu_error (const char *msg) 
 { 
 /** Print an error message and exit the simulation. **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_cpu_error (msg)); 
 
 op_sim_end ( 
  "Error in IP central forwarding process model (ip_rte_central_cpu):", 
  msg, 
  "Check simulation log messages from the IP model for more information.", 
  "Simulation Logging can be enabled/disabled in the Simulation Editor.");  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_cpu_warn (const char *msg) 
 { 
 /** Print a warning message and resume. **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_cpu_warn (msg)); 
 
 op_sim_message ("Warning from IP central forwarding process model (ip_rte_central_cpu):", msg); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init (void) 
 { 
 Objid    ip_proc_info_objid; 
 Objid    compound_objid; 
 Compcode   return_status; 
 double    buffer_size; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Create status; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Stats stat_array; 
 int     i; 
 double    service_rate; 
 double    forwarding_rate; 
 
 const char * stat_names [OmsC_Buffer_Stat_Number] = 
  { 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Overflows", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Free Size (bytes)", 
  "", /* ignored */ 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (bytes)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (packets)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (incoming bytes)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queue Size (incoming packets)", 
  "IP Processor.Forwarding Memory Queuing Delay", 
  "", /* delay variation ignored */    
  }; 
 
 /** Extract routing processor information and perform appropriate initializtions **/ 
 FIN (ip_rte_routing_processor_info_init ()); 
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 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (own_id,  
  "ip processing information", &ip_proc_info_objid); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get forwarding information from attribute."); 
 
 compound_objid = op_topo_child (ip_proc_info_objid, OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, 0); 
 
 /* Get assigned value of server processing rate.    */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid,  
  "Datagram Forwarding Rate", &service_rate); 
    if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get server datagram forwarding rate from attribute."); 
 
 /* If the service rate is set to infinity, we don't need */ 
 /* to create a buffer to hold the packets while they are */ 
 /* being serviced.          
 */ 
 if (IPC_EFFICIENCY_MODE_FORWARDING_RATE == service_rate) 
  { 
  /* Set the flag indicating that the processing speed is */ 
  /* infinite.          
 */ 
  infinite_processing_rate = OPC_TRUE; 
 
  /* Write a log message warning the user that CPU stats */ 
  /* will not be recorded because the processing speed */ 
  /* is set to infinity.         */ 
  if (OPC_FALSE == infinite_processing_log_written) 
   { 
   /* The log message has not been written already. */ 
   ipnl_cpu_stats_not_written_log_write (); 
 
   /* Do not write the log message again.   */ 
   infinite_processing_log_written = OPC_TRUE; 
   } 
 
  FOUT; 
  } 
 
 /* Finite processing speed.         */ 
 infinite_processing_rate = OPC_FALSE; 
 
 /* Store 1/service rate to avoid doing division each time */ 
 one_over_service_rate = 1.0 / service_rate; 
    module_data_ptr->service_rate = service_rate; 
  
 /* MPLS forwarding rate         */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
   "Datagram Switching Rate", &forwarding_rate); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get Datagram Switching rate from the attribute."); 
 one_over_forwarding_rate = 1.0/forwarding_rate; 
 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
  "Forwarding Rate Units", &service_rate_pps); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get units of forwarding rate from attribute."); 
 
 /* Find out routing processing buffer size and create corresponding buffer */ 
 return_status = op_ima_obj_attr_get (compound_objid, 
  "Memory Size", &buffer_size); 
 if (return_status == OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to get forwarding memory size from attribute."); 
 
 /* The buffer pool will be used for the routing queue, as well */ 
 /* as the QoS buffers, if no slots are used.     */ 
 /* The pool size is based on the routing processor memory size */ 
 /* The pool does not have any size limitations. */ 
 /* The various buffers will have their own.  */ 
  
 //routing_buffer_pool 
  
  
 routing_buffer_pool = oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_create ( 
  buffer_size,   /* number of bytes */ 
  OmsC_Buffer_Infinite, /* number of packets */ 
  OPC_NIL, "Routing Processor Pool", OPC_NIL, &status); 
  
 if (routing_buffer_pool == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  /* Something went wrong, report and terminate */ 
  switch (status) 
   { 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Invalid_Byte_Size: 
    op_sim_end ( 
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     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an invalid byte size",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Invalid_Packet_Size: 
    op_sim_end ( 
     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an invalid packet size",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   case OmsC_Buffer_Create_Memory_Alloc_Failed: 
    op_sim_end ( 
     "Unable to create IP shared memory pool due to an internal memory allocation failure",  
     "", "", ""); 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* All stats but free size in packets (since no upper limit) */ 
 for (i = 0; i < OmsC_Buffer_Stat_Number; i++) 
  { 
  if (stat_names [i][0] == '\0') 
      stat_array [i].used = OPC_FALSE; 
  else 
   { 
      stat_array [i].used = OPC_TRUE; 
      stat_array [i].shandle = op_stat_reg (stat_names [i],  
    OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
   } 
  } 
 /**************************ALEX EGAJI******************************/ 
 
 routing_buffer1 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
 routing_buffer2 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
 routing_buffer3 = oms_buffer_bgutil_create (routing_buffer_pool, 
  OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, OmsC_Buffer_Parent_Limit, 
  module_data_ptr->do_bgutil,  
  service_rate, service_rate_pps, 
  &stat_array, "Routing Processor Buffer", OPC_NIL, /* No user data */ 
  &status); 
  
 /********************************ALEX EGAJI*************************/ 
  if ((routing_buffer1 == OPC_NIL)||(routing_buffer2 == OPC_NIL)||(routing_buffer3 == OPC_NIL)) 
  ip_rte_cpu_error ("Unable to create routing processor memory buffer."); 
 FOUT;}  
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Appendix F :Packet Insertion in 
the Queue 
 
/* Opnet Model Support package */ 
/* Buffer sub-package   */ 
/* Specialized version for packets and bytes */ 
/* also aware of background utilization   */ 
 
/****************************************/ 
/*   Copyright (c) 1986-2011  */ 
/*     by OPNET Technologies, Inc.      */ 
/*       (A Delaware Corporation)       */ 
/*    7255 Woodmont Av., Suite 250      */ 
/*     Bethesda, MD 20814, U.S.A.       */ 
/*       All Rights Reserved.           */ 
/****************************************/ 
 
/* Define symbolic constant for export. */ 
#define OMSC_EXPORT     DLLEXPORT 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_INC) Include Directives ---- */ 
 
#include "oms_buffer_bgutil.h" 
#include "oms_bgutil.h" 
#include "oms_buffer_int.h" 
#include <string.h> 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_LSC) Local Symbolic Constants ---- */ 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_MD) Macro Definitions ---- */ 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_LDT) Local Datatypes ---- */ 
 
struct OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Pool pool; 
 double    bgutil_bytes; 
 double    bgutil_packets; 
 }; 
 
typedef struct OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool; 
 
struct OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer     buffer; 
 Boolean      do_bgutil; 
 Boolean      allow_outgoing; 
 OmsT_Bgutil_Routed_State * bgutil_routed_state_ptr; 
 double      bgutil_last_update_time;  
 /* These 3 represent bgutil scattered throughout the buffer */ 
 double      total_bgutil_bytes; 
 double      total_bgutil_packets; 
 double      total_bgutil_seconds; 
 /* These 3 represent bgutil after last element */ 
 double      trailing_bgutil_bytes;  
 double      trailing_bgutil_packets; 
 double      trailing_bgutil_seconds; 
 /* Information passed to bgutil when updating */ 
 double      bgutil_average_rate; 
 Boolean      bgutil_rate_pps; 
 }; 
 
typedef struct OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil  OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil; 
 
/* Each element is not just a packet but a datastructure that */ 
/* also keeps track of bgutil data.        */ 
typedef struct OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element 
 { 
 Packet * pkptr; 
 double  size; 
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 /* bgutil before the packet in this element */ 
 double  bgutil_bytes;  
 double  bgutil_packets; 
 double  bgutil_seconds;  
 } OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element; 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_GD) Global Data ---- */ 
 
static Pmohandle omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandle; 
static Pmohandle omsi_buffer_bgutil_pool_pmohandle; 
static Pmohandle omsi_buffer_bgutil_element_pmohandle; 
static  int   omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandles_defined = OPC_FALSE; 
 
/* ---- (SECTION LP) Local Prototypes ---- */ 
 
#define oms_buffer_bgutil_update(buffer_ptr) \ 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_ptr, op_sim_time(), OPC_NIL, 0.0, OPC_TRUE, OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL) 
 
#define oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update(pool_ptr) \ 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (pool_ptr, op_sim_time(), \ 
  OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL, 0.0, 0.0, OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL) 
 
static void   oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil * buffer_ptr,  
 double cur_time, Packet * pkptr, double processed_bgutil,  
 Boolean update_pool, double * delta_bytes_ptr, double * delta_packets_ptr); 
static void   oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * pool_ptr,  
 double cur_time, OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * invoker_pool,  
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil * invoker_buffer, 
 double delta_bytes, double delta_packets, 
 double * delta_bytes_ptr, double * delta_packets_ptr); 
static double oms_buffer_bgutil_element_byte_size_get (void * elemptr); 
static void   oms_buffer_bgutil_element_destroy (void * elemptr); 
static const char * oms_buffer_bgutil_element_trace (void * elemptr); 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_ECP) Externally Callable Procedures ---- */ 
 
OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle  
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_create ( 
 double max_bytes_v,  
 double max_packets_v, 
 OmsT_Buffer_Stats *  buffer_stat_array, 
 const char *   buffer_name_str, 
 void *     user_data_ptr_v, 
 OmsT_Buffer_Create * status_ptr) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_pool_handle; 
 
 /** Create and initialize a buffer pool for packets and bgutil **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_create (max_bytes_size, max_packet_size, 
  buffer_stat_ptr, user_data_ptr)); 
 
 if (omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandles_defined == OPC_FALSE) 
  { 
  omsi_buffer_bgutil_pool_pmohandle =  
   prg_pmo_define ((char *)"OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool", 
    sizeof (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool), 4); 
  omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandle =  
   prg_pmo_define ((char *)"OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil", 
    sizeof (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil), 10); 
  omsi_buffer_bgutil_element_pmohandle =  
   prg_pmo_define ((char *)"OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element", 
    sizeof (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element), 50); 
  omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandles_defined = OPC_TRUE; 
  } 
 
 buffer_pool_handle = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle) 
  prg_pmo_alloc (omsi_buffer_bgutil_pool_pmohandle); 
 if (buffer_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (status_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *status_ptr = OmsC_Buffer_Create_Memory_Alloc_Failed; 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_pool_create_storage (&buffer_pool_handle->pool, 
  max_bytes_v, max_packets_v,  
  (OmsT_Buffer_Insertion_Criteria_Proc)OPC_NIL,  
  (OmsT_Buffer_Element_Size_Proc)oms_buffer_bgutil_element_byte_size_get, 
  (OmsT_Buffer_Element_Destroy_Proc)oms_buffer_bgutil_element_destroy,  
  (OmsT_Buffer_Element_Trace_Proc)oms_buffer_bgutil_element_trace,  
  buffer_stat_array, buffer_name_str,  
  "packet", "packets", "byte", "bytes", 
  user_data_ptr_v, status_ptr); 
  
 buffer_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
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 buffer_pool_handle->bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 
 FRET (buffer_pool_handle); 
 } 
 
OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle  
oms_buffer_bgutil_subpool_create ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle parent_pool_handle, 
 double     max_bytes,  
 double     max_packets, 
 OmsT_Buffer_Stats * buffer_stat_array, 
 const char *  buffer_pool_name, 
 void *     user_data_ptr,  
 OmsT_Buffer_Create * status_ptr) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle subpool_handle; 
 
 /** Create subpool, which is identical to the default process **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_subpool_create (parent_pool_handle, ...)); 
 
 subpool_handle = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle) 
  prg_pmo_alloc (omsi_buffer_bgutil_pool_pmohandle); 
 if (subpool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (status_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *status_ptr = OmsC_Buffer_Create_Memory_Alloc_Failed; 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_subpool_create_storage (&subpool_handle->pool, 
  (OmsT_Buffer_Pool_Handle)parent_pool_handle, 
  max_bytes, max_packets,  
  (OmsT_Buffer_Insertion_Criteria_Proc)OPC_NIL,  
  buffer_stat_array, buffer_pool_name,  
  user_data_ptr, status_ptr); 
 
 subpool_handle->bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 subpool_handle->bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 
 FRET (subpool_handle); 
 } 
 
/* Destroy a buffer pool */ 
/* Returns the data pointer set at creation time */ 
void *    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_destroy ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle) 
 { 
 void * user_data_ptr; 
 double delta_bytes; 
 double delta_packets; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * parent_bgutil; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Pool * parent_pool; 
 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_destroy (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 delta_bytes = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes; 
 delta_packets = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_packets; 
 parent_pool = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool.parent_pool; 
 while (parent_pool != OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  parent_bgutil = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *)parent_pool; 
  parent_bgutil->bgutil_bytes -= delta_bytes; 
  parent_bgutil->bgutil_packets -= delta_packets; 
  parent_pool = parent_pool->parent_pool; 
  } 
 
 user_data_ptr = oms_buffer_pool_destroy ( 
  (OmsT_Buffer_Pool_Handle)buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 
 FRET (user_data_ptr); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_num_packets_get ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle, 
 double * bgutil_packets_ptr) 
 { 
 double num; 
 
 /** Obtain current number of packets in buffer pool, include bgutil   **/ 
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 /** bgutil_packets_ptr, if not OPC_NIL, is set with just the bgutil count**/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_num_packets_get (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle, bgutil_packets_ptr)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (bgutil_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *bgutil_packets_ptr = 0.0; 
  FRET (0.0); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 
 num = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool.num_elements; 
 if (bgutil_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_packets_ptr = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_packets; 
 FRET (num); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_free_packets_get ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle) 
 { 
 /** Obtain available number of element slots in buffer pool **/ 
 /** Returns OmsC_Buffer_Infinite or positive number     **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_free_packets_get (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (0.0); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 
 FRET (oms_buffer_pool_free_elements_get (&buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool)); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_num_bytes_get ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle, 
 double * bgutil_bytes_ptr) 
 { 
 double num; 
 
 /** Obtain current number of units in buffer pool, including bgutil  **/ 
 /** bgutil_bytes_ptr, if not OPC_NIL, is set to just tbe bgutil count **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_num_bytes_get (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle, bgutil_bytes_ptr)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (bgutil_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *bgutil_bytes_ptr = 0.0; 
  FRET (0.0); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 
 num = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool.num_units; 
 if (bgutil_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_bytes_ptr = buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes; 
 FRET (num); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_free_bytes_get ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle) 
 { 
 /** Obtain available number of units in buffer pool **/ 
 /** Returns OmsC_Buffer_Infinite or positive number **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_free_bytes_get (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (0.0); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle); 
 
 FRET (oms_buffer_pool_free_units_get (&buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool)); 
 } 
 
void    
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_report ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_bgutil_pool_handle, 
 const char *   header_str) 
 { 
 /** Generate ODB detailed report on the specified pool **/ 
 char line1 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char line2 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char line3 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
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 char line4 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char str [100]; 
 int  num_subpools, num_buffers; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Pool * buffer_pool_ptr; 
 
 /** Generate detailed report on the pool for ODB output  **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_report (buffer_pool_handle, header_str)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FOUT; 
 
 buffer_pool_ptr = &buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->pool; 
 
 if (buffer_pool_ptr->parent_pool == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  sprintf (line1, "Oms Buffer Pool %s (no parent pool)", 
   oms_buffer_pool_trace_name (buffer_pool_ptr)); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  sprintf (line1, "Oms Buffer Subpool %s", 
   oms_buffer_pool_trace_name (buffer_pool_ptr)); 
  if (buffer_pool_ptr->parent_pool->name == OPC_NIL) 
   { 
   strcat (line1, "(unamed parent pool)"); 
   } 
  else 
   { 
   strcat (line1, "(parent pool"); 
   strcat (line1, buffer_pool_ptr->parent_pool->name); 
   strcat (line1, ")"); 
   } 
  } 
 strcpy (line2, "Capacity: "); 
 strcat (line2, oms_buffer_pool_trace_elements (buffer_pool_ptr, 
  buffer_pool_ptr->max_elements)); 
 strcat (line2, ", "); 
 strcat (line2, oms_buffer_pool_trace_units (buffer_pool_ptr, 
  buffer_pool_ptr->max_units)); 
 strcpy (line3, "Content: "); 
 strcat (line3, oms_buffer_pool_trace_elements (buffer_pool_ptr, 
  buffer_pool_ptr->num_elements)); 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_packets < OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_MAX_ULONG) 
  sprintf (str, "(%f background)", buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_packets); 
 else 
  sprintf (str, "(%.g background)", buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_packets); 
 strcat (line3, str); 
 strcat (line3, ", "); 
 strcat (line3, oms_buffer_pool_trace_units (buffer_pool_ptr, 
  buffer_pool_ptr->num_units)); 
 if (buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes < OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_MAX_ULONG) 
  sprintf (str, "(%f background)", buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes); 
 else 
  sprintf (str, "(%.g background)", buffer_bgutil_pool_handle->bgutil_bytes); 
 strcat (line3, str); 
  
 num_subpools = op_prg_list_size (buffer_pool_ptr->subpool_list); 
 num_buffers = op_prg_list_size (buffer_pool_ptr->buffer_list); 
 sprintf (line4, "%d subpool%s, %d buffer%s", 
  num_subpools, (num_subpools == 1 ? "" : "s"), 
  num_buffers, (num_buffers == 1 ? "" : "s")); 
 
 if (header_str != OPC_NIL) 
  op_prg_odb_print_major ((char *)header_str, line1, line2, line3, line4, OPC_NIL); 
  else 
  op_prg_odb_print_major (line1, line2, line3, line4, OPC_NIL); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle  
oms_buffer_bgutil_create ( 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool_Handle buffer_pool, 
 /* Maximum number (>0) or OmsC_Buffer_Infinite */ 
 double     max_packets,  
 double     max_bytes, 
 Boolean     use_bgutil, 
 double     average_bgutil_rate, /* if 'use_bgutil' is true */ 
 Boolean     packets_per_second,  /* if 'use_bgutil' is true */ 
 OmsT_Buffer_Stats *  buffer_stats, 
 /* For tracing information. If not OPC_NIL, copied internally */ 
 const char *   buffer_name,  
 void *     user_data_ptr, 
 OmsT_Buffer_Create * status_ptr) 
 { 
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 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_ptr; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Create   status; 
 
 /** Create a bgutil-aware buffer for packets **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_create (buffer_pool, max_packets, max_bytes, 
  use_bgutil, buffer_stats, buffer_name, user_data_ptr, status_ptr)); 
 
 buffer_ptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle) 
  prg_pmo_alloc (omsi_buffer_bgutil_pmohandle); 
 if (buffer_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (status_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *status_ptr = OmsC_Buffer_Create_Memory_Alloc_Failed; 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
  } 
 
 /* Perform underlying oms_buffer initialization */ 
 oms_buffer_create_storage (&buffer_ptr->buffer,  
  (OmsT_Buffer_Pool *)buffer_pool, 
  max_packets, max_bytes, (OmsT_Buffer_Insertion_Criteria_Proc)OPC_NIL,  
  buffer_stats, buffer_name, user_data_ptr, &status, OPC_NIL); 
 
 /* Set the status ptr for the benefit of the  */ 
 /* calling proc         */ 
 if (status_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *status_ptr = status; 
 
   *status_ptr = status; 
 
 if (status != OmsC_Buffer_Create_Success) 
  { 
  prg_mem_free (buffer_ptr); 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
  } 
 
 
 /* State is initially nil, to be created by bgutil later on */ 
 buffer_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 buffer_ptr->do_bgutil = use_bgutil; 
 buffer_ptr->allow_outgoing = OPC_TRUE; 
 buffer_ptr->bgutil_rate_pps = packets_per_second; 
 buffer_ptr->bgutil_average_rate = average_bgutil_rate; 
 buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_seconds = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_seconds = 0.0; 
 buffer_ptr->bgutil_last_update_time = -1.0; 
 
 FRET (buffer_ptr); 
 } 
 
void *    
oms_buffer_bgutil_destroy (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle) 
 { 
 void * user_data_ptr; 
 
 /** Destroy a buffer        **/ 
 /** Returns the data pointer set at creation time  **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_destroy (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
 user_data_ptr = oms_buffer_destroy (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer); 
 
 /* ### Don't seem to have any way of destroying bgutil */ 
 
 prg_mem_free (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
  
 FRET (user_data_ptr); 
 } 
 
 
void 
oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 Boolean allow_flow) 
 { 
 /** Block/allow outgoing bgutil flow if no explicit packet **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_outgoing_flow_control (buffer_bgutil_handle, allow_flow)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle != OPC_NIL) 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->allow_outgoing = allow_flow; 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
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OmsT_Buffer_Enqueue  
oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle,  
 Packet * pkptr) 
 { 
 Ici*                            iciptr_q; //OAE 
 Ici*                            iciptr;   //OAE 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element_ptr; //OAE 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element1;  //OAE 
 OmsT_Buffer_Enqueue   enqueue_result;  
 Boolean       tracer_pkt; 
 double                         k,p; /* where k=pq for current packet and p=pq for packet already in queue.*/OAE 
 int                             index,i; //OAE 
 
 /** Attempt to enqueue a packet      **/ 
 /** Returns appropriate value to indicate result **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_enqueue (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
    
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL)  
  FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Null_Handle); 
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL)  
  FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Null_Element); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_bgutil_handle, op_sim_time(), 
  pkptr, 0.0, OPC_TRUE, OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 
 
 /* At this point, the "trailing" bgutil in the buffer */ 
 /* represents what needs to be processed before this */ 
 /* new packet can get its own processing.    */ 
 element_ptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
  prg_pmo_alloc (omsi_buffer_bgutil_element_pmohandle); 
 if (element_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
   
  FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Memory_Alloc_Failed); 
  } 
   
 element_ptr->pkptr = pkptr; 
 element_ptr->bgutil_bytes = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_bytes; 
 element_ptr->bgutil_packets = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_packets; 
 element_ptr->bgutil_seconds = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_seconds; 
 /* Tracer packets are considered 0 size since they do not */ 
 /* exist in real life and thus should not cause buffer */ 
 /* overflow when used in a simulation.      */ 
 tracer_pkt = op_pk_encap_flag_is_set (pkptr, OMSC_BGUTIL_ENCAP_FLAG_INDEX); 
 if (tracer_pkt){ 
  element_ptr->size = 0; 
   } 
 else 
  element_ptr->size = (double) op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr)/8; 
  
/************************************Alex Egaji**********************************/ 
  
  
 if(oms_buffer_num_elements_get(&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer)>0) 
  
 { 
 for (i=oms_buffer_num_elements_get(&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer)-1;i>=0;i--) 
  { 
   
  element1=(OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
  oms_buffer_access (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer, i, OPC_NIL); 
  
  iciptr=op_pk_ici_get(pkptr);  // New arriving Packet 
  iciptr_q=op_pk_ici_get(element1->pkptr);   //Existing packet in the queue 
  op_ici_attr_get(iciptr_q, "Tos",&k); //Priority index for Existing packets in the queue 
 
                        op_ici_attr_get(iciptr, "Tos",&p); //Priority index for New arriving Packet to the queue 
    
  if (p>k || p==k) { 
 
   break;  
  } 
 
  
  } 
  
   index=i; 
  
   } 
 ql=oms_buffer_num_units_get (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer);// current number of bytes in buffer 
       
 /* Attempt to enqueue element */ 
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   enqueue_result = oms_buffer_enqueue_with_index (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer,element_ptr, VOSC_NIL, op_sim_time (), index); //  
  
/*****************************************************************************************/ 
  
  
 if (enqueue_result != OmsC_Buffer_Enqueue_Success) 
  { 
   
  /* If unsuccessful, delete element   */ 
  /* No changes to the trailing bgutil */ 
  prg_mem_free (element_ptr); 
   
  } 
 else 
  { 
     
  /* The packet and its preceeding bgutil have been enqueued */ 
  /* There is no longer any trailing bgutil.     */ 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_bytes = 0; 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_packets = 0; 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_seconds = 0; 
  } 
 
 FRET (enqueue_result); 
 } 
 
Packet *   
oms_buffer_bgutil_access (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 int index, double * insertion_time_ptr, double * bgutil_bytes_ptr, 
 double * bgutil_packets_ptr, double * bgutil_delay_ptr) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element; 
 
 /** Returns address of packet 'index' positions from the head **/ 
 /** of the buffer but while leaving the element in the buffer. **/ 
 /** Returns OPC_NIL if empty, otherwise the packet ptr and   **/ 
 /** fill in the packet insertion time and the number of bgutil **/ 
 /** bytes and packets in front of the explicit packet.   **/ 
 /** The last 3 pointer can be OPC_NIL in which case no values **/ 
 /** will be filled in.          
 **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_access (buffer_bgutil_handle, index,  
  insertion_time_ptr, bgutil_bytes_ptr, bgutil_packets_ptr)); 
 
 element = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
  oms_buffer_access (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer, index, 
   insertion_time_ptr); 
 
 if (element == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
 
 if (bgutil_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_bytes_ptr = element->bgutil_bytes; 
 if (bgutil_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_packets_ptr = element->bgutil_packets; 
 if (bgutil_delay_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_delay_ptr = element->bgutil_seconds; 
   
 FRET (element->pkptr); 
 } 
 
Packet *   
oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *  parent_pool; 
 Packet *      pkptr; 
 
 /** Remove packet at the head of the buffer.  **/ 
 /** Returns OPC_NIL if empty     **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_dequeue (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
 
 element = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
  oms_buffer_dequeue (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer, 0, op_sim_time ()); 
 
 if (element == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OPC_NIL); 
 
 /* Have bgutil before packet considered processed */ 
 /* Deal with potential computation rounding errors  */  
 buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes -= element->bgutil_bytes; 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes < 0.0) 
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  buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
 buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets -= element->bgutil_packets; 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets < 0.0) 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
 buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_seconds -= element->bgutil_seconds; 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_seconds < 0.0) 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_seconds = 0.0; 
 /* update parent pools as well */ 
 parent_pool = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *) 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer.parent_pool; 
 while (parent_pool != OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  parent_pool->bgutil_bytes -= element->bgutil_bytes; 
  if (parent_pool->bgutil_bytes < 0.0) 
   parent_pool->bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
  parent_pool->bgutil_packets -= element->bgutil_packets; 
  if (parent_pool->bgutil_packets < 0.0) 
   parent_pool->bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
  parent_pool = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *) 
   parent_pool->pool.parent_pool; 
  } 
  
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_bgutil_handle, op_sim_time(), 
  OPC_NIL, element->bgutil_seconds, OPC_TRUE, OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 
 /* Now the buffer correctly contains the total amount of pending */ 
 /* bgutil and the trailing amount correctly represents what has  */ 
 /* been received after the last enqueued packet (if any)   */ 
 
 pkptr = element->pkptr; 
 prg_mem_free (element); 
 
 FRET (pkptr); 
 } 
 
void    
oms_buffer_bgutil_head_trim (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 double bgutil_packets, double bgutil_bytes) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element; 
 double max_packets, max_bytes, max_seconds; 
 double delta_seconds; 
 
 /** Remove 'bgutil_packets' or 'bgutil_bytes' from the bgutil  **/ 
 /** in front of the explicit packet at the head of the queue.  **/ 
 /** If no explicit packets are present, remove from overall bgutil **/ 
 /** bgutil_packets or bgutil_bytes can be 0, in which case the   **/ 
 /** amount of bgutil being removed is based on the other value   **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_head_trim (buffer_bgutil_handle, bgutil_packets, bgutil_bytes)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FOUT; 
 
 /* Can't be used to add bgutil! */ 
 if ((bgutil_packets < 0) || (bgutil_bytes < 0)) 
  FOUT; 
 
 if ((bgutil_packets == 0) && (bgutil_bytes == 0)) 
  FOUT; 
 
 element = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
  oms_buffer_access (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer, 0, OPC_NIL); 
 
 if (element == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  /* Remove from trailing bgutil */ 
  max_bytes = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_bytes; 
  max_packets = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_packets; 
  max_seconds = buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_seconds; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Remove from preceding bgutil in element */ 
  max_bytes = element->bgutil_bytes; 
  max_packets = element->bgutil_packets; 
  max_seconds = element->bgutil_seconds; 
  } 
 
 if ((bgutil_bytes >= max_bytes) || (bgutil_packets >= max_seconds)) 
  { 
  /* Can only remove up to what is there */ 
  bgutil_bytes = max_bytes; 
  bgutil_packets = max_seconds; 
  } 
 
 if (bgutil_bytes == 0) 
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  { 
  /* Appropriate byte fraction */ 
  bgutil_bytes = (bgutil_packets * max_bytes) / max_packets; 
  } 
 else if (bgutil_packets == 0) 
  { 
  /* A bit trickier, get an appropriate number of packets */ 
  bgutil_packets = (long)((bgutil_bytes * max_packets ) / max_bytes); 
  } 
 
 if (element == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  /* Remove from trailing bgutil */ 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_bytes -= bgutil_bytes; 
  buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_packets -= bgutil_packets; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* Remove from preceding bgutil in element */ 
  element->bgutil_bytes -= bgutil_bytes; 
  element->bgutil_packets -= bgutil_packets; 
  } 
 
 /* The corresponding variation is expressed in second  */ 
 /* for the bgutil package.        */ 
 delta_seconds = (bgutil_packets * max_seconds) / max_packets; 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_bgutil_handle, op_sim_time (), 
  OPC_NIL, delta_seconds, OPC_TRUE, OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
int     
oms_buffer_bgutil_packet_find (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 Packet * pkptr) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * element_ptr; 
 int        i; 
 
 /** Search for the matching packet in the buffer, returning the   **/ 
 /** position in the buffer           
  **/ 
 /** Returns OmsC_Buffer_Element_Not_Found if the element is not found **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_packet_find (buffer_bgutil_handle, pkptr)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Element_Not_Found); 
 
 if (pkptr == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Element_Not_Found); 
 
 for (i = 0; i < buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer.num_elements; i++) 
  { 
  element_ptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *) 
   oms_buffer_access (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer, i, OPC_NIL); 
  if (element_ptr->pkptr == pkptr) 
   { 
   FRET (i); 
   } 
  } 
 
 FRET (OmsC_Buffer_Element_Not_Found); 
 } 
 
Boolean    
oms_buffer_bgutil_is_empty (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle) 
 { 
 /** Checks if buffer is empty (explicit and bgutil data) **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_is_empty (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (OPC_TRUE); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 /* If there is at least one packet, it is not empty */ 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer.num_elements != 0) 
  { 
  FRET (OPC_FALSE); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* No explicit packets doesn't mean no bgutil */ 
  FRET (buffer_bgutil_handle->trailing_bgutil_bytes == 0 ? OPC_TRUE : OPC_FALSE); 
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  } 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 double * bgutil_packets_ptr) 
 { 
 double num; 
 
 /** Return current number of explicit and bgutil packets in buffer  **/ 
 /** bgutil_packets_ptr, if not OPC_NIL, is set to just the bgutil count **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_packets_get (buffer_bgutil_handle, bgutil_packets_ptr)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (bgutil_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *bgutil_packets_ptr = 0.0; 
  FRET (0.0); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 num = oms_buffer_num_elements_get (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer); 
 if (bgutil_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_packets_ptr = buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets; 
 FRET (num); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_free_packets_get (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle) 
 { 
 /** Obtain available number of packet slots in buffer  **/ 
 /** Returns OmsC_Buffer_Infinite or positive number   **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_free_packets_get (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (0.0); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 FRET (oms_buffer_free_elements_get (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer)); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_num_bytes_get (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 double * bgutil_bytes_ptr) 
 { 
 double num; 
 
 /** Return current number of explicit and bgutil bytes in buffer     **/ 
 /** bgutil_bytes_ptr, if not OPC_NIL, is set to just the bgutil count  **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_num_bytes_get (buffer_bgutil_handle, bgutil_bytes_ptr)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (bgutil_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
   *bgutil_bytes_ptr = 0.0; 
  FRET (0.0); 
  } 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 num = oms_buffer_num_units_get (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer); 
 if (bgutil_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *bgutil_bytes_ptr = buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes; 
 FRET (num); 
 } 
 
double    
oms_buffer_bgutil_free_bytes_get (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle) 
 { 
 /** Obtain available number of bytes in buffer   **/ 
 /** Returns OmsC_Buffer_Infinite or positive number **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_free_bytes_get (buffer_bgutil_handle)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FRET (0.0); 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 FRET (oms_buffer_free_units_get (&buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer)); 
 } 
 
/* Generate ODB detailed report on the specified buffer */ 
void    
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oms_buffer_bgutil_report (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Handle buffer_bgutil_handle, 
 const char * header_str) 
 { 
 char line1 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char line2 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char line3 [OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_STR_LEN]; 
 char str [100]; 
 OmsT_Buffer * buffer_ptr; 
 
 /** Generate detailed report on the buffer for ODB output  **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_report (buffer_handle, header_str)); 
 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle == OPC_NIL) 
  FOUT; 
 
 oms_buffer_bgutil_update (buffer_bgutil_handle); 
 
 buffer_ptr = &buffer_bgutil_handle->buffer; 
 
 sprintf (line1, "Oms Buffer (%s background utilization) %s", 
  (buffer_bgutil_handle->do_bgutil ? "with" : "without"), 
  oms_buffer_trace_name (buffer_ptr)); 
 if (buffer_ptr->parent_pool->name == OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  strcat (line1, "(unamed parent pool)"); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  strcat (line1, "(parent pool"); 
  strcat (line1, buffer_ptr->parent_pool->name); 
  strcat (line1, ")"); 
  } 
 strcpy (line2, "Capacity: "); 
 strcat (line2, oms_buffer_trace_elements (buffer_ptr, 
  buffer_ptr->max_elements)); 
 strcat (line2, ", "); 
 strcat (line2, oms_buffer_trace_units (buffer_ptr, 
  buffer_ptr->max_units)); 
 strcpy (line3, "Content: "); 
 strcat (line3, oms_buffer_trace_elements (buffer_ptr, 
  buffer_ptr->num_elements)); 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->do_bgutil) 
  { 
  if (buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets < OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_MAX_ULONG) 
   sprintf (str, "(%f background)", buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets); 
  else 
   sprintf (str, "(%.g background)", buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_packets); 
  strcat (line3, str); 
  } 
 
 strcat (line3, ", "); 
 strcat (line3, oms_buffer_trace_units (buffer_ptr, 
  buffer_ptr->num_units)); 
 if (buffer_bgutil_handle->bgutil_routed_state_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  { 
  if (buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes < OMSC_BUFFER_TRACE_MAX_ULONG) 
   sprintf (str, "(%f background)", buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes); 
  else 
   sprintf (str, "(%.g background)", buffer_bgutil_handle->total_bgutil_bytes); 
  strcat (line2, str); 
  } 
 
 if (header_str != OPC_NIL) 
  op_prg_odb_print_major ((char *)header_str, line1, line2, line3, OPC_NIL); 
 else 
  op_prg_odb_print_major (line1, line2, line3, OPC_NIL); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
/* ---- (SECTION_ICP) Internally Callable Procedures ---- */ 
 
static void 
oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * pool_ptr, 
 double cur_time, OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * invoker_pool,  
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil * invoker_buffer, 
 double invoker_delta_bytes, double invoker_delta_packets,  
 double * delta_bytes_ptr, double * delta_packets_ptr) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil *  buffer_ptr; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * subpool_ptr; 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool * parent_pool; 
 double      delta_bytes, delta_packets; 
 double      sum_bytes, sum_packets; 
 PrgT_List_Cell *   cell_ptr; 
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 /** Update bgutil information in the pool as well as its **/ 
 /** subpools, parent pool, or buffers.      **/ 
 /** To break recursion, does not invoke itself for a pool **/ 
 /** (parent or child) matching the invoker_pool or a buffer **/ 
 /** matching the invoker_buffer.       **/ 
 /** delta_bytes and delta_packets represent changes from **/ 
 /** the invoker (a buffer or a subpool) for the subtree or **/ 
 /** leaf that will not be invoked.       **/ 
 /** delta_bytes_ptr and delta_packets_ptr are to be filled **/ 
 /** with the changes in the pool's subtree for use by the **/ 
 /** invoker.           
 **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (pool_ptr, invoker_pool, invoker_buffer)); 
 
 sum_bytes = 0; 
 sum_packets = 0; 
 
 /* Iterate through buffers, skipping invoker_buffer */ 
 /* Sum all changes, including what was passed in if */ 
 /* we match one of the buffers as the invoker.  */ 
 for (cell_ptr = prg_list_head_cell_get (pool_ptr->pool.buffer_list); 
   cell_ptr; 
   cell_ptr = prg_list_cell_next_get (cell_ptr)) 
  { 
  buffer_ptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil *) prg_list_cell_data_get (cell_ptr); 
  if (buffer_ptr != invoker_buffer) 
   { 
   oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_ptr, cur_time, OPC_NIL, 0.0,  
    OPC_FALSE, /* no recurse back to here */ 
    &delta_bytes, &delta_packets); 
   sum_bytes += delta_bytes; 
   sum_packets += delta_packets; 
   } 
  else 
   { 
   /* This is the invoker.  Add its changes to the sum */ 
   sum_bytes += invoker_delta_bytes; 
   sum_packets += invoker_delta_packets; 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* Iterate through subpools, skipping invoker_pool */ 
 /* The subpool update should not recurse back to us */ 
 for (cell_ptr = prg_list_head_cell_get (pool_ptr->pool.subpool_list); 
   cell_ptr; 
   cell_ptr = prg_list_cell_next_get (cell_ptr)) 
  { 
  subpool_ptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *) prg_list_cell_data_get (cell_ptr); 
  if (subpool_ptr != invoker_pool) 
   { 
   oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (subpool_ptr,  
    cur_time, pool_ptr, OPC_NIL, /* invoked from pool, not buffer */ 
    0.0, 0.0, /* no effect on subpool's totals */ 
    &delta_bytes, &delta_packets); 
   sum_bytes += delta_bytes; 
   sum_packets += delta_packets; 
   } 
  else 
   { 
   /* This is the invoker.  Add its changes to the sum */ 
   sum_bytes += invoker_delta_bytes; 
   sum_packets += invoker_delta_packets; 
   } 
  } 
 
 /* Update pool count based on what is passed to us  */ 
 /* and what has been obtained from subelements  */ 
 pool_ptr->bgutil_bytes += sum_bytes; 
 pool_ptr->bgutil_packets += sum_packets; 
 
 /* If the parent is not the invoker, recurse up to it */ 
 /* such that it will not invoke us again.    */ 
 parent_pool = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *)(pool_ptr->pool.parent_pool); 
 if ((pool_ptr->pool.parent_pool != OPC_NIL) && 
  (parent_pool != invoker_pool)) 
  { 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core (parent_pool,  
   cur_time, pool_ptr, OPC_NIL, /* invoked from pool, not buffer */ 
   sum_bytes, sum_packets, /* how much this child changed */ 
   OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL); /* don't care about parent's changes */ 
  } 
 
 /* Report changes to invoker if requested */ 
 if (delta_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
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  *delta_bytes_ptr = sum_bytes; 
 if (delta_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *delta_packets_ptr = sum_packets; 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil * buffer_ptr,  
 double cur_time, Packet * pkptr, double processed_bgutil,  
 Boolean update_pool, double * delta_bytes_ptr, double * delta_packets_ptr) 
 { 
 double free_space; 
 double bgutil_seconds, bgutil_bytes, bgutil_packets; 
 double delta_bytes = 0.0, delta_packets = 0.0; 
 OmsT_Bgutil_Router_Work_Proc_State * pk_work_proc_state_ptr = OPC_NIL; 
 
  
 /** Update bgutil information in the buffer.    **/ 
    /** Optionally provide an amount of bgutil that is    **/ 
 /** considered processed externally and thus needs to be  **/ 
 /** removed from the pending amount. If update_pool is true,**/ 
    /** triggers an update in its parent pool.     **/ 
 /** delta_bytes_ptr and delta_packets_ptr are to be filled **/ 
 /** with the changes in the pool's subtree for use by the **/ 
 /** invoker.           
 **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_update_core (buffer_ptr, processed_bgutil, update_pool)); 
 
 if (buffer_ptr->do_bgutil) 
  { 
  /* Only do it once per time value if no processed_bgutil */ 
  if ((cur_time > buffer_ptr->bgutil_last_update_time) ||  
   (processed_bgutil > 0)) 
   { 
   free_space = oms_buffer_free_units_get (&buffer_ptr->buffer); 
  
   /** The underlying bgutil keeps track of the current **/ 
   /** background flows in term of packets and bytes.  **/ 
   /** If the buffer is currently empty, we want to use  **/ 
   /** the "free-flowing" mode to let the underlying KPs **/ 
   /** figure out how much bgutil was produced and   **/ 
   /** consumed since the last explicit packet was removed **/ 
   /** On the other hand, if the buffer is not empty, we **/ 
   /** want to control how bgutil is consumed.    **/ 
   /** No explicit work is added but some bgutil work  **/ 
   /** might have been processed.      
 **/ 
    
   bgutil_seconds = oms_bgutil_router_delay_calculate_core (pkptr,  
    &buffer_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr, 
    cur_time, free_space, 
    buffer_ptr->bgutil_average_rate, buffer_ptr->bgutil_rate_pps, 
    0, 
    (OpT_Boolean) (buffer_ptr->buffer.num_elements == 0 ? buffer_ptr->allow_outgoing : OPC_FALSE), 
    processed_bgutil,  
    &bgutil_bytes, &bgutil_packets); 
 
   if (buffer_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
    { 
    bgutil_bytes = 0.0; 
    bgutil_packets = 0.0; 
    } 
   else 
    { 
    /* Use a local varible pointing to our pk_work_proc_state. */  
    pk_work_proc_state_ptr = (OmsT_Bgutil_Router_Work_Proc_State *) 
     buffer_ptr->bgutil_routed_state_ptr->pk_work_proc_state_ptr; 
    
    if (buffer_ptr->bgutil_rate_pps) 
     { 
     /* Forwarding rate is in terms of packets_per_sec */ 
     if (bgutil_seconds < 1.0/buffer_ptr->bgutil_average_rate) 
      { 
      /* Remaining work is from a fraction of a bgutil packet */ 
      bgutil_packets = ((bgutil_seconds == 0.0) ? 0.0 : 1.0);  
     
      bgutil_bytes = bgutil_packets * pk_work_proc_state_ptr-
>avg_bytes_per_packet; 
      } 
     else 
      {      
      /* Remaining work is from more than one packet */ 
      bgutil_packets = bgutil_seconds * buffer_ptr->bgutil_average_rate; 
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      bgutil_bytes   = pk_work_proc_state_ptr->avg_bytes_per_packet * 
bgutil_packets; 
      } 
     } 
    else 
     { 
     /* Forwarding rate is in terms of bits_per_sec */ 
     if (bgutil_seconds <  
      (pk_work_proc_state_ptr->avg_bytes_per_packet * 8.0 / buffer_ptr-
>bgutil_average_rate)) 
      { 
      /* Remaining bgutil work is from a fraction of a bgutil packet */ 
      bgutil_packets = ((bgutil_seconds == 0.0) ? 0.0 : 1.0); 
      bgutil_bytes = bgutil_packets * pk_work_proc_state_ptr-
>avg_bytes_per_packet; 
      } 
     else 
      { 
      /* Remaining bgutil work is from more than one packet */ 
      bgutil_bytes = (bgutil_seconds * buffer_ptr->bgutil_average_rate) / 8.0; 
      bgutil_packets = bgutil_bytes / pk_work_proc_state_ptr-
>avg_bytes_per_packet; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    
   delta_bytes = bgutil_bytes - buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_bytes; 
   delta_packets = bgutil_packets - buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_packets; 
 
   /* Any new bgutil goes in the trailing area */ 
   buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_bytes += delta_bytes; 
   buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_packets += delta_packets; 
   buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_seconds +=  
    (bgutil_seconds - buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_seconds); 
   /* deal with possible rounding errors */ 
   if (buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_seconds < 0.0) 
    buffer_ptr->trailing_bgutil_seconds = 0.0; 
  
   /* The new totals can be updated */ 
   buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_bytes = bgutil_bytes; 
   buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_packets = bgutil_packets; 
   buffer_ptr->total_bgutil_seconds = bgutil_seconds; 
 
   buffer_ptr->bgutil_last_update_time = cur_time; 
   } 
  } 
 
 if (update_pool) 
  oms_buffer_bgutil_pool_update_core ( 
   (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Pool *)buffer_ptr->buffer.parent_pool,  
   cur_time, 
   OPC_NIL, buffer_ptr,    /* invoked from buffer   */ 
   delta_bytes, delta_packets,  /* provided to pool for change */ 
   OPC_NIL, OPC_NIL);    /* don't care about pool changes */ 
  
 /* Report changes to invoker if requested */ 
 if (delta_bytes_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *delta_bytes_ptr = delta_bytes; 
 if (delta_packets_ptr != OPC_NIL) 
  *delta_packets_ptr = delta_packets; 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static double 
oms_buffer_bgutil_element_byte_size_get (void * elemptr_v) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * elemptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *)elemptr_v; 
 
 /** Return the packet total size in bytes  **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_element_byte_size_get (pkptr)); 
 
 /* The size is stored in the element since tracer packets */ 
 /* are considered to be of size 0.       */ 
 
 FRET (elemptr->size); 
 } 
 
static void 
oms_buffer_bgutil_element_destroy (void * elemptr_v) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * elemptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *)elemptr_v; 
 
 /** Destroy packet stored in oms_buffer **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_element_destroy (elemptr)); 
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 op_pk_destroy (elemptr->pkptr); 
 prg_mem_free (elemptr); 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static const char * 
oms_buffer_bgutil_element_trace (void * elemptr_v) 
 { 
 OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element * elemptr = (OmsT_Buffer_Bgutil_Element *)elemptr_v; 
 static char trace_buffer [40]; 
 
 /** Return the packet id for ODB tracing in oms_buffer **/ 
 FIN (oms_buffer_bgutil_element_trace (pkptr)); 
 
 sprintf (trace_buffer, SIMC_PK_ID_FMT, op_pk_id (elemptr->pkptr)); 
 
 FRET (trace_buffer); 
 } 
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Appendix G :Implementation of 
Video Streaming 
 
Figure G-8: Implementation of Video Streaming 
static void  manet_rpg_sv_init (void) 
 { 
 /** Initializes all state variables used in this process model. **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_sv_init ()); 
 
 /* Obtain the object identifiers for the surrounding module, */ 
 /* node and subnet.          
  */ 
 my_objid         = op_id_self (); 
 my_node_objid    = op_topo_parent (my_objid); 
 my_subnet_objid  = op_topo_parent (my_node_objid); 
 
 /* Create the ici that will be associated with packets being  */ 
 /* sent to IP.           
  */ 
 ip_encap_req_ici_ptr = op_ici_create ("inet_encap_req"); 
  
 /* Register the local and global statictics.     */ 
        
 local_packets_sent_hndl         = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (packets/sec)",               
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_bits_sent_hndl        = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (bits/sec)",                   
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_packets_received_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (packets/sec)",               OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_bits_received_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (bits/sec)",                  OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_delay_hndl                  = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Delay (secs)",                      
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  
 global_delay_hndl                 = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Delay (secs)",                      
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);  
 global_packets_sent_hndl        = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (packets/sec)",               
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);  
 global_bits_sent_hndl        = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (bits/sec)",                   
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_GLOBAL); 
 global_packets_received_hndl      = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (packets/sec)",              OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_GLOBAL);  
 global_bits_received_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (bits/sec)",                  OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_GLOBAL); 
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 local_packets_sent_hndl         = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (packets/sec)",               
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_bits_sent_hndl        = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Sent (bits/sec)",                   
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_packets_received_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (packets/sec)",              OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 local_bits_received_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received (bits/sec)",                  OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 
 
 local_delay_hndl                  = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Delay (secs)",                      
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  
  
    local_packets_received_real_hndl   = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received video (packets/sec)",              OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
    local_bits_received_real_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received video (bits/sec)",              OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 
    local_delay_real_hndl                 = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Delay video (secs)",              
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  
 
    local_packets_received_back_hndl      = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received Background (packets/sec)",      OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
    local_bits_received_back_hndl       = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Traffic Received Background (bits/sec)",      OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, 
OPC_STAT_LOCAL); 
 
 local_delay_back_hndl                 = op_stat_reg ("MANET.Delay Background (secs)",          
OPC_STAT_INDEX_NONE, OPC_STAT_LOCAL);  
  
  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
static void  manet_rpg_register_self (void) 
 { 
 char    proc_model_name [128]; 
 OmsT_Pr_Handle  own_process_record_handle; 
 Prohandle   own_prohandle; 
 
 /** Get a higher layer protocol ID from IP and register this  **/ 
 /** process in the model-wide process registry to be discovered **/ 
 /** by the lower layer.          
 **/ 
 FIN (rpg_dispatcher_register_self ()); 
 
 /* Register RPG as a higher layer protocol over IP layer   */ 
 /* and retrieve an auto-assigned protocol id.     */ 
    higher_layer_proto_id = IpC_Protocol_Unspec; 
 Inet_Higher_Layer_Protocol_Register ("rpg", &higher_layer_proto_id); 
  
 /* Obtain the process model name and process handle.   */ 
 op_ima_obj_attr_get (my_objid, "process model", proc_model_name); 
 own_prohandle = op_pro_self (); 
 
 /* Register this process in the model-wide process registry  */ 
 own_process_record_handle = (OmsT_Pr_Handle) oms_pr_process_register  
  (my_node_objid, my_objid, own_prohandle, proc_model_name); 
 
 /* Set the protocol attribute to the same string we used in */ 
 /* Ip_Higher_Layer_Protocol_Register. Necessary for ip_encap*/ 
 /* to discover this process. Set the module object id also. */ 
 oms_pr_attr_set (own_process_record_handle, 
      "protocol",   OMSC_PR_STRING, "rpg", 
      "module objid", OMSC_PR_OBJID, my_objid, 
       OPC_NIL); 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
static void  manet_rpg_sent_stats_update (double size) 
 { 
 /** This function updates the local and global statictics  **/ 
 /** related with packet sending.        **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_sent_stats_update (<args>)); 
  
  
 /* Update the local and global sent statistics.     */ 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_sent_hndl,     size); 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_sent_hndl,     0.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_sent_hndl,  1.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_sent_hndl,  0.0); 
 op_stat_write (global_bits_sent_hndl,    size); 
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 op_stat_write (global_bits_sent_hndl,    0.0); 
 op_stat_write (global_packets_sent_hndl, 1.0); 
 op_stat_write (global_packets_sent_hndl, 0.0); 
  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void  manet_rpg_received_stats_update (double size) 
 { 
 /** This function updates the local and global statictics  **/ 
 /** related with packet sending.        **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_received_stats_update (<args>)); 
 
   
 /* Update the local and global sent statistics.     */ 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_hndl,     size); 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_hndl,     0.0); 
  
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_hndl,  1.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_hndl,  0.0); 
  
 op_stat_write (global_bits_received_hndl,    size); 
 op_stat_write (global_bits_received_hndl,    0.0); 
 op_stat_write (global_packets_received_hndl, 1.0); 
 op_stat_write (global_packets_received_hndl, 0.0); 
  
  
  
  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
static void   manet_rpg_received_stats_real_update (double size) 
 { 
 /** This function updates the local and global statistics for Video stream  **/ 
 /** related with packet sending.        **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_received_stats_real_update (<args>)); 
   
 /* Update the local and global sent statistics.     */ 
  
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_real_hndl,     size); 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_real_hndl,     0.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_real_hndl ,  1.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_real_hndl ,  0.0); 
  
   
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void  manet_rpg_received_stats_back_update (double size) 
 { 
 /** This function updates the local and global statistics for Background Traffic  **/ 
 /** related with packet sending.        **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_received_stats_back_update (<args>)); 
 
 /* Update the local and global sent statistics.     */ 
   
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_back_hndl,     size); 
 op_stat_write (local_bits_received_back_hndl,     0.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_back_hndl,  1.0); 
 op_stat_write (local_packets_received_back_hndl,  0.0); 
  
  
  
  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
 
static void  manet_rpg_packet_flow_info_read (void) 
 { 
 int       i, row_count; 
 char      temp_str [256]; 
 char      interarrival_str [256]; 
 char      pkt_size_str [256]; 
 char      log_message_str [256]; 
 Objid      trafgen_params_comp_objid; 
 Objid      ith_flow_attr_objid; 
 double      start_time; 
 InetT_Address*    dest_address_ptr; 
 InetT_Address    dest_address; 
 static OmsT_Log_Handle  manet_traffic_generation_log_handle; 
 static Boolean    manet_traffic_generation_log_handle_not_created = OPC_TRUE; 
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 /** Read in the attributes for each flow **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_packet_flow_info_read (void)); 
 
 /* Get a handle to the Traffic Generation Parameters compound attribute.*/ 
 op_ima_obj_attr_get (my_objid, "Traffic Generation Parameters", &trafgen_params_comp_objid); 
 
 /* Obtain the row count           
  */ 
 row_count = op_topo_child_count (trafgen_params_comp_objid, OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC); 
 
 /* If there are no flows specified, exit from the function    */ 
 if (row_count == 0) 
  { 
  FOUT; 
  } 
 
 /* Allocate enough memory to hold all the information.     */ 
 manet_flow_info_array = (ManetT_Flow_Info*) op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof (ManetT_Flow_Info) * row_count); 
 
 /* Loop through each row and read in the information specified.   */ 
 for (i = 0; i < row_count; i++) 
  { 
  /* Get the object ID of the associated row for the ith child.  */ 
  ith_flow_attr_objid = op_topo_child (trafgen_params_comp_objid, OPC_OBJTYPE_GENERIC, i); 
 
  /* Read in the start time and stop times */ 
  op_ima_obj_attr_get (ith_flow_attr_objid, "Start Time", &start_time); 
  op_ima_obj_attr_get (ith_flow_attr_objid, "Stop Time", &manet_flow_info_array [i].stop_time); 
 
  /* Read in the packet inter-arrival time and packet size    */ 
  op_ima_obj_attr_get (ith_flow_attr_objid, "Packet Inter-Arrival Time", interarrival_str); 
  op_ima_obj_attr_get (ith_flow_attr_objid, "Packet Size", pkt_size_str); 
 
  /* Set the distribution handles */ 
  manet_flow_info_array [i].pkt_interarrival_dist_ptr = oms_dist_load_from_string (interarrival_str); 
  manet_flow_info_array [i].pkt_size_dist_ptr = oms_dist_load_from_string (pkt_size_str); 
  
  /* Read in the destination IP address.        */ 
  op_ima_obj_attr_get (ith_flow_attr_objid, "Destination IP Address", temp_str); 
   
  if (strcmp (temp_str, "auto assigned")) 
   { 
   /* Explicit destination address has been assigned */ 
   dest_address = inet_address_create (temp_str, InetC_Addr_Family_Unknown); 
   manet_flow_info_array [i].dest_address_ptr = inet_address_create_dynamic (dest_address); 
   inet_address_destroy (dest_address); 
   } 
  else 
   { 
   /* The destination address is set to auto-assigned */ 
   /* Choose a random destination address    */ 
   dest_address_ptr = manet_rte_dest_ip_address_obtain (iface_info_ptr); 
   manet_flow_info_array [i].dest_address_ptr = dest_address_ptr; 
   if (dest_address_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
    { 
    /* Write a simulation log  */ 
    char     my_node_name [64]; 
     
    op_ima_obj_attr_get_str (my_node_objid, "name", 64, my_node_name); 
     
    if (manet_traffic_generation_log_handle_not_created) 
     { 
     manet_traffic_generation_log_handle = oms_log_handle_create 
(OpC_Log_Category_Configuration, "MANET", "Traffic Setup", 32, 0, 
      "WARNING:\n" 
      "The following list of MANET traffic sources do not have valid 
destinations:\n\n" 
      "Node name     
 Traffic row index\n" 
      "-----------------    ------------------
--\n", 
      "SUGGESTION(S):\n"  
      "Make sure that 1 or more prefixes are available for the MANET source to 
send its traffic to.\n\n" 
      "RESULT(S):\n" 
      "No Traffic will be generated at the MANET source."); 
      
     manet_traffic_generation_log_handle_not_created = OPC_FALSE; 
     } 
     
    sprintf (log_message_str, "%s\t\t\t\t\t\t\t%d\n", my_node_name, i); 
    oms_log_message_append (manet_traffic_generation_log_handle, log_message_str); 
     } 
   } 
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  /* Schedule an interrupt for the start time of this flow.   */ 
  /* Use the row index as the interrupt code, so that we can handle */ 
  /* the interrupt correctly.         
  */ 
  op_intrpt_schedule_self (start_time, i); 
  } 
 
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
manet_rpg_generate_packet (void) 
 { 
 int    row_num; 
 double   schedule_time; 
 double   pksize; 
 double   next_pkt_interarrival; 
    Packet*   pkt_ptr; 
 InetT_Address src_address; 
 InetT_Address* src_addr_ptr; 
 InetT_Address* copy_address_ptr; 
 double   tf_scaling_factor = 1; 
 
/****************************Alex Egaji****************************/  
   
                   int                  pksize1; 
                   IplImage          *image4; 
 
 
   
  
 /** A packet needs to be generated for a particular flow **/ 
 /** Generate the packet of an appropriate size and send it **/ 
 /** to IP. Also schedule an event for the next packet  **/ 
 /** generation time for this flow.       **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_generate_packet (void)); 
  
 /* Identify the right packet flow using the interrupt code */ 
 row_num = op_intrpt_code (); 
  
 /* If no destination was found, exit      */ 
 if (manet_flow_info_array [row_num].dest_address_ptr == OPC_NIL) 
  FOUT; 
  
 /* Schedule a self interrupt for the next packet generation */ 
 /* time. The netx packet generation time will be the current*/ 
 /* time + the packet inter-arrival time. The interrupt code */ 
 /* will be the row number.         */ 
  
    
 tf_scaling_factor = Oms_Sim_Attr_Traffic_Scaling_Get (); 
 next_pkt_interarrival = (oms_dist_nonnegative_outcome (manet_flow_info_array [row_num].pkt_interarrival_dist_ptr)) / (tf_scaling_factor); 
 schedule_time = op_sim_time () + next_pkt_interarrival; 
  
 /* Schedule the next inter-arrival if it is less than the */ 
 /* stop time for the flow         */ 
 if ((manet_flow_info_array [row_num].stop_time == -1.0) || 
  (schedule_time < manet_flow_info_array [row_num].stop_time)) 
  { 
  op_intrpt_schedule_self (op_sim_time () + next_pkt_interarrival, row_num); 
      } 
  
  
  
 /* Create an unformatted packet */ 
 pksize = (double) ceil (oms_dist_outcome (manet_flow_info_array [row_num].pkt_size_dist_ptr)); 
 
 /* Size of the packet must be a multiple of 8. The extra bits will not be modeled  */ 
 pksize = pksize - fmod (pksize, 8.0); 
  
 //pkt_ptr = op_pk_create (pksize); 
 pkt_ptr = op_pk_create (pksize); 
   
  
 /********************************Alex Egaji*****************************************/ 
  
   
  if (row_num==0 ){ 
  
    
      
              /* create a formatted packet */ 
                     pkt_ptr = op_pk_create_fmt ("webcam_pk"); 
    
  cap = cvCreateCameraCapture(0);   // Capture the Video Stream 
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 image3= cvCreateImage(cvSize(image1->width/4,image1->height/4),8,3); /*Resize frame size from 640 x 480 to 320 x 240*/ 
  
 image1  = cvQueryFrame(cap); 
   
 cvResize(image1,image3,0); 
       
 cvShowImage("Node 1 (Source)",image3); 
  
     image_gray=cvCreateImage(cvGetSize(image3),IPL_DEPTH_8U,1); 
   cvCvtColor(image3,image_gray,CV_RGB2GRAY); 
         
     c = cvWaitKey(1); 
    
 /* create a formatted packet */ 
    
pkt_ptr = op_pk_create_fmt ("webcam_pk");  
 
/* allocate a new data structure */ 
ds_ptr = (Custom_pk *) op_prg_mem_alloc (sizeof (Custom_pk)); 
 
/* fill in certain data structure values */ 
 
ds_ptr->image2=image3; 
 
op_pk_nfd_set (pkt_ptr,"TOS", 0); 
op_pk_nfd_set (pkt_ptr, "Data", ds_ptr, op_prg_mem_copy_create,op_prg_mem_free, sizeof (Custom_pk)); // Encapsulate image in OPNET custom packet 
 
   } 
else{ 
  
     pksize1= op_pk_total_size_get (pkt_ptr); 
  
    pkt_ptr = op_pk_create_fmt ("backgroundtraffic_pk"); 
    op_pk_nfd_set (pkt_ptr,"TOS",1);  
 op_pk_total_size_set (pkt_ptr, pksize1); 
  
 }  
    
/*****************************************************************************************/ 
  
  
 /* Update the packet sent statistics */ 
 manet_rpg_sent_stats_update (pksize); 
  
 /* Make a copy of the destination address */ 
 /* and set it in the ICI for ip_encap  */ 
 copy_address_ptr = manet_flow_info_array [row_num].dest_address_ptr; 
  
 /* Set the destination address in the ICI */ 
 op_ici_attr_set (ip_encap_req_ici_ptr, "dest_addr", copy_address_ptr); 
  
 /* Set the source address of this node based on the */ 
 /* IP address family of the destination    */ 
 if (inet_address_family_get (copy_address_ptr) == InetC_Addr_Family_v6) 
  { 
  /* The destination is a IPv6 address */ 
  /* Set the IPv6 source address   */ 
  src_address = inet_rte_intf_addr_get (iface_info_ptr, InetC_Addr_Family_v6); 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  /* The destination is a IPv4 address */ 
  /* Set the IPv4 source address   */ 
  src_address = inet_rte_intf_addr_get (iface_info_ptr, InetC_Addr_Family_v4); 
  } 
  
 /* Create the source address */ 
 src_addr_ptr = inet_address_create_dynamic (src_address); 
  
 /* Set the source address in the ICI */ 
 op_ici_attr_set (ip_encap_req_ici_ptr, "src_addr", src_addr_ptr); 
  /* Install the ICI */ 
op_ici_install (ip_encap_req_ici_ptr); 
  
 /* Send the packet to ip_encap */ 
  
 /* Since we are reusing the ici we should use    */ 
 /* op_pk_send_forced. Otherwise if two flows generate a  */ 
 /* packet at the same time, the second packet genration will*/ 
 /* overwrite the ici before the first packet is processed by*/ 
 /* ip_encap.           
 */ 
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 op_pk_send_forced (pkt_ptr, outstrm_to_ip_encap); 
  
 //op_pk_send_forced (pkptr, outstrm_to_ip_encap); 
  
 
 /* Destroy the temorpary source address */ 
 inet_address_destroy_dynamic (src_addr_ptr); 
  
                      cvReleaseCapture(&cap); 
 
 /* Uninstall the ICI */ 
 op_ici_install (OPC_NIL); 
  
  
 FOUT; 
 } 
 
static void 
manet_rpg_packet_destroy (void) 
 { 
 Packet*   pkptr; 
 double   delay; 
 double   pk_size,pk_size1; 
    Custom_pk *lex; 
                                                    int                cl; 
   IplImage  *image4; 
  
  
 /** Get a packet from IP and destroy it. Destroy **/ 
 /** the accompanying ici also.      **/ 
 FIN (manet_rpg_packet_destroy (void)); 
  
  
   
 /* Remove the packet from stream */ 
 pkptr = op_pk_get (instrm_from_ip_encap); 
  
 /* Update the "Traffic Received" statistics */ 
 pk_size = (double) op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr); 
  
/**********************Alex Egaji****************************************/ 
  
  op_pk_nfd_access (pkptr, "TOS", &cl); 
 
  
 if (cl == 0){ 
  
 op_pk_nfd_access (pkptr, "Data", &lex); 
                 
                    image4=lex->image2; 
 
                   cvNamedWindow("Node 4 (Destination)",CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
                   cvShowImage("Node 4 (Destination)",image4); 
   
 /* Compute the delay for video traffic */ 
 delay = op_sim_time () - op_pk_creation_time_get (pkptr); 
  
 /* Update the "Delay" statistic */ 
  op_stat_write (local_delay_real_hndl, delay); 
  
 pk_size = (double) op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr); 
  
 manet_rpg_received_stats_real_update (pk_size); 
 } 
  
   
 else if (cl==1) { 
  
 /* Compute the delay for  background traffic */ 
  delay = op_sim_time () - op_pk_creation_time_get (pkptr); 
  
 /* Update the "Delay" statistic */ 
  op_stat_write (local_delay_back_hndl, delay); 
  
 pk_size = (double) op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr);  
   
 manet_rpg_received_stats_back_update (pk_size); 
 
 } 
  
/******************************************************************************/ 
  
/* Update the "Traffic Received" statistics */ 
 pk_size = (double) op_pk_total_size_get (pkptr); 
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 /* Update the statistics for the packet received */ 
 manet_rpg_received_stats_update (pk_size); 
  
 /* Compute the delay */ 
 delay = op_sim_time () - op_pk_creation_time_get (pkptr); 
  
 /* Update the "Delay" statistic */ 
 op_stat_write (local_delay_hndl, delay); 
 op_stat_write (global_delay_hndl, delay); 
 
 op_ici_destroy (op_intrpt_ici ()); 
 op_pk_destroy (pkptr); 
   
 FOUT; 
 } 
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